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AR3TKAGT
!Sbo ain of this thesis Is to offor an interpretation «Bd 
edition of tk« 014 fiBgUst Waldere f^&csts in which an account is 
takes ef all t e e m  versions of and allusions to the Gaither etary «»4 
of olasrl; related literature* 33te principal independent contribution 
of the study Is its demonstr&tion that the story of Vita's first 
adventure, preserved la the Old Horse Thltfajkasaga, is in considerable 
part derivative from the Gaither story and suggests a reconstruction 
for the teiaare narrative Into which the extant fragments fit d  th 
complete propriety*
iaoikg the Gaither legends apart from the story of Vi<2ga, 
s « i ^ *  is o&ique in that the hero is shown in possession of tee named 
sword Miming, tee most famous of weapons in medieval Germanic literature 
and one aanil welly of high significance in the %aldere narrative* In 
other literature in which the sword figures, Morning is characteristically 
viewed as the most excellent of swards* In several Instances its role 
is that of tee second and superior of two blades wielded by a hero to 
whom it brings ultimate victory* Such Is the pattern of action in Vilp’s 
first adventure, which besides dimming, has other elements in common 
with members of the group of Gaither legends, particularly its role of the 
liegemen torn between loyal ties to lord and friend respectively*
Collation of the Vlttfea story site that of Ihl&rik's Journey home, a 
portion of Thtdrlkssage which has long been accepted as modeled largely 
upon a balthor*»lay, shows the two to have shared a ocrayon model, and
v
QQ^aritcn at the story with a shorter hut almost Identical
account at Heimir (also to toidrikesa^a) , to which however all elements 
aiggtslite at too ^either legend are missing, eet&bllshe© the Gaither** 
toy influence o& too Fid&a tale*
Fear interpretation or the ftaldere fragments, the two moat 
important questions are those a© to the identity of the speaker opening 
Fragment X® (cosipristog two speeches9 the second of them by Waldsre) 
and a© to the proper order of the two non—contlguous leaves of text* 
toe crux to each case is the nature of the ©word action*
Aside from the Latin poem Waltharius* the VilS&a story 1© 
the only member of the ftalther group which has a detailed account 
of the sword set!on and which Is likely to preserve an action, approx­
imating that of the original ft either story* In the ¥£3g& tale and 
several other blaming legends a m  allusions, dimming la conceived 
as the parsgo& of swords* Accord ingly, when the X-apeaker of teldure 
claims to have is possessions though it is idle and hidden away, the 
best of swords, then describes a sward which is oosocluted with 
toeodaric and the totter*© battlb-caeapanion ftldia (the Old Horse 
FiŜ gu) v familiar from numerous source© as o*»n©r of dimming, only 
Mimadng is likely to be intended* From Fragment H (a speech by 
general eminent ascribed to Hildegyd) »aiders is known to use that 
award* Since ftaldare, however, cannot plausibly be the X—speaker
(a speech of his Immediately follows), X must be the other member of
6eldere*e faotlon, 1* a*, HlldegyF*
The Tldfea story and ftalthariue both know the hero as
having to resort to a second sword at the climax of the fighting,































































































lift lines, ar« to substance parts o£ three speeehee delivered at or
about the eltoeUe point of the action* Beginning; with IU Mllenhoff 
sto 1860, the more usual view has been that only the four main characters 
reotln on the eeene, all other— probe bly eleven in auxaber— haviu& been 
Jellied by the warrior**hero* The loaves have by c o s m  consent been 
designated I and IX (occasionally A and B), but since the ordering of 
leaves Is a act ter of conjecture, the numeral designations have been 
used ilth opposite applications* As being lees ambiguous, the designa­
tions H and XU d l l  be used to this study, li for the fragment comprised 
almost wholly of a speech ascribed to HUdegytf (except by Heinz©!, who 
thinks rather or Bag***4}, XX far that containing the end of a speech 
variously a » i p « d  to Gudhere, Hagena, t. aid ere, and Bil&eg^rf and the 
beginning of a speech known to be Waldere's from the explicit directive 
expression introducing It*
Most editors and eoosaentators have said relatively little of 
the language of the fragments, but an adequate critical summary toe 
been offered by Borman,5 too points out favrde* B 1, avllan. xw 25,
^aeype (edwltaoype. H Id), geXlfeff. XW 27, fqgrblgan, H 26, and swur&e*
H SB, as exhibiting late West Saxon peculiarities, hworfeiu H 30 (to 
which, Bobble points out,5 should be added wore* E £), hafa. Xii £, and 
perhaps also standalf (3rd sing* pres* lnd*), XW IB, as late Hearth**
5 B&Uenhoff, "Zeugnlss© und Bxcurse zur deutschen Iieldeasage,” 
ZfdA. XII (1665), £75 f*
* Ketosel, ttbar die Gaithersage* p* 11*
ft Borman, op, clt*. pp* 5-7*
5 E.V.K* Bobble, The Analo-Gaatoa Minor loema^ p* xxvl*
s
umbrian* Other forms betray no unmletakahl© affinity of diaXect or 
period* By the testimony of f* 0* Kendrick, a decorative sketch in 
the Y a m  of acanthus ©prays footing the second. © M e  of fragment B is 
to be dated *%bout A*0* 1000” and 1© to be ascribed to a northern 
bnglisk artist*7 Norman concludes that "the date cannot be determined 
from linguistic considerations; nor can the original dialect of the 
poem be established, though there are no valid reasons for assuming 
it to have been £Sax* The dialect of the manuscript is probably that 
of a Sorthumhriaa scribe attempting to writ© * Standard* Old English 
round about 1000**8
As the variety of assignments of speaker would indicate* 
the leads el thin the X—speech are not unmistakable, either as to who 
utters the words or as to what, for the narrative, the passage signi­
fies* Yet It Is this very passage which is of the most general interest: 
it is a web of allusions to Theodor!c, v idle, Nl&had, and -eland, all 
colorful figures in Germanic legend* From other saga remains, notably 
from VBlunAarkvltlh* from a section of Thidrikssa^a^ and from Peer 1—IB, 
the sidia—^elsnd-&idhad-5aad©hiltr story is known and the allusion is 
dear* Likewise In the main for the fhoodorl c--i & la relationship, which
7 Harwua, o£. gjjt., pp 4 f.
0 Ibid** p* 7* Besides Norman* s, the fullest treatment of the 
language is that of E. J* Cooijn, ”De uald ore-Fra&meaten»f Yersla&en 
d  kededeelingen der k on Ink 11 Ike Akaderaie van >etanachappen, &f&eelin 
Lettarkunde* 3rd Lerles, >1111 (109b), 50—7&»
9 Bertelsen, X, 63-133*
4
la a heavily eontributory subject in a number of medieval poems, 
among them Rabenschlach t. Dietrichs Flu eh t. the Rosen gar ten group,
Laurin. and the compiletian called Thidrikssaga* But quite unsettled 
is the question of what part Theodoric and hie relations with Widla 
may have had in the ^aiders situation* An answer to the question would 
probably help to explain much more about ft aid ere than merely the im-» 
mediate passage*
Since the speech shows an intimate knowledge of Theodoric 
and Widla, the Theodoric legends might be expected to suggest the 
Identity of the speaker* But Bagena, Waldere, and HildegyfT all about 
equally well can be acquainted with Theodoric, since, as is known from 
Waltharius and other sources, all three have been hostages at Attila*® 
court, where Theodoric spent thirty years in exile* The only one of 
the principal Waldere figures who would be excluded is GuXShere, for 
whom there seems to have been no opportunity for intimacy with Theodoric* 
To exclude others than Gufthere, consideration of specific content of 
the Old English poem, beside parallel references or motives in extant 
Theodorie-Widia lore is necessary*
The most striking fact about the X-speeeh Is its echoes— or 
foreshadowings— of a sword drama of which yet stronger traces are 
preserved in Fragment H« One of the weapons figuring In the drama is 
the sword Minxning, properly Widla*s: in other literature Mlmmlng figures
repeatedly in relationships between Wldla and 'Theodoric* No one would 
suppoee that either of these heroes had in person more than an atmos­
pheric role in the Waldare-Hildegyd* story, but In a Theodoric tale 
ostensibly unconnected with Walther the action which the Old English
3
have suggested to some former students of the e'althar legend 
is strikingly pareXleled^0 end the suture of the part assumed for the 
stord Mimming by the same scholars Is alao suggested in several other 
narratives and allusions*
Is the body of legends is which it appears, Mimming assumes 
about as much of character and predictability as the human figures ap­
pearing is the same literature. Oddly, however, so previous tSaldere 
study has made mere than cursory reference to the dimming legends as 
of possible importance fcr es understanding of the *<aiders actios, is 
which the sword plays a manifestly heavy role* A principal purpose of 
this study will be to relate baldere to this body of parallel matter 
and to provide somewhat better grounding than has formerly been possible 
for solving a duster of problems usually raised in discussions of the 
form of the Old ^glisfc poem— the pro Heme of determining 1) the role 
of Sagem in the climactic battle, 2) the identity of the speaker open­
ing fragment lb, 3) the proper order of the two leaves of text, 4) the 
immediate narrative context for each of the fragments, and 5) the 
preferable interpretation of a number of words and phrases which, because 
of the uncertainty as to the action, have been either variously inter­
preted, or else given over as ambiguous* The problems of course overlap, 
and the solutions are in degree reciprocal.
The considerations to find place in a Waldere study have been 
multiplied by the many scholarly conjectures which have already been
The tale referred to is Vlttgaf» First Adventure, which, is 
discussed below*
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offered, on the problems mentioned above, for a number of the con­
jectures are of such substance or of such prestige that no further—  
or contrary— conjectures can ignore them* In any case, however, the 
starting point must be a review of the materials which themselves 
present the problems and upon which the conjectures are based*
In the following sections of this study, the names of those 
who figure in the legends are used in as few forms as are consistent 
with clarity and convenience of reference* For designating the ideal 
or composite figures, the following forms, as being familiar in 
Saglish for sueh general reference, are used without regard to schematic 
consistency: Gaither, Bildegund, Hagen, Gunther, Attila, Theodoric, 
&ldia, Hildebrand, and Heime*^
The variant forms under which these names appear in the study 
are as follows: Walthari—tfalthcr—ftalter-Valltari—Waldere, Hiltgunt—Uilde- 
gund—Helgund—Hilldi gund—Hildegyd, Hagano—Hagen-Htigni-Hagena, Gunthari- 
Gun ther-Guxmar-Godher e, Attila-Etzel-Aetla, Di etrich-ThitCrek-Theodoric,
Si tege-Vidjga—ftidia, Hildebrand—HiUdibrand, Heime—Heimir. The names 
have been adapted to this extent; 1) initially, and •& are transliterated 
as Th. but elsewhere J). and are retained in distinction from original 
th: 2) except in Keiair. declensional terminations such as the Latin -us 
and the Horse —r are dropped* The context to which each variant belongs 
will appear from summarles and dlscuselon in the following sections*
£. Site literary contexts survey of the Vialther legend
Though Gaither and hie adventures are remembered in a 
number of other art tings* only throe aon-fr&g^mi tarjr versions of the 
story are extant* The only detailed version (1456 hcx&mctere) Is the 
Medieval Latin *altharius*i2 composed e* 930 and tm&i tionally ascribed 
to the jaoak I of the Seles cloister St. Gall* Fortunately
comparison eith other versions of and allusions to the legend attests 
adeohard*s approximation to a standard or mean fora* Another version, 
extremely cce*presoed* is included as an episode in the Old Horse 
^jggfriXssagai (of the aid-thirteenth century)* where It comprises only 
perhaps seven hundred words**3 The third is a lolish version* in 
slightly variant forms preserved in Latin and Polish chronicles proba­
bly not earlier than the fourteenth century*^ This version la very
19 H I  versions of and identifiable allusions to legends of 
neither are printed la the original languages by *:* D« Learned, The 
Saga of Gaither of Aquitaine. Preferred editions of âltharius are 
those of H* Althof and' K* 5trecker (see Bibliography). The only full 
English translation of the Latin poem is that of U*&u* ;.mysar and
W» P. i&goun* Jr** in their ûryivala in Old Norwegian of Med level jfeĥ Xish.
french, and German Literature. Together with the Latin Versions of the 
Heroic Legend of waiter of Aquitaine, pp* 113-45*
^  Old Horse text* Bortelson* IX* 105-91 Lngllsh translation*
iiagoun in Beyser and ̂ agoun* op. cit** pp* 75-?.
X4 The materials of the Polish version are assembled and dis­
cussed by Heinzel* op* clt*« pp* 27—5 9* The fullest account* that In 
a Latin chronicle of Boguphalus* is translated Into Kn^ish by anorser 
rad kagoua* op* cit*. pp* 146-30*
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likely itself derivative, though much altered, either from the Middle 
High German epic poem Gaither, of which only fragments are independently 
preserved, or from a source fairly close In content and time to 
jftalther*^
A further Latin source for the Walther legend is that pro­
vided by an eleventh-century Italian monastic chronicler in Book XI, 
chapters 7—9, of the Chronic on Kovali ci ease, ̂  but this source scarcely 
deserves consideration separately from Waltharlua* After an account of 
a certain (presumably real-life) Walthari’s entry Into the monastery of 
Hovalesa, the chronicler presents ostensibly as an account of the monk's 
earlier life a redaction of the first 577 lines of Waltharlus partly by 
prose paraphrase, partly by direct quotation, then very briefly summarizes 
Ekkehard's story up to about line 1345, where Gunthari and Bagano are 
tired after long fighting with Walthari* The chronicler apparently does 
not know the conclusion, for he leaves the story dangling*
Besides the more—or—less complete accounts, there are two
sets of fragaents dealing directly with the Gaither story* These are
17the Old English Wald ere (frequently ascribed to the eighth century but
actually uncertain as to date beyond the fact that the ivtS. is not later
15 See H. Schneider, Germanlache Heldensage, I, 340*
^  Text in Learned, op* cl t*. pp. 44-56* The earlier portion 
of the narrative is translated into English by bmyeer and Magoun, 
op* clt*, pp* 151—2*
17 Most recent edition is that of E*V.K* Dobble, op* clt** 
pp* 4—6 (discussion, pp. xix-xxvi; notes, pp. 136—42)* Most comprehen­
sive and compact study is that of Norman, op* clt.
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than the «ar]jr eleventh w t a r y  «nS cannot be m l i  earlier) and the 
Middle High O e n a  (eceapoced by l25G-~probahly about 1839}*
Iha flain collateral sources so for m^ealaed for the 
either lagaad are, in Middle High Genaaa, the HibeluaaenAied (end of 
the tsalfth eaatoty)19 end Blterolf und Die tie! b (after ^either in the 
thirteenth eeatury),20 and, in ThltErikaaaga. an account of Theodoric 
and Hildebrand's return from axil©.2*-
la the suaary of ffalthariuo which follows* brackets are 
used to enclose all natter for which no other Torsion offers unsai®- 
takahie support* lie bracketed elesasnta, it should be total* are 
nearly all points whieh only the sdaai&g portions of the fra^acntsuy 
versions could pertinently ha?e treated*
By their respoctlT© three kings* Walthari* Hiltgunt, and 
Hagfiao ere seat as hostages to the Hoxmlsh court of Kind Attila* 
Walthari and Hlltguat have already been betrothed* area in childhood* 
Walthsrl and Hrtggno, friends and cooQ̂ aniOtaa-at-arzBs, distinguish thaoa- 
celTee with Attila as wurr 1 or—heroas, while Hilt^imt bceosaes a court 
teBtioaar; and confidante to Attila's Queen* having access [a©
18 MText and discussion in Hsin&al, opt cit»« pp* 13-20* Most Important discussion of ftalther— snd of Blterolf und Dietleib as modeled after balthar— »la that of H* Schneider, wDas Epos von Walther und Hildeguade," GBM. XIII (1925), 14-22 and 119-50*
19 for a study of the relationship between the 8ibelung and 
Walther legends, see ^arl Broege, "iyjbelungc.alied und Waltharius.n 
ZfdA* H I  (1910), 193-231*
SO Teact In O* Janicke, Deutsches Heldenbuoh (Berlin, 1B06), 
pp* 1 ff* zee also footnote IB above*
SL1 Bsrtelsen, II, 328—42. For discussion of the story, sec 
W* B&upt, Zqr niederdeutschen Bjetrlehsage (Palaestra CXXXX), 
pp* 190 f* and 273 f«, and zchnelder, "Das Epos von Neither und 
Hlldegtmde* **
io
custodian} to the Queen*© [and other Hunniah] treasures* lia&ano 
[escapes end} leaves Attila to Join his proper lord, Gunthari*
[&&1thari tactfully declines Attila*® offer of a Hunnish bride and 
wealth and soon afterwards perforata super-heroicolly In a successful 
campaign of Attila* a which leaves &althari strangely cold and preoccupied*! 
He suggests to Hlltguat that they two take flight from Attila, but sus­
pecting mockery, Hlltguat has to be reassured; then she declares 
%al thari* s will to he hers and is ready to share his fortunes* They 
plot tile escape together, and v»al thari directs her to provide herself 
with [two cheats of) Buaalah treasures (and Walthari with fine armor 
and accoutrements, as well as extra shoes and fishing equipment!*
He and Hlltguat flee together on a single horse following a banquet 
[at which halthari plies the Huns with wine until all are in a stupor] 
and head for the realm of Alphari, v*althnri*s king—father* [wal thari 
and his fiancee tr&vel by night and rest during the day,] Attila wants 
to apprehend the pillaging refugees [and offers extravagant rewards, 
but no Hun dares pursue >althari] * Lur out© the lovers cross the I thine 
and the ferryman conveys news of them to [Guathari, who is] the ruling 
prince* Soon afterward the two are accosted by King Gun thari bent on 
plunder with a band of hie re tain ore], including Hagnno [r.ho has come 
unwillingly, after an attempt to dissuade Ounthari from hi tv purpose 
to attack and despoil hal thari]* Hiltgunt is fearful, but Walth&ri 
reassures her* Wei thari* s offer to give over part of his treasure to 
Ounthari is refused* From the following battles [in ^hlch Ounthari 
men mast attack singly because V>althari is stationed in a narrow pass 
la the Vosges], Hagapo holds himself aloof [for the double reason that 
Gan thari has insultingly refused a second plea against the attack and 
that * a 1 thari is an old and tried friend]* After daylong fighting, 
during which ftelthari kills eleven men [including one of Hagano*s 
kinsmen] and leaves only Gun thari and liagano alive, the leader of that 
attack [with his second] ostensibly departs the scene— a ruse conceived 
by Hagsno (who is now reconciled with Gun thari and wie&nn to fight at 
his aide)* After [an overnight] respite, s.a 1 thari [when ho leaves the 
protection of the narrow ravine] io the victim of an attack by Hagnao 
[and Gun thari together* After terrific fighting, Walthari finally 
cute off Ounthari * a leg and is about to deliver the mortal blow, but 
Hagano receives the blow on his own helmet, against which the sword 
is shattered* when walthari in anger hurls away the useless hilt,
Bagano eats off the incautiously outstretched hand* Waltharl with 
his left hand then draws a second blade, a short award with which he 
has girded himself before leaving Attila*& court]* with a final blow 
^althari slashes Hagano*a chin and cuts out one eye [and some teeth).
The fight is ended in reconciliation [and banter between Ilagnno and 
&althari], balthari victorious* v»!althari and Hiltgunt continue their 
journey* The former succeeds his father as king and lives to do other 
heroic fighting*
The Thitiriksaaga version is much different, rjainly in the
direction of courses ion, but the version 1b too late, as well as In
XX
too summary a fora, to be taken as reflection or an. original much 
f m  weitharlus*
The liaro la called Valltari of Yaskastein (ftasgeastela)
His ftthsr is n i w  alluded to, bat tbs boro is Kmarlk*s nephew, 
hence also a kinsman to Thiftrsk* The spoil Bllldi guild tarings away 
la the gold sha can carry with one band* Hdgni is mentioned neither 
as a hostage nor as VaXltarifs friend, but leads a band of Attila9a 
a m  to overtake the escaping lovers* When the pursuers appear, Hllldi- 
gund is afraid for Vail tari, but he reassures her* In daylong fighting, 
Valltsri kills H3gni*s eleven supporters and Is wounded himself* Kdgni 
has ostensibly fled, but reappears in a lone surprise attack Just as 
ValXtarl and Hilldiguad, during the respite, have finished a meal of 
wild boar* Killdigund gives warning, and Vail tar I hurls a bone at 
BSpi with such force as to cut hie chin, remove one eye, and throw 
him to the ground* HSgni flees back to Attila, and the lovers continue 
their journey to Kna&nrik, who sends rich gifts to propitiate Attila*
fhe slmpllflcation in this version has been accounted for 
as due to a process of tailoring generally operative on legends which 
escape the protection of an aristocratic audience*^ However, to the 
time of the lovers9 flight, the narrative la generally very similar 
to that represented in the Latin poeia,2^ with the principal difference
It is possible that the appellation "walther of the Wasgen— 
stein, * which appears in Bosenaartea as well as In the Old Home 
source, represents a confusion by which the site of the refugee waltherfs 
famous battle has become hie place of origin* The Hlbolaa&enlied repre­
sents the fight as taking place at the Wasgenstein* In a more general 
lo™, »altharlua places the battle In the Vosges (of which the w&genstein 
is probably a region)* Spain (fcaltfaarluas Aquitaine) la moat frequently 
designated as .Qlther’c home, and it la also sometimes Laagers, some­
times Kerllngen* For further discussion see Borman, op* cit*, p* SI, 
and A* Heoeler, "Die Sage von " hither und Hildeguad,” ZtflB, XI (1935), 70*
H* «&* Chadwick, The Heroic pp* 57 f«; B* Uleklns,
Bunic and Parole Poems, p* 40*
Struck by the relative closeness of the parallel with 
Aalthsrius to the time of the flight and by the divergences there- 
after, Joseph X'eesniller ("Lieder von v either und KlXdegund,w Melanges 
Sodefrold Xurth. II, 365—71) offered the hypothesis that the Walther 
Xegjjar̂ 1 been originally two separate but related lays, one (till 
the flight) essentially a love story, the other a tale of fighting*
xz
that Hogni has not yet been mentioned* That il then appear® as 
Attila*a henchman and that Kina Ctum&r is entirely missing from the 
story are alterations perhaps made easier frosi the fact that the Haas 
are «ie hero's first and more natural enemies. 25 HSgnl has no apparent 
eofifliet of loyalties and hie role has become wholly mechanical, hut 
the associated aresaa of weapons Is still preserved In a more primi­
tive forms TalXtari's alternate weapon has become the hone of the 
wild boer, itself a transmutation of the fish and fowl %hlch the 
levers of ■altharius sustained themselves* The propitiation of 
Attila seems the one fern tore of the account which could with much 
plausibility be taken as reflection of an old feature not elsewhere 
preserved*
The Polish version Is so altered from the Oensanlc legend 
as to constitute substantlolly a quite different story*
Hdgu&d, in the court of her father. King of the Franks, 
is the betrothed of a prince, son of the Heraanian king# But Walter, 
a Polish count, courts Eelgund by nocturnal serenading and wins her 
to dope with him* The jilted prince casraandeers all craft on the 
Hhias and decrees that no one be permitted to cross the riv/sr with a 
maiden without paying a m r k  of gold for passage*—an exorbitant fee, 
since a mark la about eight ounces* Walter pays the fee to some boat­
men, who however will not row across until the prince comes* Walter 
and Helgund mount Walter’s horse Bucephalus, Jump into the river, and 
eroas more swiftly than an arrow# The prince pursues and catches them, 
and he and Walter fight for possession of horse, weapons, and maiden* 
tihile he is facing Helgund, the prime is so inspirited as to hold the 
advantage, but «&aa Walter is forced to retreat and Balgnnd comes into 
his view, he gains the advantage, quickly kills his adversary, and 
proceeds in triumph to Poland*
gg Thus Behnoider, "33a© Epos von Neither und Hildegunde," 
p# 128, and Borman, op* clt** p* 12*
25 _  -Thus also Seemtliler, op* oit*, p* 369*
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The rest of the Polish narrative is of little pertinence for 
the present study but mey be partly derived from v*&itherf © adventures 
which in the Germanic legend preceded the flight from Attila*37
Kelgund proves imfaithful* She and her lover, tfeXtar'e 
captive, conspire against Walter* Princ© wyslav, the lover, haw Walter 
chained in such a position that he Is forced to witness Helguad*s acts 
of adultery with the prince* Hoping to win a husband for herself, 
Wyslaw* s ugly sister cuts Walter* s bonds and elves hlra Wyslav* m sword, 
with itlsh i d  ter fade upon his unfaithful wife and her lover as they 
lie in bed and cuts them both through the middle at one blow*
Gf Gaither there ere two fremnants, represen ting widely 
separated portions of the story*
The extremely dllapidaded Qraz ifragiEsettt presents Hagen, still 
at 1 tael's court, in conversation with wait her and Hildegund, telling 
them what w&lther seems not to have knows that Gaither had been be** 
trothed to Hildegund in childhood* As in the hlbeiungeniletU Hagen 
seems to have beem formally released by J&tzel* He distributes presents 
to his Hums.Xeh companions before departure*
The Vienna Fragment opens with Walt her and 11ilde^urd being 
escorted homeward by Volker and sixty followers, apparently from the 
scene of the fights with Gunther*a men* In Meta, Ortwin had had a 
thousand brave men, against whom Gaither*© party must now beware (pre­
sumably because -alther has killed Ortwin, and the letter's men want to 
take vengeance)* Hut the perilous territory is safely passed through, 
and messengers are scat ahead to King Alker of Spain, Aalther'e father* 
They tell Alter that Vnltber parted from the Huns in such a way that the 
Huns suet ever lament its he had slain many of their dear kinsmen (Hunnlsh 
outposts?) on his journey* The king is overjoyed at the prospect of re* 
union with his son* later Gunther end his men, as well as other kings, 
are invited to Neither and Hildegund'a wedding celebratlon— as are also 
Steel and Eelche, after some hesitancy on Neither*& part* Gunther 
would like to accept the invitation if Hagen agrees to his doing so*
The Blbelungenlied has three significant references to 
content of the ^althor story*
27Schneider, "Pas Epos von althor und Bildegunde," pp* £9~&8*
Comparing Blterolf und Dietlelb. Schneider would derive the iolish
narrative fraa the epic wait her*
X*
Btael says that Hagan and Waltfcer grew from boyhood to 
manhood an hostages with him: ho sent Hagen home again; Gaither 
n a  away with Kildegund (strophe 1756 f,)» Hagen and the one 
from Spain (t#e», Walther) naught many battles together when they 
ware with Btssel (179$ f*}* In answer to a taunt of Hagen*o,,
Hildebrand mocks: "Who was it who sat on his shield before the 
&askenstein when Gaither of Spain was killing so many of hie 
friends?** (2344 f*)*
In aiterolf wad PietXelh there are many allusions to the 
Gaither story, tut the poem is of greater interest from the fast that 
roughly the first third, to line 4740, seems to hare been modeled chiefly 
on the otherwise nearly lost walther* Making heavy call, to supply 
links, on the adventures of Blterolf and his son Dietleib which bear 
an apparent derivative relationship to adventures of &alther, Hermann 
Schneider has offered a conjectural reconstruct ion of the content of 
itself*23 &or the purposes of a **aiders study, the most «ig*» 
nif leant differences from .ml thari us. aside from those already apparent 
in the extant Aalther frequents, ere that probably only one named hero, 
Ortwin von Mats, is killed In -alth&t9q fights, though some unnamed 
any have fallen; that Walther has not the advantage of a protected 
position during the fights (ehlvalrlc code forbade an attack of several 
upon one anyway, and the protection would be unnecessary); and that Hagen 
perhaps fights first in order and then only until he recognises -either. 
The fights end with reconciliation (bat how the final reconciliation Is 
accomplished, if Hagen fights first, Is not accounted for, and Schneider* s
28 Ibid*
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▼lew of the Hagen role remains tentative^} • The citizenry of ŝ onos 
are astonished at the damage Walther has wrought upon Gunther and his 
par
The ThltDrikssaga account of Thidrek and Hllldi brand* © return 
from exile* of i&lch Hllldi brand is the hero* Is modeled In part on a 
Hildebrand-lay (that is* a lay of the fight between Hildebrand and hie 
era) but In greater part on a Walther-lay* Here the relationship to the 
models is considerably clearer and simpler than In the case of Blterolf 
und Djetleib*
After the disastrous battle of Attila’s and ThidTak’s men 
against the Burgundians (Nif lungs), Thiflrek confides in Hllldi brand his 
desire to leare Attila and attempt to regain his own kingdom after thirty- 
two years away from it* Hilldibrand is ready to accompany him, and at 
Thiarek* s request he carries the secret word to ThittTek’s wife HerreJT.
Hot quite credulous, Herrati has to hear it from ThftSrak’s own lips, 
whereupon she declares herself to be of her lord’s will and ready to 
share his fortunes* lust before setting out, Thidrek privately tells 
Attila his plans for a secret journey, but will not accept the escorting 
army which Attila offers* As they near country perilous because of 
ThiTErak’s old enemies, they ride by night only, Hilldibrand also lead­
ing a horse bearing treasure* As they are riding along between the 
Xuruvnld and the Hhine, Hilldibrand sees a band of horsemen In pursuit, 
and though BerracT is fearful, ThidTek reassures her and the two heroes 
prepare to fight rather than flee into the forest* A demand that HerratT be given up is refused* Of the thirty—two assailants, ThidTek kills 
seven, but Hilldibrand nine* Among the dead only two, lari Bisung, who 
is prince and leader, and Ingram, bear names* Those left alive flee, 
except for Aumlung, who attacks Hilldibrand and is overpowered but not 
harmed* Aualaag explains that lari Elsung's party had been seeking re- 
Tmge on Thidrek because Thltbrek’s kinsman had long before killed the 
elder Jarl Klaung* After further telling the good news that Brmanrik, 
ThldTek’s mortal enemy and usurper of his lands. Is near death if not 
already dead, Aumlung is freed, and ThiflTak•s party continue on their 
journey unmolested* The battle feats of the two men, particularly of 
the ancient Hilldibrand, occasion great astonishment among the citizenry
9Q Ibid*, p* 126* However, on grounds which seem adequate, 
Wilhelm Lenz, Per Auegang deer Dichtung von Walther und Blldegunde. 
pp* 56 f*, rejects Schneider’s evidence as not actually pertinent*
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of Bablloaifif Klsung* s land eerose th© Khiae.
Walther appears as a warrior in several High German
poems; Aloharts Tod, variant versl ons of Bosensear ten* Dietrichs Flue lit 
(where his nasi© is given to two figures), and Babcsaeohiacht* He also 
©appears In the ThiHrikssagsa counterpart of the last-named Gorman poem, 
as well as elsewhere* But none of these appearances and none of the 
allusions In works not already named have any particularly Indicative 
value for the content of the story of Walthcr and Hildegund* However, 
the Ihigrihssaga account of YiTTga* s first adventure3® Including an en­
counter between Vtffga and ThidTek, is apparently In considerable part 
derivative from the Neither legend, and has features strongly suggestive 
of Saldere* But since the relation of YlTfga to v*alth©r (and balder©) 
has not been pointed out in previous scholarship, discussion of this 
Sal ther—Wald ere link will find place in a section where Its hearings 
may be dealt with in detail*
Summarily, what  ̂aid ere tells us is ae follows*
In Frauent H, ilildegyS’ eagerly encourages Waldere, telling 
him that hie sword Mimming will not fall him if he will show his usual 
unflinching courage in his righteous fight against GucThere, who wrong­
fully started this fighting* balder© should not be concerned about the 
sword; the beet of treasures was granted him for help* with it ho 
ghfli 1 humble GdcXhere* The latter refused the award and treasures; now 
he shall turn from this fight without the spoil, else die first*
In Fragment Xv<, the opening speaker describes a sword as 
better than any except the one which the speaker also (eac» Xr* Z) has, 
quietly hidden in a stanfate* X*v 3 (perhaps "chest, ” perhaps "sheath") • 
The speaker knows that Theodorlc Intended to send the sword to &idia, 
with much treasures *idla earned a reward by rescuing Theodorlc from 
straits* A weapon In his hand, presumably a shield (hllde frofre, 
gutTbjii© gripe* X« 12 f*), ual&er© then speaks, taunting Oudhere with 
the latter* s having expected Hagan to fight with and defeat wolder©*
The speaker dares CuShere to come and take the armor from oj‘e *h© la 
battle—weary* But the excellent armor on Weldere9 s shoulders still
30 Bertelsen, I, 133-73.
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will act M l .  Tit it le C M  Who gives the victory* and m o  who has faith sad sots rl^t will find help from Him*
The most atriklag variation of ^aldere from the ualtharias 
yardstick la la the characterization of HildegytT, who appears la 
Fragment H as havii^ solfVpossosoion and courage la a proportion quite 
the inverse of that represented In Ekkehsrd’s Blltgunt. The fear~ridden 
heroine la a constant feature of the legend elsewhere, and if Fragment K 
is repxoseatati ve of Hildegytt* through the whole course of the narrative, 
the ^alders poet’s Innovation is quite remarkable*
Hagens * a role with respect to the climactic fight is also 
generally presumed to have been considerably different froa that of 
Eag&no* It has been felt that in ftaltharlua* Hagsao attache his old 
friend prematurely, since he joins the fight even before Gunthari hij&~ 
self la personally endangered* The conflicting loyalties are thus too 
soon resolved, and the role of Hagano seems defective* Am to the part 
played by the Old knglish Hagena, there are two principal schools of 
thought, based respectively on different interpretations of the hints 
provided in the fragments of a drama of swords* One of the two views, 
beet represented by Ludwig Solff,31* is that the X-speech and the 
remarks on Miizsniag in Fragment B are foreahadowingB of the later 
failure of £g.ia»lng in the climactic battle. The other view, beet 
represented by F* Dieter32 (and hold also by H. lieinael,33 B.C. Door,*54
^  L. Wolff, nZu den ^aldor e~Brilc he tucken." Z£flA* IXII (1925) Bl-Q.
32 Dieter, "Die ^uLdgrefragmente und die ureprilugXiche Gestalt 
der Neither sage, * Anglia. XI TlQ89 j, ICS*
33 Belazel, op. cit.. p. 7.
^  Boer, frBnt©rsuchung«ua uber die Bildesage,tf Zf&Ph* XL (1908), 50.
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3P* S e w n 8® X>* C* Is that the rtuarks in Frapoul H la«*
dicate a sword already to have failed* of which Mimmlng la the replace- 
a « W  Is essence provisioned by G* Beck el, 37 Wolff's conjecture la that 
Begemi played a wholly consistent vole* wnah&k&hly loyal to both lord 
end friend, sever iatavsdlag between the combatants except at the 
olisasUe moment when GtiShere was incapacitated hy a coital end It became 
acoseaary for Hageaa to deflect the mrl»«trcd« which would have takes 
Qo&here's life* To thla point Dieter and Borman are agreed, and Fragment 
H as usually Is tcrpreted leads presumptive supports at the time when 
GuHhere attacks Haldcre, Bagcna seems sot yet to be Involved* &olff* © 
farther assumption, however t is that Mimming broke on Begone* a Interposed 
award and left ^aiders powerless to continue the fight, hence ripe for 
reconciliation* This deaoaeawot la prepared for Is the X-apeech} we are 
to take it that Hagans le the speaker and la warning Godhere sot to 
underestlssate Waldere nor to think he can hold hie own before the opponent's 
sword: "There Is so sword equal to balder®f s except mine, and mine la
sot to be drawn in this battle*” Then is support of his assertion about 
the eacea&Ienee of *aidere*a sword, Hagena tells something of Misiaiug*® 
background*
For the dramatic import It supposes for the X—speech, wolfff s 
hypothesis has proved very attractive, and among others who have accepted
^  Honaan, op* clt** pp* Id f*
Miller, "The l equence of th e  W&ldere kledlura
Aeroa- X (1941), 155-6*
37 Heck el "Gas Gedleht von v.eltharius menu fort is,M Gl&l, IX 
(1921), 211* (Meckel*e assumption was that Mlmmlng was to break on 
Hagena's helmet*)
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it are Schnei der, A* Heusler,3® and F* Xlaeber^-the last having first 
for some years demurred because after mention cf one of the swords falls 
the relatlYe clause We_ i£ eac hafa. XW 2, which seems properly to require 
that both awards be in possession of the speaker. But despite the 
attractiveness of Wolff's idea of the weapons drama, Dieter's idea Is in 
accord with a more logically consecutive Interpretation of Fragment H 
and with an interpretation of the X—speech in which eae presents no 
difficulty*
The weaknesses in the presentation of Hagano may or may not 
be poorly conceived innovations of Ekkehard’a, but there are other 
features of Saltharius which almost surely were not of the source legend# 
The larger portion of the Latin poem is devoted to an account of 
Walth&ri's fights with the Burgundians (in Waltharius called Franks), 
each of Gtmtharl's men bearing a name and each figit being given detailed 
description. It is suspicions, however, that none of the first eleven 
warriors (l#e#, those killed) can be identified with certainty from any 
other saga remains, and only Camalo, governor of Meta, the first of the 
eleven, has been given a plausible conjectural identification: Camalo
may be a by-name ("the old one1*) for one of two Or twins*—namely the 
Ortwin von Metz who presumably died by Walther* s hand in the Middle High 
German version*^ Though the Thidrlkssaga version and the Hlbelungenlied
Schneider, Genaanlsche Heldensage, 1, 533; Deutsche IIeldensage.
p* 124*
39 Heoaler, op* cit#, p# 74*
40 Klaeber, "Drei Anmerkungea," ESt, UOC (1936), 333.
41 Althof, Das flaltharjlied (Sammlung Gdsohen, No* 46), p* 111 
(note to Waltharlus 58lT*
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establish the probability that there were eleven killed in the original 
fora of the legend, it is little likely that the fights were individually 
described or that more than one or two of Walther*s opponents (besides 
Hagen and Gunther) were named heroes, or that Walther was explicitly pro­
vided with the protected position to force his opponents into a series 
of individual combats* Dieter was first to call Waltharius acutely into 
question on these points,4® and K* Streaker, particularly, has since shown 
that Ekkehard is very heavily indebted to Virgil and Prudent!us far the 
descriptions of individual fighting*43 One may infer that the materials 
for the fights as provided in Ekkeh&rd*s Germanic sources were relatively 
scant*
The Latin poet seems, perhaps willfully, to have viewed some 
of his materials without reference to the vernacular Germanic legendary 
context (in particular the story of Siegfried*s death at the hands of 
Hagen and Gunther and of Hagen and Gunther* s later fall, now best known 
from the ffibelungenlied). Ekkehard*s Gunthari Is called King of the 
Franks* But the historical Gundaharius was king of the Burgundians,44 
and the King Gunther of legend is never given a national connection other 
than Burgundian* Waidere correctly remembers him as grine Burgenda.XW 14* 
Hence he must have been a Burgundian in the popular literature of
49 Dieter, "Die Walder©fragment© und die ursprUngllche Gestalt,” 
Anglia. X (1888), 229-234; XI (1889), 159-70.
43 Strecker, "Ekkehard und Vergil," ZfdAP XLII (1898), 339-65.
44 For discussion of Gundaharius, see M* G. Clarke, Sidelights 
on Teutonic History during the Migration Period, pp. 209 ff.
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Uckehard*s day, as h« is as early fiI3 Wi&alth (line® 6H-67) and still 
^oifctali le In the poetry of the thirteenth century end later# It in 
generally Inferred that Kkkeh&rd made the change to conform to the 
geography of his own time* Further, Attlla'e queen le called Qspirln, 
though everywhere else she Is Helohe (the common form, hut with some 
variants}* At second wife to the historical king there was Xldleo; to 
the legendary one, Krleaahild* no third Is known* It ha® been suggested 
that Gspirin imy signify "Divine Sear** and may be the Latin poet*s 
fanciful by-name for Hdehe— from the likeness to Belike, the Greek 
term for the cons tel la t ion of the Great Sear*^ But few of Ekkehard* s 
readers could have been expected to see through the disguise#
That as in Saltl&rlua either end’ Gunther were maimed in the 
original legend la very doubtful* Though both figures appear frequently, 
neither a one-handed either nor a on s—legged Gunther is remembered in 
any other legend, a fact mere remarksbl© In that Hagen*® loss of an eye 
is well known* The Vallterl-Hilldigund episode of ihfffirlfessam vividly 
remembers the lost eye for H3&&1, but, though ValXtarl Is wounded, he is 
described as soon afterwards striking fire from flint, an action which,
4#as Althof has remarked, implies at least two sound hands for him*
The Low German story of tins Nib ©lung® know Hagen a® one-eyed (ThiftrikBsaga » 
Bertelsen, II, EOS), and on the basis of the phrase el ell oh aln gealhene 
(Nib el unreal 1 ed* sir* 1734), scholars have assumed him to have been one-
45 Althof, Das >mltharl 11 ed. ed* cit», pp* 85 f* (note to 
Waltheriue 123)# The suggestion wao first males by J* Griim*
^  Althof, ftaltharil Poeoie* II, 351 (not© to ^altharju® 1382)*
fifed in the High Gsrasaa form of the legend as walX.4^ But Gunther in 
botfi eases Is sound of limb. Moreover, Thlttelkesagsa even preseats 
Eogni as one—eyed ia a story (the low Oomajs counterpart of the High 
German Eosea@&rten poems)46 which the Old Horse compiler places ia a 
position considerably prior to the Vailtari—Hillctigund episode itself, 
hut the Gunnar who appears beside Jf5g»i has no physical handicap*
47 Lena, op* cjt.. p. 85. Althor, "Otoer elntge - tell on*" p. 9P
combats the view*
46 Bertelsen,I, 245.
3. The context expanded: survey of the Mimming legend
The appearance of Minimi ng in the hand of Waldere is against 
everything Germanic legend elsewhere has to say of the sword* The poet’s 
appropriation involved a measure of daring, and the grounds for it, in 
any case, are unlikely to have been merely casual* For indications of 
the light in which he saw the sword, hence of the use which he intended 
for it, w© have the evidence of a very considerable body of literature 
in Middle High German and Old Norse, and scattered references in Low 
German and Middle English*
The fullest and most consecutive collection of Mlntming legends 
is the Old Norse Thigrikesaaa (already several times mentioned),'4** pre­
served in a number of manuscripts, one of them an Old Swedish redaction 
which uniquely adds an account of Miraming* a end* The ThldTlksaaga is 
Itself at least in the main a compilation of Low German stories and poems, 
translated and so arranged as to give a consecutive view of the legendary 
Theodccric and the figures associated with him*30 The fidelity of the 
compiler to his sources is known from the essential agreement between
49 Bertelsen* s is the standard edition* For a German translation,
see Fine Erichs an. Die Geschichte Thldreks von Bern* Jena, 1924* There is
no English translation of the couplete work* Portions are translated In 
Bmyser and Magoun, op* cl t*
For fuller discussion of Thidrlks3aga and for an English trans­
lation of the compiler* s own remarks, see Brays er and Magoun, op* cit* *
pp. Vii-Vlil, 50-3, 103-4*
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a « e t i m  of IM^ikasaaa aafl Middle High German poems on the same subjects, 
eta tell as f r a  the compiler* © own testimony*
Of Mlaasilng in its ®ak«r*s hands, TMdTikgsa&a tells us as
follora.51
It Nittuag*s court, the srniths Valent and Amalias enter into a 
trial of skill: the former makes e sword and the latter a suit of armor; 
then the sword is tried against the armor* Volent is satisfied with 
his product, Mimming, only when it cuts through a yard cube of wool 
borne against it by the current of a stream* At the final trial, Valent 
draws the sword vertically through Amalias1 s anoored body, asks Amelias 
to shake himself, and watches the rival smith fall dead in halves when 
he shakes* King Htaung desires Mlnmiag for himself, but Valent fools 
him by handing over a double for it* Once When unjustly attacked, Valent 
kills Sidling*© seneschal, Mlnming dividing him as it had &<aa© Amelia©*^22
Valent ha© a son ViSga by BOOVild (the Bea&ohild of Door 6-13), 
HiTTung*s daughter* Following is the story of his first adventure*
The boy YitSga, impatient to begin a heroic career, cannot be 
dissuaded by his father, Volent* s,offer to help him humble a giant 
and win a noble and wealthy wife* Velent gives him horsey armor, and 
the marvelously hard mad keen sword Miraaing, Volent* © own handiwork, with 
which ViSga hopes to meet, challenge, and overcouis ThidTok, foremost of 
possible contenders, in a kni^tly game of battle skill, then to ally 
himself with Thidrek* On bis way, ViTTga meets a party comprised of 
Hilldibrand and two others of ThitErek*» retinue* Though UXil&ibrand 
cagily gives false names far himself and Heimir, he 1© much impressed by 
Yi*3ga and ©wears brotherhood—in-arms with him* Them the party ride 
towards ThidTek* s headquarter a in Verona* when they near a bridge, Vid*gti 
rides ahead to bargain with the twelve robberleh ftrldge-keepar©, who, how** 
ever, refuse his peaceful overtures and plan to despoil and mutilate him* 
The troop attack, but with Mizaztlng vTCTgo kills one after another* M g 
new friends finally come to his aid, but only in time to see him rout the 
five remaining robbers* During the night following the battle, knowing 
Yi"dga*s intention to challenge fhittfek and fearing that his lord*s armor 
would prove ineffectual against V?t*ga*s sword, Hi lid 1 brand takes Mimming 
by stealth and puts his own sword in its place* The next day, Vidrga*© 
horse bears him across a brldgeless stream In an arrow-swift leap* Than
hi Bertel sen, I, 89—111. There In on nngllah translation by .̂agoun 
In Smyser and agoun, op* cit*, 69-67*
52 The vertical division of the oeuosch&l appear© In LSi3* A and B, 
but not la Mi* Mb, Which Is translated by . agoun*
the fight0 with the robbers are m e w e d  and all five are killed, bat this 
time Vi%a reoeivea assistance from. Jarl Hornhogl, one of his three 
traveling companions, and fail?? to observe that the award h© fights with is not dimming*
when. they reach Verona and the challenge is laid before 
Thidkek, the latter, despite Hi 11 &i brand4© defense of Vitt^a*a character, 
responds is ungracious irritation and boasts that he will defeat VldTga, 
then have him hanged as a rascal* In the long and furious duel outside 
Verona, first on horseback with opears, then on foot with swords, Vitfga4© 
inferior sword finally breaks on ThiYfrek’s famous helmet HiUdigrim, and 
VlUga, thinking it to be Mlmmtng whloh fails, hurls away the useless hilt 
and attars an imprecation upon the workmanship of hie father, M e n t *
With his own sword, ?fagelxiug, Ihidrek is about to cut off Vitya’s head, 
bat Biildibrand steps between* tils plea for Vid&a, however— on the score 
of Vi*a§a*s past deeds and his noble lineage— , is in vain* ThiTJarek answers 
eoateoptuously and is still resolved on hanging Ylfga« Hllldi brand then 
places in Vidga*s hands the true dimming* Vid&a at once takes heart, 
abides himself for supposing that his father4© work would fall, and soon 
gains ascendancy over Thidrek* The latter is several times wounded, for 
hie armor is no match for the new weapon* He vainly beseeches Hllldi brand 
to stop the flgh t, but Hllldi brand, rankling under Thidarek4© earlier In­
sults, refuses to intercede* King Thetear, ThiiSk«k4s father, is himself 
bound in honor to let the fight go on*
t’lth a terrific blow, Vi3g© cleave© the sasas hard helmet on 
which the first sword had broken, so that Thitfrek4© hair pour© out through 
the rent* Then Hllldi brand relent©, throw© himself between the com— 
be tents, and begs ViSga, on the score of sworn brotherhood, to spare 
ThidTek* VltŜ a accedes, but only for Hllldi brand4 s sake* nonetheless 
Vittga and Thidrek arc at once reconciled and began*© ©ward—brathere, and 
as good frieade the three ride back to Verona*
Similarly dimming proves a deue ax machine in ThiTErek4© bands,^  
and Schneider has suggested that the part played by the sword in the 
story below was derived from an account of the >< id la—Theodor lo duel*
King ThOTrek and Sigus^T engage in a sword duel which lasts 
from morning to nigkt on two successive days, b^t TMtfrsk is unable with 
his crwi sword to penetrate Sigurd4© armor-like skin* On the second night, 
Thidrek: arranges with Vl̂ tjga for tk© loan of dimming* The next day ThitErek 
by trickery convinces Sigurd’ that d imming, against which Sigurd1 ha© ex­
pressed disinclination to fight, will not be used against him* Then with
®  Bertel sen. I, 135-73* Of* ^rlchsen, op* cit*, pp* 144-©©* 
The story appears in full below In the Appendices*
54 BwtaUeo, II, 29-*5.
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Mimming Thlcikek readily cuts through the defences vihieh have earlier 
defied his own sword, end Sigurd surrenders himself to save his life*
®hsa from his exile with Attila, Thllksk leads an army against 
Sifiea, it in with Mi^mlng that Yitt&a kills Thiixrsk's proteges Erp end 
Ortwin, who are Attila*s sois, and Thltfrek's own brother, Thether*S®
He thus rouses ThlSrek* e implacable desire for revenge* Since at this 
point Yicfgs chooses rather to flee than to fight, TfaitErek chases him to 
a watery grave in the ses*5^ $lth some variations, the same story is pre­
served also in jjabaaachlacht and Dietrichs iflucht (In the former of which 
£ tael's sons are Seh&rf and Qrt, in the latter, £rp and Ort*)
According to the Old Swedish version of TMarikasa&a* however, 
Yldga's Jump into the sea is not his end, but the mermaids, Villga*s kin, 
receive and save him, and he settles at what seams a safe distance from 
Thidrek* The latter nonetheless eventually seeks VfQ&a out, first hides 
the award ̂ taming, then challenges him to a second duel* In the fight 
both receive their death wounds, but ThiUrek lives long enough to take
Missing to a Swabian lake, throw the sword far out into the water, and
SBthus prevent Its coming again into human hands*
In the fourteenth-century Middle English Horn Childe. 400 ff*, 
Missing, wrought by * eland, is mentioned as the paragon of swords* In 
another Middle AngLish romance, now preserved only in an Old &orse trans­
lation made in 1286, the sword appears, along with the horse Shamming
Bertelsea, II, 243-5.
57 Ibid.. pp. 247-9.
90 Ibid.. pp. 395-8.
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(here eailed Homing), In the role again of deua ex machine; Mimming, 
which has counter-magical properties, replaces the hero*© prior sword, 
lost through witchery, then In due time outs the witch*s head off*
MjUBB&ng figures In a number of other poems, notably in Biterolf 
und Dietiedb (especially line© 156—178}, in the A and D Torsions of 
Roaengarten^ in laurln 1577, in Vddeke*© (later 12th century) Rneide 5692 
ff *, and Reinric Tan den Bergh*s romance (end of 15th century) Heinric en 
Margrjete van -Limborch. IV, 1053—59* The sword i© in most case© ex­
plicitly shown the highest respect, and in Veld eke, is the most highly 
esteemed of three sword© compared with the blade wrought by Vulcan for 
Aeneas**^ Of known Minimi ng alius ions, Veld eke*© is nearest in time to 
Saldere*
The Mlagging legend which most concerns us here is that of 
Vidjga* s first adventure, which has a number of points of pertinence in 
addition to what it has to say of the sword* Though, unlike the Wajdere 
poet, Ekkhard makes no mention of Mimming or even any nearly comparable 
sword, the similarities between the account of the first Thittrek-Vitlga 
dnel and the ftalther story as known from Vtaltharius are otherwise already 
strikingly close* Hllldi bra nd * s relation to VidTga and ThittTek Is of course
59 The story i© translated into English from Karlaiaagnus Saga by 
Smyeer in ^myser and Magoun, op, eit,. pp* 5—27, The portion summarised 
above occupies pp* 23-6*
30 See the thoroughly annotated index of G* Holz* edition, Die 
Gedlchte vom Roaenaartea zu Worms, Halle, 1893,
31 Vulcan sends Aeneas a sword:
daa soharfer und harter was
den der gaote vke sahs ftL•©•» EckesaxJ
noch der maere Mlmlnc
noeh der guote ffagelrlnc*
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the same as that of Hagano to Walthari and Gunthari respectively* In 
the colloquy between liegeman and lord, in the fit of sulking on the
liegemen* s part, and In the liegeman9 s finally going to the help of his
lord, the stories are closely parallel, and VilTga’s fight with the band 
of robbers, besides, bears considerable resemblance to Waltbari93 struggles 
with Gunthari * s henchmen*
On the details for the use for the second sword, a.s well as on 
the time and manner of the liegeman’s intercession, the two stories differ, 
but when we come to the Old English poem, the differences would seem at 
least much slighter* From Fragment H it is to be inferred that Gulthere’s 
fight with ^aldere must begin as a duel, not as an attack of two against 
one* Hence in that fight, Bagena must not intervene for GutEhere before 
Just such a late stage as that at which in ThitTrlkssaga Hllldi brand in­
tervenes for Thidrek* As will be seen in greater detail later, the 
dramatic role of the sword Miaaaing must also be substantially the same
*n ^aldere as in the Thfdrek-Vittga duel*
But whether or not he were aware of the particular analogue 
to his own subject constituted by the story of the young widia, the Old 
English poet’s conception of the role of dimming can hardly have been 
much different from that in Wldia's duel* The consensus of Mimming legends 
and allusions is that the weapon is virtually infallible* In particular, 
wherever Mimming appears as one of two swords used alternately it comes 
into use only when the alternate weapon has already failed. And that 
$aldere uses two swords is extremely probable* V.altherlus shows Waltheri 
using alternate swords in his climactic fight, and in however transmuted 
a form, the Valltari-Hilldigund episode in ThidTiksaaga likewise points 
to alternation of weapons in the root version* The Waldere relic itself,
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withc*it regard to the specification of Mimming, preserves strong hints 
of such a circumstance* Moreover, such alternation is not uncharacteris­
tic of accounts of intensified individual combat* Beowulf has to resort 
to a second blade in both his sword fights with monsters,**2 Assuming then 
that Waldere uses two swards, one of them Mimming, the latter, to be of 
dramatic use worthy of any part of its history elsewhere, cannot well come 
into play before the other sword proves ineffectual or fails altogether, 
an event idiich we should expect to be withheld, of poetic necessity, until 
the climactic fight is well under way*
rhe adaptation to the Waldere plot of a sword action comparable 
to that in »idlats duel would mean no very essential change from the 
received version in flaltharius, but it would involve at least the with­
holding of Eagena’s intercession until Gudhere, like Theodoric, were in 
very peril for his life* Such a role for Eagena has already been con­
jectured by a number of students of the legend*^
62 Beowulf 1518-69 and 2677-2705.
A list of those who have held this view of Hagena would include 
Dieter, ft* Eckerth, L. Simone, «olff, Schneider, Eorman, Klaeber, Heusler, 
and Lenz*
*• tkm Vidga *® modeled on Walther
Ufc# role of the Xlogmn who in determined neutrality watches 
M e  lord and M s  in combat until the lord has come into
pwlloa# straite, but *&© thee oosss to the rescue end le flnaUy the 
asset of moieillfttio^ ie unique in the stories of Neither and Ti%u 
In fie* of the dose resemblance, in character and situation, between 
Ihgitt and HUldihretad, as veil an of the robber parallels* there m m %  
M m  been an influence between the respective legends*
Ihat there might have been an influence need not rent only on 
the similarities already described: it is demonstrable that the account 
of Tito’s fight with the tveXve robber!sh bridge keepers is identical 
In source with the account of Hllldi brand and ThidS?ek* s battle with 
£1 snag* a party, and the latter account appears In the story of Thiakek*© 
return from «sHet already accepted as largely modelled on a Gaither-lay* 
The foUedBg should be compared with Vldga's flgtt* PP* 126 f• belov* 
fbe opening speaker le one of jUsung’s men*
*$e are certainly fools that we stand so long before two m m  
and bandy words with them** Xhen he drew M s  sword angrily and struck 
Master Hllldi brand9 s helmet cover* The sword cut the cover, but under 
that was HlUdigrlm, TMttrek’s helmet* There the blow had to stop as 
formerly* King ThlSBrek himself now wore the helmet which had belonged 
to Yeung SigmST* Hllldi brand however swung his sword Cram, which Young 
SiguixT had had* and struck Ingram* e helmet* and so violently he cleaved 
helmet and Mad, back and bymie, that fire flew from It end the sword 
first stopped in the saddlebow, and Ingram fell dead from the horse* Kow 
King IMSkek drew his sword Bekleax and struck the first blow upon the 
Merest knight on his shoulder, so that the arm with the aide was torn 
off end the man fell dead from the horse* Xhe second blow Thldrek laid 
upon Jarl KXsnng himself under the right arm through bymie and shoulder.
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so that th® 8i«p4 cut away the asm, hmoa to the cheek, throng the jaw 
«ad hock teeth, so that the Jarl sask dead from the left aide of the harss- 
Then seat great fear aad tMafellag, aad all wished to be at h e w  la 
BatUcda* Severthaless a hotter fight developed* Xa a short t h e  King XhtfDrek killed seven kaldhte* hut Master Hilld! brand killed alma* Them the |c»c haheig aHaeked him fiercely aad atreve with him* the rest aXX fled before King TbidTek*64
lelde from the inevitable differences in names of weapons and 
eeohahants, w e t  features of ?l%if8 fight with the robbers art reflected 
with little distortion In the U s m g  episode* tethar* though the bridge 
dees not figure in the Haixag episode, the fighting does again take place 
at a strew beside the htsuvald* The order in which materials of the 
battle are arranged is only to this extent different; in the Hating ep!~ 
sod% th® vertical award blow which divides the victim takes & prelimIm&ry 
position, whereas in the VIQga fight, the blow follows a rising action*
Sat this difference has distinct accountability, as will appear later in 
discussion of the materials «hleh the Hating episode received from a 
HlXdebr&ad~lay*
The Old Horse versions of the two passages ere given in parallel 
coIiotis below* The lefthamd column is from Bertel sen, X, 15X~XS3j the 
right from Bertelsea, II, 338-339* The text of the MS* designated Mb, 
basic in Bcrteisen,s edition. Is followed* Parts of the passage on the 
ri|£rt are transposed as Indicated by the marginal numerals*
M  Bertelsen, II, 338 f*
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oaro iUUir ttrir os®}®5 
«r « r  s M l < n  bar ol|* rtrir•tM» aamf oe JS&ellr twrtftn ĵ eX*
taocim «af3la fit aaa* brig$Ht smdoia s&ran oe aka! fc&xra xwr 
l&fet f e p  fila oc ̂ or a o w n  ckal mm a  loggia llfit*
V©r erost oc flat M  w  etoadum aua le&gi rirlr tmalm mancm t&elr ieanwuB vid osa i
S&Sbi tvo ftrdfta m e t  sitt or allSfeom skiftt oc heroXXe@a oe H e  til fi%i 1 Malm hams ea sa blalnr w  a m  m*m bithaKSbata. stal oc eitCr belt «& M m  toiteta etalu.
I&m  fer©g£?D? sIm  afoiftl iawllfga oc ̂ aggr til aoaistm hlJddibrah&s & baas hialrahott oe pat mvaerd bitr hialiahottinn ea tax* rtrlr innaa far hlllMplffir hlste fcltSrelt® oc ̂  fat etattfer Qaa pootta hogg mr̂ r* £e ££8refer kommgr aiairr heTtr au banc. hl&lm or att baflr SiguTtET suaeism or aXXra tap&a or heat? ©a &&est gullbuliiiu
tea hlao gottfe. mstl iataat 2(Hu fangjSt MtDrek? koaungr aiaoct^adiXeai laOET aitim reldl oo f M K  oarla hfgprygl oe bio til etv&fvs sea bit ryrsta «Ug a felaa flaatri oxl m  at aUt bait i seadr brloetar oc hezttaar* eat bjryal- oral til Mfiwr hoagri alt» ava at soar rail bear? let? til lars&r*
svoaxm eckl sax oc heggr fpate ©lag M m  fyrsta ri&dara a ItiM ©cxl siua at at fyter boudln s*efr sldimai oc m  raallr daudr a£ hosttmim oe aaaat alag eaeitir hara ai&Xfusi l&rltausa Msuogl undir hondiaa hoogri hoeggr upp oexliwa bryniiml oe saer&lt 
saXSSe- aT boadlaa oe upp a kinnina oc suadr klalkaxm oe sua 1 iaxl&aa oc stoypljs hami blim visietra vaag dautSr aT hcstinoni*
*® MS. B* m m  fox.
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varST mi kill ottl lhans fianaom 
a* pmso hogvi. vildv nr gicma 
marglr Tara helma* oe brigdfc |>o 
aUit sverTam siaca oe soelcla 
|>oir nv at hanca oe eggiar uv 
hverr aanan til fram gango* Kv 
hoeggr Gramaleif til viTI&a a-* 
hialstimi oa hialmr baste Tar sva 
hardr at eekl belt a* Nv hoaggr 
Tinga till Gremalelf oe klyfr 
(havx/CT baas oe bve era at i beltl 
nam stsdar oe Tell htran darSD? a 
1 £»«■-.. 87
Hu vaTST mikil hraexlu oe aklalpti oe 
alllr Tllia au voera haeim 1 babiloaia* 
(ea t»o uertBr her au strong, orrostcu
(eat hilldibrandr brigtBr sinu svertn 
gram er att hafdl SigurUr suaeirm,
) oc hoggr til Ingrams a hens hi alia 
oe sue strltt klyfr hann hlalmtsn 
oe hofutlit oc bukinn oe bryaiuna 
at aeHdr fly&r af ea &ueef££tt nam 
stafthr 1 s odulb oganum fraemra oc 
(Ingram franz af hestinum dauHT#
YiSjga herir haft mikit starf 
awffan hann herir reitt ovlncm 
sinom eorg star hoeg sra at of 
helm *xi j* (rare eigi fleiri 
eptir at fie einir) En slgstsf 
oe peir • v* felagar eomoz af lotia 
vndan*
oe a XitilJLi hrm  haefir piTCrefcr 
keauzigr au dr©pit •vii. riddara 
axmarri sinni faeitdi* en moeis taxi 
hildibrandr ha ©fir nxi dr ©pit . ix. 
£ia saekir at honom hinn uugi 
/iumlungr oe boerec vitT hemu. en. 
flrir pilireki konungl flyla au 
alllr poeir er ©ptir ero*
L5S* Bs bans hl**l« qg hofud buk og bpyniu sua ath i. heste#
At this point the scene shifts to Yithia’n waiting companion©. 
The interpolation is here oniitted.
KB. B: ltgttla J2g£. vy. daudw.
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Xa M s  study of the ThidTikssarea account of TbitOrek and Hllldi- 
brand9a hoaecosalag, m*. Haupt takas note of the fact that the Elating 
episode— 1* a* * the battle between the two heroes and Klsung’e men— le one 
of the many points of contiguity between the story of the homecoming and 
the legend of w&lthar and Kildegnnd, Elsewhere la the same study* how- 
ever* he speaks of the Blsuag episode as being in part modeled after ViHga* s
W Qfight with robbers* But It would be strange if a poet whose primary model
was a salther-lay should turn to a new model for materials of a kind
already contained In the primary source* Since the Vidgn adventure and 
XhiSrek*© homecoming have much of the account of the fight in cosmos. and
since both lave* not in common* other features which point to a v.alther-
lay* the only assumption that fits Is that these extant descriptions of 
fighting come* not one from the other* but both from the common model* the 
£&lthar-lay*
Leaning on Eaupt’s study of the derivation of the homecoming
legend* Schneider quotes the words opening the KLsung f ight— ver erom oc
vist foi er ver stondua sua lengi firir tuaeim raaanom baelr iammaz vid o&&
71A  as vary probably echoing closely a walther-luy* But Schneider
has apperently overlooked Haupt*s remark on the Vidga adventure as a model 
and is unaware that for the quotation from the El sung episode is to be found 
in the Yidga story a counterpart infinitely nearer the terms to be expected
gn Haupt* op* cit*« pp* 273 f*
70 P» 190.
Sobnaldor, "Dae Epoa von v.«ltliex und 1 iiido/junde," p« 1S!5. 
Schneider was not fully familiar with the materials of the parallel Vl&ga 
adventure* In his Deutsche Bcdde&ea&e. p. 85, fee ends a synopsis of the 
story as follows: wnu» (when VfZGgn has got Mimming backj bloibt bitege 
Sieger und K&aig Bietmar muss oelnen Eohn vor dam «v\i tenden ratten*w
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in the rt'alther—lay; Via t ero Ter iitlir firir oss er ver stondum her .xi j. 
firir einom manni oe maellr hann naer lamaom orffcm via oss# brigETit 
svsrdom ygrom oc skal hann nv lata vapa sin oc her _a ovan skal hann loggia 
11 fit* To be compared is Waltharius 666—667, where as his concluding 
words before launching the attack. Camelo says that talk must end and 
Waltharl give up the things demanded or lose his life*
be should in any case expect the account of VlTtga, the lone 
warrior, to reflect the Walther model more faithfully than would the 
account of Hllldi brand and Thfdrek, who must share Walther* s feats between 
them. The explanation for the reordering of the swordplay in the Elsung 
episode apparently lies in the fact that the episode borrows not only 
from the »alther—lay but also from a Hildebrand-lay. Besides providing 
climax and denouement of the actual fighting, motifs from the latter lay 
are blended with balther—lay materials in the dialogue giving rise to the 
battle* The following, in which Aumlung is the opening speaker, imme­
diately precedes the battle description given above.
"If you would let this woman go home with us you should keep 
your lives.** Hilldibrand answered: "She came out of Gusat with King Thifirefc 
for something other than going home with you, and we will certainly not 
grant that.** Then one of Elsung*s men said: "I have never heard an old
fellow speak so boldly and fearlessly, and at the same time so arrogantly.” 
King ThicZrek answered: "You must be a far greater child in understanding
and all courtesy than you can count in years. He has led his whole life 
in honor and manliness, and thus he has become old. Don*t be so rash as 
still to mock him for his age." Now Aumlung spoke: "Give up your weapons 
quickly into our power. But if you will not do that, I will tear your 
beard so that the greatest part will come away in my hand." Then Hilldl- 
brand answered: "If your hand comes to my beard, you will rue it. Kor one
of the two will happen: either my arm wiU be broken in striking, or your 
hand shall fall off. Who is your leader?" Then one of them answered:
72 Consummare etenlm sermones nunc uolo cunctos: 
Aut quaes!ta dabls. ant ultam sanguine fundes.
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"Though you are long of board, you are short of wit. Do you not know Lord 
Hlsung, our Jarl? Why are you so impudent that you dare to ask about our leader?”
Aumlung* s opening speech and Hilldibrand9 s retort point to the 
Walter-lay (of. K^lthafina a m  ff.). So does Hilldibrand* s inquiry con­
cerning the leader of the opposing party. But for the rest, much of the 
content of the passage is still reflected in Der Yater mlt dam Sohn.
Kasper von der Hfln* s fifteenth-century version of the Hildebrand—Hadubrand 
story*^ Hildebrand opens the following colloquy.
"solt ich daheim beleiben 
und haben gut gemaeh? 
vil streitens muss ich treiben: 
das machet mich oft schwach; 
in Walchen und in Unger 
geri ten manch h erf art: 
des glaub du miry du junger, 
darum graut mir mein bart."
"dein bart wil ich ausraufen 
(das must du eehen an) 
das dir das bluot muss laufen 
und auf dem hamisch stan. 
dein hamisch und dein grunen schilt, 
den mustu mir auch geben, 
und mein gefangen, ob du wilt, 
wiltu Icht lenger leben."
In the Thlttriksaaaa Hi 11 dibrand-Alibrand story, the conversation
between the two heroes during a pause from fighting affords a further
parallel* All brand telle his father: "Certainly you are not wise, though
74you are old.**
We would suppose that, having drawn Hilldibrand first into the
Text given in Lmil Henricl*e Das deutsche Heldenbuch. pp. 301—6*
74 Bertelsen, II, 351.
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fight, the author has altered the sequence of materials in hi© Walther 
model in order to ascribe the wonderful sword stroke to hie hero* And in 
the recapitulation of the f ighting, since ThicErek can hardly be assigned 
a lower count of warriors slain than Walther, who presumably killed seven 
before the interruption of the battle, the present hero, Hilldibrand, is 
assigned a higher toll*
Schneider has remarked the use of the Hildebrand-lay motif to 
draw Hilldibrand into the battle with Elsung*s men,75 and Haupt had already 
noted that the same lay furnished materials of the climax and conclusion of
ngthe battle, the Hllldi brand—Aumlung fl^at* More recently, however, Wilhelm
Lens has wanted to take that fight as preserving original features of
77Walther*s climactic fight* But if what happens to Aumlung bears any re- 
semblance to what happened to Gunther car Itagon, the resemblance is most 
likely to be coincidental*
Here is what happens to Aumlung (the passage immediately follows 
that given on page 30 f. above).
How Master Hilldibrand gave Aumlung such a blow on shield and 
helmet that Aumlung fell and Master Hilldibrand upon him and bade him give 
up his weapons and keep his life* Then Aumlung answered: "It is for me
certainly no better to live, since so old a man has overpowered me, but 
nonetheless I will give up my weapons and remain alive*n He gave up his 
weapons and Hllldi brand ordered him to stand up and asked who he was and 
why the men had sought after their lives* 7Q
With All brand, after his surprise attack on hi© father, it goes
7® Schneider, "Das Epos von Walther und Rildegunde,n p* 185*
7e Haupt, op* cit*, p* 190.
77 Lena, op* cit*. pp* 69 ff. passim*
73 Bertelsen, II, 340*
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as follows*
And the old man attacks him so hard that now the young man falls 
to the earth, and the old man on top of him* and (he) sets his sword 
against his chest and spoke: "Tall me quickly thy name and thy family or
d s e  thou sh&lt lose thy life.” Then Alibraad answers: ®I shall newer
tell thee that, for I should newer ears henceforth about life after so old 
a wild goose shall have climbed on top of met” Hllldi brand spoke: ”If
thou wishest to preserve thy life, then tell me quickly if thou art 
All brand my son, for X am Hilldibrand thy father** Then Hilldibrand gets 
off him quickly; All brand likewise (gets) to his feet, and they kiss one 
another and now recognize one another*
It would appear that the author of the Elsung episode has used 
as much of the Hildebrand-Ha&ubrand (or -/lebrand) action as could be 
assimilated to his story without taking over the fatber-son relationship 
of the combatants* The effect of the loss of the relationship is to be 
seen in Aumlung*s self-contradiction: it were no good to live after this, 
but he will give up his weapons and live anyway*
With his Hildebrand—lay motif, the compos er could have no use 
Tar a resumption of the battles with the remnants of the attacking party* 
But, thou^a presumably wl thout reflecting much of the original pattern of 
the fighting, Vid£a*s second set-to with the robbers confirms what we 
would assume on the basis of Valtfaarius and the story of Valltari and 
Hilldigjund—— that in the original Walther—lay the battle was resumed and 
Walther ran up his total of slain* There are also elements elsewhere in 
the Vidga narrative which are likely to be reminiscent of Walther* The 
evidence of the Polish version points to the arrow—swift river—crossing 
by the marvelous horse; and the evidence of Waltharius 123*167, where
translation from Smyser and Magoun, op* cit*. p* 107* Of*
Bertelsen, XX, 351 f*
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Attila offers a bride and wealth to Walthari end the latter refuses, 
points to M « n t * 8  offer to help Yittga win a bride and wealth, also of 
course refused* Hince Schneider has thought, on the basis of Biterolf
ontgd Djetlaib* that In Walther the hero might have travelled as far as 
the Rhine under the assumed names ;intram and Baltraja, It is possible 
that the use of the same pseudonyms for Hilldibrand and Helmir might 
have been suggested by the Walther-lay*
For confirms t ion of these greater and lesser features as
81traceable to the Walther legend, we are provided——agwIn in TM^EcjJceeaga-- 
ft second version of the Vld&a story, In which however the figure of Vlt%& 
le replaced by that of Beimlr* The parallel version le almost wholly 
faithful to the Vldgs narrative (as presented In Appendix S), wi th these 
major differences: 1) Helmir* s father suggests no giant-killing end
advantageous marriage for his son, Z) Beimlr meets no on©— net thor 
Hllldi brand nor robbers——and has no adventure on his way to ThiTErek,
3} no one evinces any sympathy for Helmir in his duel with Thit&risk, 4) 
the duel ends when Helmir*s sword breaks, and ThidTek ln-saed lately accepts 
the defenceless youth into his retinue* The most particular difference 
between YITIgn* e duel HeJLair* s, up to the point of the broken sword, 
le that In the Helmir story the horseback fighting is to some extent 
elaborated* Remarkably, the features aliasing In the Helmir story include 
» n  the portions of the Vltitga story which are suggestive of the walther—lay, 
and we can hardly conclude otherwise than that the version with Helmir
80 -ehneidar, "Das Epos von V alther und Hi Id ©guild ef p. SI.
Bertelsen, X, 40—43*
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a© hero Is tli© earlier and that the difference© in Yidgfc*® adventure 
represent isemteiit*
What remains ©a original in the Vld&a story whoa both th© Heiiair 
sad the Walther materials are removed i© of coarse in part machinery for 
telagiag the two frame© together* The episode of the meeting between 
YlSga and Hllldi brand* a party wee la part suggested by another legend 
also preserved in Thidreka&a^u6^ The attempted intercession of King 
Yhetmar for hie eon W I n  the course of the duel seems intended only 
to underscore fhiarek’s plight and enhance Hilldibrand* s role as the ©ole 
agent capable of resolving the conflict* But the Theimar passage could be 
wholly deleted without a break in continuity for the essential narrative*
From the evidence presented above, It would appear that the tale 
of Oldie’s first adventure must have been of relatively late origin* Yet 
there are allusions sod a considerable derivative literature to indicate 
that by the thirteenth century the story had had wide currency* Schneider 
hag pointed out that probably the Xhittrek-Sigurtt duel (see p* 25 above) 
without doubt a Di etri ch-11 bar tin duel in Dietrichs Bret® Ausfahrt 
are modeled on the Theodor! e-^idla battle,33 and by the same scholar a 
knowledge of the story of ^idla*s adventure is assumed for the author of
oithe "ftleland Baê ad* to be found in Thittrlkesaga* In still another 
section of Ihldrikggaga*^  a story of Jieiiair* s banlyhmeait, conceived as a 
sequel to ̂ ldla’e adventure and using materials from it, is fused with an
82 Ibid*, pp* 67-6.
83 Schneider, Deutsche Heldensage* p* 95*
04 Ibid** p* 104* For the wi eland Homan. see Her tel son, X, 74-134*
85 Bertel sen, 1, 203-20*
episode ftoa tto l«8tGtd or BittflmU and Thetlelf* H k m  are alee two 
pw®«8®® ia 30i flbelea Wjp ref erring, to a great duel between wltage and 
Id atarieh at diidi Hildebrand saees to have been present*8® The poet at 
Hoeaagg^tgt j> knew that Witege had brought the horse Sohemminc with him 
dkeft he ieft hie father*87
la abort, from the variety of extant traces of the story, it 
would appear that the eeapoai tloa might be of considerably earlier date 
then its apparently derivative nature would otherwise suggest* But whether 
it existed early enough to provide the Mlmraiag role of aider* is doubt* 
ful, and it seems plausible that the Old English poet, or a close ante* 
cedent, might have known some earlier but already characteristic Mimming 
legend and have conceived the sword-ac tion of the Waldere~Gu&here duel 
in a similar farm, hence have brought Mjmmiag into the nee context.
The sidia poet did not in any ease need a Valther-legend to 
give him blaming: the ftaidere poet already know the sword as properly
Lidia's* But If by coineidemee idadag were already in the v,olth©r*lay 
source of the wldie story, et least the proper route of the award’s trims* 
mittel to *<idia— that is, from his father-must not have been contradicted 
there* If the composer of the Kldla story had had any notion that the 
sword might originally have been Theodorie’a (as acme scholars88 have 
supposed 11 was on the basic of ftaldere xw d f •), it would have fallen 
in more appropriately with poetic Justice for the angry Hildebrand to 
divert Masi&g as one of hla lord’s own weapons to Vildia’s use, and the
The two passages are quoted by î CUlenhoff, ryp.clt*. pp. 36V f.
37 Bolz, on. oi t*. p. 120. Dietrich now owns the horse, hut will 
return it to Wltege diai the latter has defeated the giant Asprian*
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poet could have reduced the machinery by which Hildebrand ha© to prepare 
for his ends*
Shat the arrow-swift r i ver—crossing appear© In the VicTga story 
points to a model In which* as in the Polish version of Boguphalus,
Walther had difficulties with the ferryman and had to get across without 
a boat* But since the Wldia—lay poet combines river—crossing and battle 
by assuming a bridge which may handily provide twelve robber is h attackers 
instead of a single extortioner—ferryman* the fabulous Jump Is saved for 
a second river-crossing* It still* however, is made to precede a dis­
covery of the enemy* then a battle*
The WIdia story is likely to have rendered some of Its borrow­
ings from the Walther—lay more fabulous than in the model* The Jump on 
horseback across the river* for example* was probably* as in the Polish 
version* only a jump into the water* then a swim* The conversation 
between YicTga and his would—be robbers* too* looks like elaboration. But 
the model must have contained at least something comparable: for one of 
the enemies* coveting Walther*s shield as a share of the booty and for 
Walther*s half—satiric refusal to give it up* there is confirraation in 
Waltharlus 798-800 and 805 ff* Por the robbers* threat to cut off 
Walther*s hand and foot* there is also a measure of confirmation* Xn the 
m  snng episode* Hilldibrand threatens to cut off the hand that touches 
his beard* and since the threat is not recorded in known versions of the 
Hildebrand—Eadubrand story* source for some of the contextual matter* the 
threat is as likely as not to have been suggested by the Gaither-lay*
More closely paralleling the Vidga story* a ferocious ferryman of Rosen- 
|w>rt*n D* whom Schneider has confessed a temptation to derive from the
4 3
Neither l«gmdt Is (me who demands a foot and a hand frcea. a would-be 
fare* la Its own gruesome my, Weiltharius perhaps affords further con­
firmation, not only In the fact that ^either! loses a hand, Guntharl a 
log# and Bagano an eye, hut particularly In the summary comment on the 
severed ambers lying on the fields "Thus, thus were the arsa-bcmds (jl*e* t 
treasures} of the Huns divided 1st (line 1402}* The Irony Is applicable 
enough without a preliminary threat against Neither* s hand and foot, but 
a poet would certainly more readily think of actually mutilating his 
combatants, as well as of then making the ironic GOirsaent, if the throat 
against walther— in which the hand and foot, like ViTEga*©, were considered 
treasures— appeared already in the source* That Hagen* s loss of one eye 
was in £3ckehard*s source, we have already seen*
If the ttldla adventure is to be accepted as modeled after a 
Walther—lay, its value for this study is greatest as Indicating the probable 
shape of the model, presumably a f orza of the legend not remote from, the 
forms known to the «aiders poet end to Ekkehard. Up to the time of 
Walther*s fights, Vitya’s story offers nothing new, but taken with the tale 
of ThiHTik*© homecoming, it would indicate that these two general features, 
doubtful before, are to be assumed for the fighting; 1} until the final 
battle, the fighting was described in terms hardly more than summary*
3) there m s  a pause in the battle following the death of the seventh man 
(waltharlus agrees) • Taken wl th oaltharius* the ViUga adventure would 
indicate 1) that ^either*a opponents were twelve (the Valltari —HiIXdtlgund
Schneider, Germanioche Keldeusa&e# 1, 339* The episode could 
perbnps more easily have stemmed from the <<idia story# Before reaching the 
river—crossing, Hildebrand describes the difficulty and the ferryman*s habit 
of demanding erne foot and one hand# Then I lean, like VT&gn, offers to go 
ahead to bargain with the ferryman# wee Holz, op* cit** pp# 96—9#
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episode is agreed); 2) that the hero’s friend and brother-in-ams 
(Bagaao~Hilldi brand) book a neutral position, e©trang©d from the lord 
(Chsathart^TbdrSfek) until the latter’a plight moved the retainer’a 
sympathy; 3) that Walther ended the final battle with a ©word to replace 
one which had broken*
For the final fight, only the Vidga story and &altfaarius offer 
an unasutllated picture; in the Polish version, the Hagen role is mi ©sing; 
in the Yalltari'-ililldigumi episode, the Gunther role* The two £uil~f©atured 
accounts, however, are at odds on th© point at which Hagen (H&gaao—
Kill di brand) Intercedes for his lord and on the form of the sword action, 
and we can hardly conjecture which is nearer the original legend* But the 
ViEgn story has at least this argumentative values if &altbarlua preserves 
the more nearly original Hagen and ©word action, the uldia poet, seel as 
the original features as weak, makes alterations to remove the flaws~a»d 
the new features are extremely like those whloh a number of scholars have 
already assumed for Saldere*
The tfidla story has no separate counterpart for Hildegund, but 
whatever functions of hers may be required in the altered context would be 
transferred naturally to Hildebrand, who, like the old rnglleh Elldegytf, 
offers the hero encouragement end, perhaps again like HildegydT, hand© him 
the sword Miming to replace one which has failed*
Wg3»dere In the expanded context: Fragment XW
^®tll 1925 it was universally assumed that the speech opening 
Fragment XW was Guflther ©f s• ̂  Subsequently cases have been made four Hagena,®^
oothen Salder#, and each case has drawn its following* But the arguments 
for GuTShere, Ragena and Waldere have been mutually destructive, and 
Wilhelm Lenz has remarked whither the wind is blowing: he assigns the 
speech to the one remaining candidate, the heroine Hildegyd*^
'The only part of the speech which is at all suggestive of a 
warrior is the first two—and-a—half lines, which, tell ue that the speaker 
has a sword "quietly hidden" in a stanfate* That the speaker has any 
belligerent Intention (or sullenly anti-belligerent, as would be the case 
if Eagena were speaking) does not appear* The sword would seem to be one 
simply in reserve* From Waitharlus we learn that Walthari and Hi It gun t 
have, as well as treasures, an extra sword, but of Guntharl or any other 
of his party we learn no such thing* In Wald ere, it also seems that the
90 However, Grain through a laconic note (Beovulf nebst den Frag— 
men ten Finns burg und Wald ere, p» 77) Indicated that he would end the 
speech with XW 3 and take XW 4-10 as belonging to the author in his own 
person* Likewise H. M&Ller (Das altengllsehe Volksepoa. p* 157), who 
assumed an Interpolator to have added lines 4—10* ft* Xmelmann, DL, XXXIX 
(1918), 1047, criticizing Leitzmann’s assuaqption that Gudhere speaks lines 
1-10, remarked, without elaboration, that lines 4—10 would be more fitting 
for Hildegyor.
91 Wolff, op* clt*
92 Borman, op* cit*, pp* 16 f.
95 lenz, op* cit*. pp* 39 ff* (ftevlew of objections to Gudhere, 
Hagena, or Waldeere as speaker, pp* 35-39*)
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hero has th© extra weapon, Inasmuch as one sword has been offered to 
Gudhere (H SB), and short of surrendering all, Hildegyd*s warrior-protector 
could scarcely make such an offer 11x11005 he still could have a sword handy* 
Tentatively, at any rate, we may suppose that the sword and the treasures 
spoken of are Waldere* s extra equipment and the same treasures for which 
the battles are being fought, therefore that the speaker—* whose words show 
no character but that of comp&hion— is Hildegydw Waldere* © challenge to 
the adversary is natural enough—  even called for— as following a speech of 
comfort from the heroine*
The word eac in the relative clause jde iĉ  eac hafa, on stanfate 
stille gehlded (XW g £J is not compatible with one of the two swords* being 
in Waldere*s possession, the other in his opponents** But Hildegydr may 
properly use the word to couple the sword in her keeping with one which her 
lover already has in use*
Under the assignment of the speech to Kildegyd", it is no longer 
either necessary or desirable to give stanfate (XW 3) the admittedly 
questionable meaning of "sheath" (as Waldere students have successively 
pointed out, nowhere else in Old English writings has -faet such a meaning) • 
Particularly since the similar sync fa turn (H26) occurs in a context with 
which the meaning "sheathes" is positively not consonant, stanfaet (if not 
also syncfaet) is very likely to mean "chest," the interpretation pre­
ferred by some editors, by some offered as alternative* In Walthariua, 
the acquisition of armor for Waltharl and of chest© of treasure is the 
province of Eildegydfs counterpart, Hlltgunt* Like Mimming, the armor 
stolen for Malthari is Weland's work.94
94 Welandia fabrlea (Waltharius 965)*
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la connection with interpreting esc and staafate. leaz has 
already mentioned the advantages oat a&muaing Hilde&yfT a© speaker* but 
there are several further advantages which he hae not indicated. Of 
the X—speech* fur example* eoasaentators have troubled to assume only that 
the swords are pertinent to the v*aldere situation* But the speech la more 
elaborate on the score of treasures than of swords, and Inasmuch as ttnldere 
said iiildeej^ theme el ve© afford priaes which are the very grounds and aim 
of the fighting* it would be odd for the poet to dwell on prizes more 
remote. If the reference is to HSldegyd*s own spoil* Hildegydr is most 
plausible as speaker— as best knowing the treasures and as beet knowing 
the intended destiny of any treasures sheltered under Aetla* a roof*
As another indication that the valuables of Fragment aw are 
probably those also of Fragment H is to be noted the orderly correspondence 
of the two sets of terms: in Fragment XW* Sff.* anura (for "sword"}«•• 
stanfate...sine mlcel atfha*»*aoldet in Fragment II* 38 f., swurde*_.. 
e #b6Qfiti S&6fll£Oe
With both swords on waldere*s side* it Is no longer necessary 
to suppose a shift of reference when the history of the sword :Ie told: 
hit drohte -Beodrlo vidian seifma onsendoa (X& 4 £.); hit would moan the 
sword last previously mentioned* the one in the etaafate. In view of the 
character of the Heading legends reviewed in action £ above* and of the 
fact that dramatic exigencies would make the better battle-sword most 
appropriately the later resort* Hi&aittg* the weapon associated with 
Theodorie and ftidia* would be the one still in reserve.
Q5 Lenz's views are in fact not compatible with the interpretation 
offered In this study for lines 4~?a.
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Altema1I vely, neither la It necessary to assume— as In th®
H0
aswipUoa of th© speech and both swords to Gudhere— that Walder© and hi® 
opponent alike have swords which would properly be widla*® and that, of th© 
two weapons, th© lea© illustrious is Mliamlng* In th© known legend®, Wi&ta 
and Miming are virtually synonymous: that this award was ever really con­
ceived as only Wldia's second-best can be excluded*
In X$ 4 ff * (hit Hbhte -Beo&ric wjdiaa self urn on®©adorn ond one 
sine ssXo<a. aagfaa aid Hi mece* moaig ogrea mid him gold® gegjrwan) , th© 
phrase aid Hi mece has always been taken as a redundant equivalent of eao» 
l*e*, as meaning **Ia addition to the sword*w Of course if HlldegyH is 
speaking, th© words may ©or© pertinently be rendered "(which are) with th© 
sword*" ^Ith similar uniformity mid him has been taken as colorless 
reiteration of aid Hi msec— hardly In the usual style of Old English 
variation* Trautmena, remarking th© futility of th© phrase, was tempted 
to delete 11*^ But since Hildegytr would be speaking of a treasure hoard 
diverted from Theodoric, and the virtu© of gold In Theodaric9 e possession
go
would be that it might be distributed among retainers, th© whole in—
g/t This was a not uncommon ascription before &olff*s time, but there 
had been little attempt to reconcile the passage with the broader legendarycontext* Cosljn (op* olt*, pp* 63 f*) took the whale speech a® Oudhere*®idle boasting about his weapons and explained that th© epic manner had led the poet into such incongruity* Klaeber, stZu desk jVsULdero-Bi'uchstficsken,?*
Anyi LX (1927), 121—7, took the speech and both swords for GuHhere's, but 
later ("Brel Anmarkungea," pp* 333 f•) agreed that the sword Intended for 
Widls must be Misusing, accepted v«olff*s a®si£naent of Ilageua as speaker, and 
said that esc was to be explained ae the "Yermiachung nweier £on© truelioneu*"
Trautmann, "Zur Berio hit gang und hrkliruag der ̂ faldhere- 
Bruehstdcke, * BB, Y (1900), 192*
90 Some epithets for lord© in Beowulf: gold—gyfa, 2652; goid-wine 
gameoa* 1171, 1476, 1603; gold-wine Goats* 8419, 2504; bea#g»gyfa* 1102; 
bflftga iarrtta* 35, 352, 1467; sinces brytta* 007, 1170, 1922, 2071; sine— 
gjfa* 1012, 1343, 3311; wll-geofa* 2900*
Th© throne is a gif—stol* 166, 2327; and th© hall Is a gjf—heall*
826; beag-selo* 1177; or pold-acls- 713, 1353, 1039, 2083*
flnltlve clause moaig o&res mid him golds gegirwan may fittingly be 
interpreted w(and) many of th® rest of hie retinue to adorn with geld** 
la this Interpretation, gegirwan* which a number of editors have taken 
for a scribal error,**9 would no longer he objectionable*
The allusion to Widia*s heroic rescue of Theodoric with which 
the speech ends (lines ?b~10) gives pretext for a special gift to Widia*
In Theodoric*s gifts to others of his following, the generosity of 
Germanic lords In general would give us leave to see virtual routine*̂ *®0 
From the clause hit tlohte ̂ eodric .Vidian selfum onsendon* 
Schneider has assumed that Mlmming (i*e*, hit) was originally the property 
of Theodoric and that in a very old presumed lay (referred to as "Brel— 
heldemlled”) Theodoric presented Mimming to Widia as a reward after 
Widia had rescued him from giants (xw 7 ff.)10X The Old English poet, 
we are to take it, expeeted his audience to know of the gift, but having 
represented the sword aa in Waldere*s possession, placated the audience 
by asserting that Theodorlo only Intended to give the swcsrd to Widia, 
that Waldere, Instead, got hold of it* Up to this point some other
Xrautasna, op* clt»* pp* 177 f*, emends to gegildans Rieger, 
Alt— m s  eftehaleches Lesebuoh, p* xx, to gjglrwad (based on mis­
reading for MS gegdLrwan); after Rieger, Cosijn suggested
geglrwad* adopted by Kluge, Leltzmann, and Holthausen (Beowulf, 4—7th 
editions)• G* Binz suggested geglrwad*
3D® Compare especially Beowulf 1050-1052; after gifts to Beowulf 
for the victory over Grendel, Hropgar gives treasures to everyone in the 
heroes party*
101 Schneider, Deutsche ff.old.safrfl&g, P« 74, and in other works
passim*
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scholars arc in agreement, notably Norman and Lena,102 Bat -further, 
Schneider assumes with Wolff that Mimming breaks while in Waldere*s 
possession,i03 therefore that it newer reaches Widia at all*
If events were represented in this fashion, Schneider*s 
view of what it took to placate the audience is perhaps an underestimate 
of the difficulty* If the sword had earned nothing of the now familiar 
reputation with Widia, It would seem strange for the poet to draw 
attention to Widia at all: it would seem doubtful whether the Widia 
connection could have attained such appreciable currency as already to 
appear in any Old ^aglish allusion unless the sword had been represented 
in at least one of Widia* s exploits* And with the weapon familiar in 
an exploit of Widia* s, it would be no small matter for the poet, not 
only to divert the sword from widia, but then to permit Its destruction 
before it could reach him at all*
Moreover, the Old JghgLleh poet expressly describes Himming 
as Weland* s work and Widia ae Wetland* s son, but for Widia to come into 
hie heritage through the intermediary, Theodoric, has no congrulty with 
Widia*» being aland*3 son*
As we have seen, Thldrikasaga has an account of a loan of Miminiag
^  Herman, op* cit*» p* 32; I*anz, op* cit*♦ pp* 37 f* and
passim*
^  Schneider, Deutsche Heldensage, p* 124; Germanise he Heldeneage,
I, 333*
&L
to tot la tor shows the sword sitiia in Vl%ife hands* Far
WeySSESp then, It «ou34 seem less perilous than Schneider*s view It 
we as m e d  that a double tnuutfareoee of tbe award between widia and 
fhsodorie had already In s m  form found place in the literature of 
the time* t o t  auch a double change of hands does not necessarily re­
flect a later literary period, we have as evidence the parallel of the 
sseaed Erunting, turned over now to Beowulf by Unferth, now back to Unferth 
by towalf.105 She lortostosn relationship of theodoric and «Hdt& 
should only stake the sword* a movement In both directions seem easier**0^
If, besides, the poet knew a precedent for Ml rasing as in some
decree subject to change of whereabouts among heroes (the degree le 
extreme in fhidErikseaaa, where In addition to the movements between 
t o t o e  and Tito# the sword is once for a time diverted from ?i%t by 
HIlldibrand, again by Beialr),^07 he would more readily undertake the 
representation of the weapon as in ftaldere*s possession*
The author of the account (Hertelsen, ZI, 38—S) perhaps knew of a difficulty in store for Vlttga In getting the sword back tram 
thfSkek* Vfdga is unwilling to give up the sword and does so only when 
ThiZfrek*s anger shames him. The byplay between VISSfga and Tbidlefe looks like foreshadowing of fateful hapi ealnge to circumvent the sword*s return*
106 BeowalX 1455-7 and 1306 f.
is a parallel, note that the poet of Bo&cn&artan I) records toe return of the horse 3ohamming to wttege by Biotrieh (Role, op* cit*, 
p* ISO}*
107 Bortalosn, I, 2B8 , 874, 879 t*
ss
eUuse lilt TTohto «Beodrlc Widlaa selfum onaendon la quite 
consonant with the sword’s having already been owned and used by Widia 
sad 11 need be with ite being once and tor all his property by dels* and 
right* There Is still the matter of a reward from Theodoric to widia" 
the inlean of XW 7* But since oaseadon means "eond," not necessarily 
*glve»* and since not only the sword but also a great treasure was intended 
to be sent, we can suppose that Theodoric meant not to give but to restore 
the award* end In addition to send the troamir© as a reward due*
The presumed passage from Theodoric to Waldere of the sword 
ilamiag asuat mean that Theodoric was at Aetla’s court* In fact a poet 
knowing Theodoric would inevitably have known the story of his exile with 
Attila and could hardly have avoided a representation of Neither*& ad«* 
venture as falling within the exile period* which the Old High German 
Hildebrand (line 50) already knew as lasting thirty years* The period in 
legend chronology during which dimming could be brought into Raiders*s 
hands without conflict with the ?<idia legends is the earlier years of 
tee exile* during these years* since Theodoric and widia are separated* 
Widia naturally drops out of sight as an active figure until the battle 
Involving his betrayal of Theodoric in the slaughter of Diether and 
Attila* a sens* That the held ere poet had in mind tmch a period would 
appear to be confirmed in his description of Theodoric as intending to 
scad the sword to Widia* an act which would imply a separation between the 
two heroes of at least a considerable duration* The only such separation 
recorded is that Incident to Theodoric*a exile*
Since the refugees would seem to be In possession of Theodaric*» 
gold ate well as of tee sword which he Intended for uidia* we should assume 
teat HildegyST has robbed not (only?) Aetla and hln queen* but (also?)
m
JUans lias objootod to this assumption (as already made by 
n  the grooals that the Christian author of Eldars would 
not make his hero and heroine such thieves.109 But as In the Chrieii&n 
Bsketaidf« poe^ thieves they dearly ere* of sobs© kind: they 
poaeoea many rings and other treasures* and moreover they are refugees—  
else they could scarcely he exposed to the peril of attack from Gu&hero* 
Further* it cannot he determined that the heroine would have viewed 
Theodarie in a light ssueh different from Aetla or Eelehe* Extent legend 
raUting to the early exile makes Attlls*» queen Belche (as Krka robbed 
by Hilldtgyad and as Gsplrln* by Klltgunt) the mar e-thsn-generou©— even 
insistent— ‘provider of s tores of treasure to Theodoric for regarding bln 
warriors and assuring their fidelity.110 iiftth Theodoxic on the scene* 
about squally exalted with his royal host and hostess and having a share* 
direst or indirect* in the Eunniah strongroom* the »»lde*o poet may well 
have already felt that Theodoricf© relation to the v.alther story was one 
to he given flesh ana blood. The advantages to be derived from the 
appropriation of Miming for his story need have been no more than a final 
eons idem tl on to make Theodoric either a substitute for or an addition to 
as KU4egy9*e victim. There must have been something comparable 
in the source* since ikkebard presents Hlltgunt as stealing armor (also 
Sdsnd’e work) for ftaltherl. For the robbery* balder© and HildegyET need 
appear no more offensive than their counterparts In ualtharlua and the
t Deutsche ilejdeceage. p. IBS.
109 heaz* op. cit.. pp. 41 f.
:LLO Dietrichs Flucht 50388*44. 7935-46; Bortelsea* II* 219 ff.
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Tall tart-HiiUieund episode*̂ --*'
Following a period of considerable enthusiasm for textual 
alteration in the speech opening Fragment ■£^112 editorial attitude in
recent years has, if anything, been reactionary, for the emendations
have generally left untouched the puassslement presented by the passage as
a whole* The word genam (line 7b) presents equal difficulty, whoever
is conceived as speaker, but since the assignment of the contextual words
to HildegycT offers plausible solutions for all other major difficulties,
a further attempt to remove the final difficulty would seem In order*
By the majority of editors, genam has been retained* All
attaapts to interpret it, however, have left much to be desired, since
all Interpretations have had to assume either bad syntax or tortured sense,
when not both* The literal rendering usually assumed for the phrase
iulean genam runs in effects "(he) received reward for a former deed*"
Syntactically, the proper reference for the supplied "he" is -Beodric,
subject of the preceding clause, and accordingly Sedgefield uniquely
suggested that iulean genam might mean Theodoric "took (out <£ his hoard)"
13something for a reward to Widia*'^^ Dickins took lines 7b-9 as paren­
thetic— in effect, "(Widia) received the reward for a former deed, his
From the concurrence of the High and Low German extant accounts, 
it would appear fairly certain that during his exile, even in early legend, 
Theodoric*s provisions,including stores of treasures, could have been his 
only by consignment from Attila and Helche*
112 Trautmann, op* clt». was most extreme*
n a W* J* Sedgefield, An Anglo-Saxon Verse Book, p* 139,
m
of S^odoario^f &0 point© out* *Wlto #ffl0»|.ti«IS
of loior^ret&ti^ «*1XS alaoe Uoo 10 1# obviously oo«|u«l to natter to 
Uoo 9# sot to U&os !•?«* Folloni&$ tsoms Qoriier o^tor% SoOblo 
Mmolf Mc«e 7b os oloio proatoUo, si to ̂ 141o oplo to to ̂ supplied 
a« subjost tor SBaB*3̂ 6 tot tto text iiMuodietely foUtomi Is «» ad* 
rerfetal ©Xmia© osplolMag ̂ toderio^ reason for rewarding ftldia* and 
it to daabtfol whether 014 Snglisk w y  more readily tons* Modem BogUsh 
eoald O m  totooto suet* o ̂ omtoslo to such o |o@iilsiu m e  ̂ h»s« 
ia» besides, iaeroiibly laeonio os representing a aXAusioiu
to another mdo-ing, isMoa is to to cone trued os in to# first paraon* 
to to toe foUtoog weird result for line© 70*̂ 5 *{X) rooeifod o rtsord 
tosan i*idia roaousd tboodorio#^ Cosijn tto#t tbat iulean ms to 
to Interpreted ~forsaer Mrrtm,ais (luieea amass** *m#mtofi© received 
a osrvloo is toe pent**} end that to# following o^isaatorr oiomt m  
in effect in apposition with lulosa* Subsequent editors, boiersr, bom 
met etatoeeed Coeip98 lotoprototieu
If met to retained, toe phrase might to taken to M e
11A Stokiss* op* cl W - pp* #0 end 61*
*** M U « ,  ©2. edit., p. 140.
Ukowlse *jwtt (An jjaffloKexm toeder* p* 865) end ^chucking Uletoee nn^elsgotoleches Idohtortoah, p. S&4*
^  See Klaeber, "Zu den f*aldere-Brû hst̂ ok en» ** p* 135*
130 CkMlja, 5 2.* el*-- P« TO.
that though Theodorio’a Intention hod not been carried out, Widia (in* 
f erred as subject of genam) •’received** the reword in tho sens© that it 
bed been decreed for him* Such a confusion of ideas could probably b© 
show to occur in Modern T^aglish ^received” or **got.w But if the Raider© 
passage can be understood only through this or other tortured renderings, 
it would seem likelier than not that the present text is corrupt, as 
several of the earlier editors assumed*
Of substitutes put forward for genam. the only one which has
yioreeomended Itself to more than one editor is geman. suggested by Itioger 
end adopted by Grein., MSller, and Henrici**®0 In error, Henrici translates 
getoan as a (third person) preterite, "gedachte,** and despite the appro­
priateness of his translation (**h© thought of the reward for former1 deeds") 
as integral, treats luloan gerasn as a parenthesis* Groin and k&ller assume 
a first person present and take the contextual lines (Xtf 4—10) as being 
spoken by the poet in his own person*^^ Beyond the fact that he also 
conceives g«mnn as first person, hieger does not Indicate hie view* In 
any case, editors who have rejected the change have done so on the basis 
of Groin’s and h£ll«r’s interpretation*
However, geaan cone trued as third person uould no longer have 
a reference remote from th© proper ."aid©re narrative, but v;ould provide a
Gj>* cl t>* p. xxl* 'frautm&nn emend ed to aellan (op* cit*. pp* 
11? f*)* G* Binz suggested Rimma Iulean instead of Iulean genam. ZfdPh. 
XXXVI (1904), 90?.
li. P* ^dicker, Klolnere angela&ch cl echo Dlohtun&en* p* 9, re­
tains but provides no gloss for the word* Under glossary entry nlioan
he remarkss ’'genam Wald II ? let vol in getaan zu find ©rn.*•
Henrici, op* Cit*, p* 90* Groin, op* cit** p* 77; duller, 
op* cit*. p* 197*
m
w y  AesipsW* to th© preceding statement of Theodoric^ in**
imlloft*
Unos dMorlblBg ® w o d w l e #a Intention Imvo bean attributed 
to the poet's self—defensive parrying of objection from hie audience* who 
woild k m  from other souroas that » idia actually received the things 
a a a a d t ^  But so long as it is apparent from the context that those things 
aiseairied* the poet's concession of Theodoric*® Intention, does not eon* 
stitute much of a defense, if aay, again®t audience objection* Bavins, in­
cited special attention to his infraction against a familiar leged* the 
post— »if there is to he a dafenee at all— must give assurance that the delay 
Is only temporary, that the intention sill yet be carried out end "history” 
not he violated* The word Reman ("Theodoric will remember the reward due 
lidia')^83 would go far towards providing such reassurance*
To conform to a normal pattern* the poet would probably also 
take advantage of the opportunity to pay his respeote (and Hildegytf*®) 
to the character of Theodoric* A persistent mindfulness for rewards due 
hie retainers is the one indispensable attribute of a worthy Germanic lord* 
and the virtue on which oocgilliacnts are moot frequently passed* a truth 
for f̂cich Beowulf bristles with evidence**'2^ When Theodoric*e reward for 
oldie's good turn is withheld* it is to be supposed that the audience would
nee Homan* op* cit** p* 33; lens* op* cit** pp* 3? f*
e  m i
Beowulf 1230 offers a strikingly close verbal parallel (even 
to the futuretlve use of neman)* '**ealhpeow has told the hero to be kind in 
counsel to her sons* then adds: Xe £e fraea lean geman*
^  See especially Beowulf 1040-0* 1169—V4* 1404—7* and 1664—6 
and the epithets listed in footnote £>8 above*
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more than welcome the assurance that the lord at least remains mindful 
at the obligation**’85
Following the X-speeeh, Waldere opens a challenge to GtfOhere 
with this taunt; "Beast, indeed you expected, Friend of the Burgundians 
(i*e*, Gudhetre), that Hagena's hand would do battle with me and dispose 
of me** Some editors have assumed an Illogical coordination in the sentence 
and take only the latter protlon of the taunt as Ironic: Bagena has at
least fought, though obviously Waldere is not disposed dC#**3® But in the 
two received versions of Hagen*a part in the fighting (Waltfaariua and 
Ihxgrikesaga)* he is last to be drawn Into the struggle, so that anything 
heard of him in Waldere before the final battle would most probably be to 
the effect that he remained aloof*
However, Waldere is already battle-weary, so that apparently his 
speeeh cannot precede the outbreak of the fight, hence probably does not 
immediately follow Hagen's initial refusal to take part in the battle* 
%aXfch*»~Eiua very likely presents Hagano in a form close to the Hagen of the 
source legend, and he must have been estranged from Gunther from the out— 
set—Sac cording to the Hlbelungenll ed. sitting on his shield* But we should
The declaration that Theodoric would remember the reward for 
Widia would also in a measure absolve HildegytT and Waldere from blame for 
circumventing a reward due another* Objecting to Norman's hypothesis that 
Waldere is the X—speaker, Klaeber ("Brel Anmerkuagen," p* 554) held that a 
hero would not properly plume himself on the appropriation of something in­
tended as a reward for another* With Hildegyd as speaker, on fatal lie, the 
objection is less pertinent— still less so if Theodoric*e intention isn't 
wholly c ireunrrented.
tt&llenhoff, op* cit*. p* £70; Sedgefield, op* cit*. p* 6;
op* cit*. 1047 f*; Trautmazm, op. cit*. p. 179; Bobbie, op* cit..
p* XXV*
It would in any ease be awkward to suppose that Hagan at first 
condoned the attack, then withdrew after his companions had started falling 
before Walther*
*sW t  t a U m 4s taunt gloating over his old friend*® non-belXigereaoy 
ttal Place ao later (tad hardly earlier) than th© first interruption 
ef the fight* aeatharlua. the KLsung episode, end the story of Vitr&a’s 
robber fight, la CQotaoa Indicate an interruption following the death of 
the seventh man* that Waldere* s speech comes at acme such ald^poliit^ 
la made virtually certain in the feet that though he la already battle- 
WU7# he yet foresees possible m e  attack fra some remaining ** trench- 
arous kinsmen* (line S3), hardly to be conceived as aasr but Gudhsre*© 
foilovars* ^ramtljr Hlldegyd, during the pause, has Just cheered her 
lever and praised the weapon with which he has already disposed of so 
oany of the enemy* Bat in the same speech, for the poet* a purpose of 
foreshadowing the time when the second-best sword will be inadequate, 
she Temuri n that the host of swords is still In reserve*
Xf in the X-speech ]41ani&g is still In a stanfate with other 
treasures, Fragment E, «fclch no longer treats of the sword as one in 
reserve, would be the later in order* Thus would be realised the pattern 
of baldere*s alternation of weapons at the climax of the fighting*
But the greater number of editors and commentators have assumed 
the sequence conjectured by the first editor, who explained; "X
have taken the one as first, merely because the hero’s enemy is there 
apokm of; the other appears to be Inter as the hero there speaks to his 
foe, who has thus had time to come nearer.'"129 Some of the grounds on 
which others have accepted Stephen’s ordering ore mentioned In other 
parts of this study* carman* e argument for that sequence however is
^  So Dieter, "file balder efraigaent e und the ur sprungli oh© 
Gestalt, * Anglia. XX (1369), 169, and Althof, **6ber elalgs Stellt+n," p. 6*
129 Stephens, op* cit** p. 17.
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la aUuaing "paleographleal considers! ions*w3*®̂  Since those e w  
sidrntlons have a b««rl&g on the text of Famgment XW, discussion of 
Borman’s argument host finds place here*
Sowaas hoe suggested that the too folds of the xannuBcrlpt were 
T«ry probably adjacent in a v o l m ,  one wl thin the other. If his aaoump- 
t l «  is correct and If, as seems to be th© case, Fragment B fills the 
first and second sides of one fold, Fragment XW the third and fourth 
sides of the other, the only possible order foz* the undamaged leaves Is 
B-XK* All other edi tors except Lsltssmaaa have assumed ~ce opening XW to 
be the end of aece# But as ending the last line of the fourth side of 
the B fold, the letters sail are still preserved, and if the E fold is 
Upper of the folds as adjacent, the letters can and must be taken with 
—ce of XS* Borman adopts this reading swiloe, assuming the alliterating 
scrd In the lost half-line to be sweord* and takes the order H~X& as 
being established*
But whatever argumentative value may lie in th© fact that swil 
fits Into —ce aeeias counterbalanced by a further paleographies! consldera** 
tUn* Whether the fdds could have been contiguous Is brought into 
question by the iJsplicati ons of Herman* s testimony as to the probable 
history of the fra&oents^^&l Qn the grounds that the writing is too well 
preserved, and that the other el gna to be associated with us© of the leaves 
in bindings are missing, he has rejected the notion that the fragments 
ever came under the hand of a binder* But if they did not, on© would 
naturally suppose that the cutting away of leaf segments was for the sake
130 Horaon. op. cit.. pp. 2 f.
131 Ibid.. pp. X t.
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of the portions now mlsai ng— perhaps for palimpsests— *, ana if such 
was the case, there is a want of logic in the arrangement which the pre— 
served leaves would present as of a common gathering, cut-away and whole 
leaves alternating* Salvage of leaf—sized palimpsests would proceed 
from the covers inward, and the mutilation shown in Fragment XW would 
indicate an earlier position for that fold, a later position for Fragment 
H* Of course the folds could not have been of the same gathering, nor 
could they have been contiguous as back-to-back, since the matter of 
Fragment H does not follow on the matter of XW*
The assumption of a scrivener salvaging palimpsests is perhaps 
unprofitable,but equally unprofitable would seem a hypothesis that the 
Waldere folds were contiguous, so long as the assumption allows no in­
telligible account of the remarkable pattern of mutilation* The folds 
can hardly have been in adjacent position during the time of the cutting* 
The possibility of reading swilce had already been seen by 
Holthaasen, who, though it would have supported the ordering H—XW which 
he assumed, rejected the reading in favor of the traditional (me)ce 
because he could think of no sentence in which awllce would fit the con— 
text**32 Leitmaann, evidently having mistaken the direction of the folds, 
adopted swilce— as alliterating with a lost preceding sweord— and asserted 
that the reading was possible only if the ordering were XW-H* Imelmann 
convincingly rejected Leitzmann*s views by of course calling attention to 
the mistake about direction of the folds and by showing it to be virtually
132 Holthausen, Die altengliachen Waldere-Bruchstttcke* pp# 2 f- 
Holthausen*s volume has excellent facsimiles of the fragments*
lei tzmann, walther und Hiltgunt bei den Angelsachsen* p. 7*
impossible* from exigencies of grammar* that swilce before baeteran
134should alliterate with a neuter antecedent sweordf H* Priebsch* review­
ing Norman (who apparently had overlooked Imalmann) * rejected swilce on
135the same grounds* More lately F* Klaeber has suggested (ne geseah ic
1aefre swiDee baeteren as a possible restoration of the whole line*
but the usually assumed mece still has obvious advantages of clarity and
intelligibility*
The conj ectures offered to account for the matter occupying the 
gap between Fragments H and XW as leaves in the same gathering hardly 
reeoBnend themselves* Norman assumes that though Fragment H already 
contains notice of the failure of Waldere*s first sword* the alternate 
sword still remains in the sheath at least as late as XW 3 (that Waldere
1<*nactually draws a sword is unexpressed}* Lenz agrees that Waldere has 
two swords* but thinks that only one* Mimming* is ever used* In Fragment 
H* according to Lenz* Hildegyd is deprecating the timorous Waldere* s 
vague but strongly felt premonition that Mimming will fail* The missing 
text would have presented a colloquy between Hildegytf and Waldere during 
which Waldere still hangs back* Finally* at XW 11* Hildegyd* has so re- 
assured him that he is ready to risk a fight*
134 Imelzoann* op* cit** 1047*
Priebsch* (review of Norman* s Waldere) MLR XXIX (1934)* 340* 
Priebsch points out that baeteran as describing th© neuter sweord could 
only be dative or instrumental*
xiaeber* "Drei Anmerkungen* ” p. 334*
Noxxoan* op* cit*. p* 17.
Lenz* op* cit** pp* 40 f* and passim*
©3
On XW IS f., Norn»a and Lenx are agreed. They say that the 
passage means "ftaldere had the sword in hi© hand,** and that ,f the sword" 
is Missal ng. But whether the pacoag© really sayo that v alder© has a 
sword, either -slimming or otherwise, is very doubtful. The passage rune 
haefde him on hands hilde frofre, guttbilla gyl p©» in which the komiiag 
hilde frofre is unparalleled in other Old ?ngXtah texts. The interpre­
tation which seems most plausible is "he had in hand comfort for battle, 
for the assault of swords,* a description which bests fits a shield*^®
Norman and leas, like a long succession of scholars before 
have a&mimotl a compound hildefrofre. but th© compound, i# misleading. 
See pp. 79 t• below (note to au X£).
6* Waldere la the expanded o on text: Fragment H
If Fragment XW is first in order and If our conclusion Is 
correct as to the story time of that fragment, the text missing between 
the preserved leaves probably presented a battle in which Waldere hilled 
four men, leaving only the principal adversary, GuTXhere, and the neutral 
fiagena alive* Whether or not following a night's rest (as in Waltharius)* 
Fragment H seems to open at the very midpoint of the fight between 
Waldere and Gutthere, In ^iich the action probably follows a pattern 
similar to that of Yiclga's duel with ThidTek and that of Beowulf's fight 
with Grendel*s dam* If so, Waldere has come into sore straits following 
the failure of a sward, and Hildegytt's speech of encouragement cocoes at 
a point corresponding to that at which Vittga takes up Miniming as his 
see end sword against ThiHrek*
The leads in Hlldegytt's speech are completely conacnant with 
such a stage in the story* She first assures her lover that dimming will 
not fail; its history is of an unbroken chain of bloody victories* She 
then so Insistently exhorts him to continued courage and faith in his 
sword that we must infer Waldere at least momentarily not to have been 
master of the situation* Since explicitly the default is not of his 
courage and audacity In sward—play and, as explicitly, Mimming cannot fall, 
we must conclude that a first weapon did fail— probably, like Vittjga's 
first swerd, on the opponent's helmet* Though in Waltharius the hero 
is girded with two blades, the extra is a eh art sword* That ti/aldere 
might be girded with two full battle swords is hardly plausible; it
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would appear likely then that the second sword has came from a chest of 
things robbed frcrn the Huns and that KildegyET ha» handed the weapon over 
to ialdfap* as Killdibrand hands the saute weapon to ?i%i«
^h« Mlssains legends are In agreement as to the sequels OuEShars^ 
axaor proves no protection against Miimalng, and he Is soon wounded* But 
Waldere is about to deliver the mortal blow, Hagens interposes him­
self as Billdi brand does between Vldga and Thf&rok. Though both s^ltfaariue 
and Ultttlasttt remember Hagen as finally a combatant, Waldere students 
have found no Insuperable difficulty in supposing that here, at least, he 
la wholly faithful to both lord and friend, entering the fight like 
KlUdibrand for fhldrex^ only to shield hie lord from disaster* But 
Hagens* s intercession may still have oost him the loss of an eye* The 
wound appears in both v.althar lus and Xhjdrikasaga* and up to the time of 
the Nlbelungenl 1 ed the concept!on of Hagen as one-eyed has wide currency*^® 
Possibly in throws himself bodily before the hero's &word
and receives the familiar wound* In any event, when Bagena has interceded 
for Gu&here, the latter has, like ThiT&rsk before Vldga, already had his 
fill of battle, and Waldere steps the fight out of consideration for M e  
old friend* All three are reconciled* Neither Waldere nor Oufthere is 
likely to have lost a limb, though both probably bear wounds* voider e and 
HlldegyO’ continue their Journey, and Waldere, since his father appears 
already to be dead (tfaldere wears Aelfheres M f » X» IB), probably at once 
assumes the throne In hie homeland, with Klldegytf for his queen* It Is
140 It appears probable, however, that Hagen* & di cfl^nriwound 
belongs to only one group wd thin the family of walther legends, and 
Aether waldere is a member of the mealier group is at least doubtful* 
;>ee the di souse ion below, in the Appendices, of the genealogy of the 
legend*
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likely, too, that the poet somehow contrives the return of Mimming to 
Widi&’s possession, since like Y»aiders, GtfOhere, end Hagena, the sword 
Is destined to figure in further and more tragic adventures*
Currently the major argument for the prior position of 
Fragment H, which would preclude the pattern suggested above, is that 
HildegySP s remarks on Waldere*s previous fighting are all of a general 
nature, hence must refer to the hero*s career with Aetla, since if Waldere 
had already done extensive fighting with Gu9herevs followers, this more 
recent fighting would be Hildegytb*s more appropriate concern, and she 
would not speak in merely general terms* Accordingly that port!chc of 
the speech which ostensibly treats of Gudhere himself as Waldere*s 
opponent is really treating of Gudhere only as a symbol for his whole 
party.
Viewed in relation to Aaltharlus. in which the preliminary 
fights are represented as a series of duels, every warrior bearing a 
Bfuwfl and every step of each duel receiving concrete description, Hildegytfs 
remarks on fighting may seem quite general* But the preponderance of 
evidence both within Waltharlus (in borrowings from Virgil and Prudentius) 
and in other versions of the legend is against Ekkehard* s having found 
such detail in his Germanic source* The Vail tari-HiUdi gund, Elsung, 
and ViTTga episodes indicate only a summary account of the battle, up to 
the climactic fight* Unless the Waldere poet has Independently entered 
into the same kind of elaboration as £kkehard*s, HildegyZT cannot speak 
of the fitting in terms much more than general*
141 Klaeber * s argument, "Zu den Waldere—Bruchs tflcken. w pp* 126 f* 
Bobbie, on* cit*. p. xxv, is similarly Inclined*
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The descriptions of past righting are in Tact most intelligible 
if taken as referring in part (lines 12-17) to the battle with the Bur­
gundians, in part (lines 18-22) to Waldere*s career in Aetla*e service*
In line 13, IiildegydT unmistakably implies that she herself has seen 
(gesawe) fighting in which, thou^i many men were attacking him, Waldere 
has borne himself bravely, and the passage cannot with much plausibility 
be related with any but the fights with the Burgundians* The shift of 
reference to the time with Aetla is accomplished with the word syaale 
(E 18) and Is dictated by HildegyTT*s purpose of comparing W&ldere's past 
and present motives for fitting— a purpose with which the preceding 
battles against the Burgundians have nothing to do*
The piety of the passage on motives, H 19b—27, is wholly
\ 142obscured by Grein* s assumption that me tod (line 19) means "fate,"
and that interpretation, despite the want of parallels, has been widely
accepted* The word nearly everywhere else (if not everywhere) means
"God, and to offer much more than bathos in the Waldere passage
(particularly H 22b—23), the usual meaning is the one to be assumed*
The rendering of lines 19b-27 which fits the context Is this: "I
feared God for you because you fought too wrongfully in the support
142 Grain, op* clt** glossary*
143 B-T cites Qreln* s interpretation of ms tod in the Waldere 
passage, but adduces— doubtfully— only one other instance in which the 
rendering "fate" might be more fitting than "God." The word is common­
place in poetic texts, there being eleven occurrences in Beowulf alone*
m
(aetfitcaUe) ^  of another man's military entarpris«t^ Bring honor 
upon yourself with glorious deeds while your inotlvos are reconcilable to 
God* Have no anxiety on account of the sword: the best of treasures was 
granted you for help* With it you shall humble Gu&here's boast because 
he first wrongfully sought this fighting**
She frequent interpretation of %  io tfe meted ondrea beet ttu 
to feohtaa s oh tost (H 19 f.), *1 feared your fate because you
fought too rashly,* is apparently the issue of the following argument:
If Hildegyg, as she says, does not chid© Waldere for a wont of courage 
{lines 12 ff*), then she must Intend a stricture upon courage in excess* 
It is a strangely vacillating part for waldere* a companion— calling for 
forthright action (lines 1—11}, checking (lines 12—22a, or, in Herman*&
lift▼lew, 12-23), then again inciting to attack (line 24 to the end of the
144 Cf* 0*K* gestealla. xiaE. stand-by* G* Bel stand* 0* bl la tend* 
0*1* wibs'tmn  has the antithetic sense "opposition." Belstand la Grein's 
translation of aetsteaH in line 150 of Guthlae and is Eeariei's rendering 
of the word as appearing In Waldere. Bee also the discussion of H 19 In 
the notes following the Waldere test below.
Prlcbsch, op. clt.* pp. 340 f*, suggests that the original 
mmnl mi was "company," thence to "assistance** The place name aetstealles 
bectrh (Kemble, Codex Dlploaatlcus IV, 31) may mean "hill of the supporting 
company," appraximnting "garrison." Likewise Astolesham mud Its many 
variants, if the first element represents aetateail* as is suggested by 
Coyer, Mawer, and 3teuton. The Hace-H*uaos of Middlesex Apart from the 
City of London (Cambridge, 1942), p. 17.
^  l£Lli tary mterprlse: wlgraedenno. My translation is in accord 
with the usual one, which virtually discounts -raedenne (see the note in 
Herman's edition, p. 38). But wlgraedoano as "rule by warfare" would 
perhaps best fit as a description of Attlla'a battles.
Borman, op* clt*. p. 14, takes 225-25 (weorda TPa selfae godum 





















































or has just begun* But the audience and Waldere already know of 
Gudhere* s refusal, so that obviously Hildegyd is not speaking to give In­
formation* The recapitulation, however, is manifestly essential to the 
irony of the succeeding clause of the text— that Gudhere shall now turn 
from this battle without treasures— and would not appear at all except 
where the ironic fate of GutQiere were the primary consideration* Lenz 
has pointed out, besides, that the legend as received in Waltharius . 
leaves no place for a speech of Hildegydr*s to come between Gudhere^s 
final refusal of offers and the outbreak of fighting*^® In fact, in 
Waltharius, the EXsung episode, and Vidga,s adventure alike, it is the 
enemy who breaks off negotiations by declaring that talk must cease, 
then aptly enough, opens the attack*
In lines 8 ff* Hlldegyd tells Waldere that the day has come 
then he ah»n certainly do one of two things, lose his life or possess 
lasting feme* The lines have been said to fit better with a closed
sequence of fights in tfiich no night*s rest intervenes between Waldere*s
149fight with Gudhere's men and the final fight with Gutthero himself* 
Nonetheless, the night*s rest may have occurred* The alternatives to 
death—or—fame are not finally excluded until the last attack is launched* 
At an earlier point, the hero might still hope to bargain for his life, 
or Gudhere and his remaining warriors might abandon the fight, but 
Waldere should in neither case come away with any consummate fame* The
147 Thus Klaeber, rtZu den Waldere-Brtichotucken,n p* 127, and Dobble, 
op* clt*, p* XXV*
140 L̂ens, op* clt*. p* 30.
Klaeber, **Zu den Waldere-Bruohstticken.»» p* 127*
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toee to which Hildegyd" refers as giving either death or fame may b© the 
same as that on which the fights begin; it may, however, follow a night’s 
rest similar to that in Waltharius* All that the passage tells us for 
certain is that the time for decisive action is at hand and that within 
the day Waldere is to be dead or completely victorious*
Waldere has been found objectionable on these scores; 1) that 
It la marked overall by a fuzzy, redintegrative quality,100 and 2) that 
it betrays a childish immaturity of conception in vfcich the falling out 
of events fails to Justify the promise* 101 The basis for such objections 
is removed if the Interpretation suggested in this study is accepted* It 
seems the interpretation best supported by a collation of the Walther 
legends and the contextual Theodoric legends*
150 Ibid., p. 128.
151 ■, _lenz, op* clt*, pp. 134—5
iXm a m
I W s  edition i© based on a study of the pretioue edi ti 0113 and 
as e^slMtioa of Molttmesea*© facsimiles (01© &ai&er©-Bruohstu<^e) » thm 
text of f n $ m t  £» U  froa th© right half of © fold, !««•, f m  sides 
o sad *|$ that of £fe*©@&«nt H is from side© a sad b of a separate fold*
I M  ISS page coutatned fifteen limes of writing, sot dowa si ttat regard 
to poetic U s a  division* Oa th© remcimimg; ©trips (each ©bout half an 
ifieh wide) of the out—away Xaa?a@ or© preserved letters from sea© 11a© 
feegiaalBgg ©ad oadiB&a, but some of these letter© are illegible or doubt­
ful* la XMm. th© only certain readings ©re j$ (line 14) aad £  tliaa 15) * 
la Xssfc, oaly d (Hue 14)* la the following table, points repaeasmi doubt­
ful letters;
m Hd Be m H© m
U s e  1 « * Lin© o bar •** line XX 30 • *d
2 «r • * • 7 ha *• 12 be €«
3 h n a mix Id 13 os do
* €* 1 9 of *• 14 gu •r
5 hi *f 10 ttu p© 15 he* sell
Far sell* St^bene reads seel* but th© JU though faint,, is certain
K s m fs hypothesis that a»il establishes the sequence of the leaves, so© 
Introduction* P* 60*
There ©re a© marks of punctuation la the M) ©xoept the 0m i -
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coIgjb aftw M  5, Aoc&ats vmt&X Xaa&th appear <aalj la. 3ffg.* |gEp»
wad d&a iXW IS* 19* H 10} 5 capitals* only la 3a* Mu (readisig doubtful),
sad la (Xw 3S* H 0* IE* IS)* 'Thoro &ro a aumber or ^brevl&tloas:
■7 s a *  1 . *«*■ s8s$» i«s. *«w aa£S * «  ss£&s2» as. £<»  asa» M.
oace faa? hlau soaotlstee for -ueu fhoao torsm arc ospaadod la tfe© 
follow! ag edltlfln without notice talcea or specific iaataaaoa*
FRAGMENT XW
c© baeteran
baton dhm enum 3te io eac bafa 
on stamfate atlUe gehided.
la vat baet bit Tfcohte ^©eodrlc Widian 
5 SGltoa onsendon, and eao sine mioel
maTtaa mid 31 mace, moalg oTEres mid him
gold© gegima: lulean gsmn
baes tte bis© of nearwum Hldhades maeg,
Welandes bearn Wldla ut forlet,
10 dbrb fifela gaveaid ford onette*”
Waldere msdelode — wiga ©llenrof
baefde him on band© hilde frofre,
gtiSbllla grip©-— , gyddode wordunu
"Hwaet, 7m huru wandest, wine Burgomda,
15 boat me Hagenan band bllda gefremede
omd getwaemde feTtewlggesi Fata, gyf do dyrre,
aet 7ms headhweri gan bar© byman I
Standi me ber on eaxalum Aelfheres 1ST,
god end geapneb, gold© gewearTTod,
80 ©alias onseeade aefdelimges reaf
to babbanne posme hand wared
faorbbord Feondum. Ne bitt fab wiTT me
|>onn© ... unmaegas aft omgyxmacr,
mectim geaetaTT, sea ge me dydon*
85 *Beah maeg sige syUan S© <Te symle byTT
recam and r&edfest rybta gehwlloes*
Se <Te him to dam twigan help© gelifed,
to god© gloee, be paer gearo flnded
gif 7m ©araunga aer geTTenceSr.
30 pann© mo ten vlance welsn britnian,
a eh turn wealdan: boat is * * • •
4 bits lc» 5 onsendon: ons( • •) don* 7 geman; ge naau 10 gewealds
ge at ©ad of line; whether the letters beginning the new line are wea is 
debated* U  xaaTTelodes madelode. 12 frofres frore* 15 Hagenan; 
hagaan with ̂ e added over gn* 16 fdCrewlgges; (**)tlre wigges or (*»}d© 
wlggp8, 17 X»4 begins with aet* IS stand eRfs atandattw 19 geweorTtod: 
ge wearod eltb dT above ro* 21 hands bad* 88 Nes be* 25 bonnes 
followed by Illegible letters at line end* 26 rybta s ryh{»)a« 30 mot an s
mtotesn*
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w u m s m r  u
• hyrde hyne•%»« vosro 11# geewlec£t
warn# m i g m i  tfera tr# Ml&stdag <m& 
haardae ̂ hcal&ai oft &«t htld* gitdms
& sw a tfa g  ond svmdsasi »«eg aefter d33nm.Aatlia atrdwyea, a# laet tda eUen »u 
gedreosaa to d&ege, dryfetscipe , * »
• » • • * • • •  Ma l« s«
$ a e t "3U s e e a lt M i s ^  o&fer
10 Ilf forleosan OtSSfe kagsi
agat aid eldua, Aolfherec euziu*
MaUfts 1# ̂  wine mln, aide
%  1# gesaw© set Itet sweor&ple^oa
'tferfc edwitscype senlgee moxrnes
10 «lg far^uisa
lie# beorgao, tlfeah pe latsra f ela
billagt bao«usi»
A# -au ayal# furUbr feottaa sohtest, 
ssaal offlr aaam: ay 1® a# metod ondred,
past %  to fyremllce feck-tan sohtesfc aet t&a aeteteail© o&ree nsis»e 
ligztdda&aft* searSfei are aeifne
gedm daadm deaden H a  god m o « S
He a m  %  for dl aae«i c£© wearST ae^aa eystgifdTe to ooeo; mid ay HU sc©alt
beet forblgae tteee are be dha beaduw© eagaa
mid unryhte aerest seeaxw
For&oe he dam ewurd© ond syncfatum, 
framgn a&enigo: zm aeeal be^a lea#
30 teogrfesi fro m  H r n  h ild e , h la fttrd  aeeaa 
ami Ann e?Tel, 088b her aesr svefaa
3 Selaadeos wejand(«») at end of lino, with part of o stlU visible-
4 toardat; froaraa with dot under £• & geogs eee* O Ae tiaras aetla(»)
fflrti gyt/)# a J*u i (*.). 10 learnes iaf»T&e« the a very dim.
13 aiMglglofflaz eeeord alogazu 17 Hb begins with *^homoa^ && (••*)*
glfdtts alfedfe> 37 aid: U«)dU 20 b&fmi boam *  31 ijaji #  *
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xxx ncms
To the authorities cited la these notes, the Bibliography 
will sarre as a key for abbreviated references. For citing editions,, 
the editor's name has usually bean domed sufficient. References to 
Cosijn are to nDo WaJLdme^-dfragmenten,w and those to Bugge are to 
"Spredts iagtagelser vedkcssaende de oldengalske digte am. Beowulf og 
Waldere.** For other studies and notes, the title (sometimes shortened) 
car periodioa! volume, as well as the page reference, is given*
Fragment XVV
1* On the Identity of the speaker, see Introduction, p*
Stephen’s restoretion (boadome)ce. adopted also by Miillenhoff 
and Halgft., is object ionable for double alliteration and excessive length 
in the half-line* Nearly all later editors assume (rne)ce. Buggs 
(pp* 75 f*} suggests for the whole line (as aeah (or net) ie mid aaaaaa 
jaa)ee baeteraa. adopted by Weishold and M&Ller# I»ei tzmann and Norman 
print swilce baeter^. taking the letters swil— from the fourth aide of 
the H—fold, ***** Klaeber, ’’Orel Anmerkungen, ** p* 554, suggests (ne geseah 
ic aefre swil)oe baeteran as a possibility for the line* See also In­
troduction, pp. 61 f•
Z0 Bloger and Sedgefield: hafu*
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3Sie word stanfaet does not occur elsewhere in Old Kaglish* M&Xlonhoff 
eoffipared Old Saxon stenvat. Holland 62, 4, and earthenware vessel* Dietrich 
interprets stanfate to mean a sheath thickly sot with stones* Bieger and 
wfflcker assume the meaning ”ca?®*" The interpretations commonly pre— 
ferred are “chest* (Stephens, Fischer, Henrici, Heln&el, Kluge, s checking) 
and "sheath" (Weinhold, Strecker, Picking, Nor man, Dobbie) • Neither faet 
nor any cognate elsewhere appears in the meaning sheath except once, in
the MHG swertvaz (of* lens, Per Ausgang* pp* 42 and 51, note)*
;
4* For MS ic. which Is senseless, Mullenhoff and most subsequent editors 
adopt hit* Txautmaua suggests hiae. for which, however, he thinks that 
ie oould not plausibly be a scribal corruption* He then adopts gdcTohte 
For 233 ic TTohte. later ("Das Beowulf11 ed”) pone ~5fohte for MS J[ iĉ  d&hte* 
Bicklne, Ireltzzsann, and Holthausen (kn later editions) adopt hine* How- 
ever. Bobble points out that in a new sentence the neuter would be 
acceptable for a graasaatically masculine antecedent aeoe, which is itself 
a synonym for the neuter sweord*
5* Trautmana selfum to selfne (i*e», mace) as an object for
The letters —en— are not now visible in cmsendon* but Bugge 
(p* 76} thinks onsendon to be certain for the MS* Stephens prints on— 
atodca without acknowledging the difficulty of the reading* Since pub­
lication of Bugge* s notes, all editors accept onsendon* as for the 
infinitive* On interpretation of the word, see Introduction, p* 52*
6* Stephens remarks that aonlg odres may mean “many another man, many 
another thing, or many other men and things*19 He and all subsequent 
editors have elected the meaning “many another thing*" Beginning with
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Mdllenhoff, all have assumed mid him to mean mid cti mece, but it may mean 
*with Theodorlow or "with Widia." See Introduction, pp. 46 f.
7* Kiegar adopts glglrwad (based on a misreading gjgirwan) for MS gegirwan, 
Gosljn (p* 70) suggests either passive sense for gegirwan or emendation to 
gpgirwea. Trautmann adopts for the whole line wolds gegildan, iulean 
sol Tan; later, gplde eeglidaa, iulean sollan. with ge&ildan to be taken as 
dependent on onsendon of line 5. Bins (ZfdPh. 2QQCVI, 507 f*} subsets 
gplde gflglmd. eUma Iulean. Kluget Leitzmann and Bolthausen (Beowulf,
4—7th editions) adopt geglrwed for geglrwan. But the majority of editors 
retain gegirwan as coordinate with onsendon*
For MS genam. Riegsr suggests aemaa. adopted by Groin, Henrici 
and dollar, and accepted but not printed by tf/dlcker. Except Trautmann, 
all other editors retain genaau See also Introduction, pp, 54 ff-
6 f* Accounts of the rescue of Theodoric by his retainers appear in 
several Middle High German poens: Alpharts Tod, Dietrichs Krste Ausfahrt
(Tirglnal). Slgenot. and Laurin. The passage most closely suggestive of 
the Waldere allusion is Alpharts Tod 253, in which Witege claims to have 
saved m and Dietrich from death by coming to their help during their 
distress at Mutaren.
10. According to Stephens, the MS has gefeald or geforeld, Bugge (p. 306) 
thinirgt it may be gesteald. Blnz (Literaturblatt. XXI, 244) says the 
reading is really geweald. which Herman supports by saying that either w 
is corrected to f op f is corrected to w* Whatever the reading— and most 
editors print geweald— . it 1© generally agreed that the meaning Is 
approx 1™**tely "though the domain of giants," However, Trautmann ("Zum
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ante! ten Waldhert-Biuchatttek* uniquely emends to dUrh fibers geweald 
("by the power of wings* which, as Trautmann sees it* ftidia has probably 
received from his father and lent to Theodorlc}* Klaeber (HDpei Anmerkungen," 
P» S34)* comparing Heliand 341* thinks Thtrh fifela geweald may mean "by 
the power of giants;"
Of anette* though syntax would point to ftidia, some have assumed 
Theodor!c to be subject* liieger emends to the infinitive onettau and 
removes the difficulty with syntax* In extant legend, however* dashing 
action is more characteristic of Widia than of Theodorlc*
12 f* M&llenhoff*s emendation hildefrofre is adopted by all subsequent editors 
except MUler* Fisher, and Heinzel* who adopt hildefroxure. suggested by 
Bugge (p* 77)* Cosijn (p* 71) thinks that frore may be phonetically 
altered from frofre and points out that frore also appears for frofre in 
The Kule for St* Benet (ed* Logeman* EETS, 1688)* p* 10, line 1.
The phrase atiTTbllla gripe has given great trouble* Dietrich 
suggests it means "the thing gripped by swords," hence shield* M&llenhoff 
suggests an Old English cognate for Old Norse grlpr* "precious thing," 
accepted tentatively by Heinzel* Holthausen, Lei tzmann. bchucking, Norman* 
fileger emends to gudblll agripen, accepted by Fischer* Cosijn (p* 71) 
su^eats an abstract "the cut of swords" for the concrete "the cutting 
sword*" accepted by Dickins* Trautmann emends to guCTbill on gripe* 
which has tempted several subsequent editors* none of whom, however, have 
adopted the change* As against Trautmann’s emendation* the genitive 
gucTbllla is confirmed In the fact that gripe in simplex nearly always 
appears with an adjacent genitive* The rule is absolute in the Cynewulflan 
poems: with gratara in Andreas 217 and 951 and Juliana 215; gleda in hi one
8 0
1301 aad 39X; 1» AnAr«H.S OBVj d-SES. In Julian® 125.
Compare also Beowulf 1766, ftripe a<ote» Sedgefield interprets the phrase 
as "beadle or ĵle 8VOrd(■ taking gutfbllla aa a plural Tor singular* 
iyatt emends to awttblilas (genitive singular) gripe and Interprets like 
Sedgef ield* hit the meaning "handle** for gripe or s not known to
have existed, as Bobbie points out, before the nineteenth century*
The difficulty seems to have been created by M&Uenhoff * s 
assumption that hllde. written separately ■Lfl 3 tJO 1)0 Q̂)C021 QS
clamant of a compound* Toller in B—T Supplement under the entry gripe 
prints hllde frofre. gutTbllla gripe and interprets "help for battle, for 
the assault of swords*" tinder this interpretation, gripe receives a 
satisfactory explanation, as bearing one of its accustomed meanings and 
not requiring a wry rendering of the genitive plural gugbilla* Compare 
other citations of gripe in B~T and B-T Supplement* (The latter, in the 
definitions of gripe* is a necessary corrective of the former^
Schucklng ("Waldere und Waltharius," p* 25 f.) attacks Toller’s 
Interpretation of frofre as "help" and elects to retain Mullemhoff*s 
hlldefrofre as "battle—comfort*" But hllde frofre can with equal justice 
be rendered "comfort for (or in) battle," and Toller may have intended 
nothing vary different*
15 f* Infillenhoff retains gefremede ond, but thinks it i s  to be ignored in 
Interpretation* Trautmann deletes the words as excessive metrically and 
has f cr line 15 f *: baet me Hagen an hand hllde getwaemde/ f ettewigges*
Thus also Kluge and Sch&eklng* Klaeber ("Zu den Waldere—Bruchsthcken, " 
p* 122) remarks that the reference of weodest, line 14, is futurative and 
that the text does not warrant an assumption that Hagena has already fought*
ax
See also Introduction, p* 58.
Stephens restored foae« accepted by aXX editors, but did not 
recognize that it was the first element of the compound feclewigges• Until 
Rieger, «ho first indicated the correct sentence and line division, the 
sense of line 16, particularly of feta. had given great trouble*
16 f* Dietrich and several editors note the parallel of Hildebrand 55 f•:
Doh isaht du nu aodlihho. ibu dir din ellen taoo. 
in sus heremo man hrusti giwinnan*
Schucking’s interpretation of heactuwerigan as ironic, meaning 
"dead,*1 has met nothing but objection* See Klaeber (**2»u den Waldere— 
Bruch3tdcken," p* 122), Herman (p*lS, note), Lenz (Per Ausgang. pp*43 f*}*
IS* Hearly all editors adopt Mflllenhoff’s stended for MS staadattv Herman 
retains the latter as probably a late Northumbrian form for the 3rd sing* 
pres* lnd*
19* Greln suggests geapueb (representing geapweb) for MS geapneb* but 
Cosljn (p* 72) says that corselets ere hond—loeen (Beowulf 322 and 351), 
not woven* Pickins and J. Hoops ("Altenffllach geap”) have detailed dis­
cussion of the ward, the former suggesting "broad-bossed,” the latter, 
"broad-fronted*” Citing the (imperfect) parallels of Klene 47 and 
Judith 177, 'Trautmann emends to gegerwed. later to gearwod*
gjT Stephens inserts halwend before to habbanne* followed by Haigh; 
MhUeshoff has halwende*
Beginning with M&lleahoff, all editors accept hand for MS had
m
Dietrich disagrees because or hadaa signifying p r m  (Adam & M  
to BldAXo II* 12f 8&d He&asel emends only doubtfully#
Sie larger number of editors accept ̂ lilleiihoff*s emendation n© for
WllHH
^  he* &ulcker thinks the reading is really ne# but others do not agree# 
Bugge (p# 78) prefers to retain he* as referring to Hagena# who will now 
for the first time be vsaXdere* s enemy* Fischar takes he blTT fah as 
"(Hageaa) is my enemy#n i*e## has already attacked mid may do so again# 
Dieter (Anglia# XI# 169) suggests that a portion of the test has been 
lost before he# Ueinzel adopts heo bill fah to mean " (the corselet) will 
be stained*9 frautraaan has ne blog’ fea wltt me* "not a few are against 
as*9 Uosljn (p* 72) takes ne bill fah witf as "(the corselet) will not be 
an enemy to*" Cohering CHI flar# Holthausen emends to ne bid* flah 
("the eomelet will not be faithless")# a reading adopted by leitcmann 
and 4ymtt# though flah does not elsewhere occur In Old English# later# 
Hoi thane en restores l£- fah (Beowulf * 6 th and 7th editions)# Baeaan 
nuggeots no bid* fah as **(ths corselet) will not be (blood-)stained#" 
but like Bobble# he also approves the rendering of Cosija# as well as of 
Dlckins and Sedgef ield# "(the corselet) will not prove false to me#"
22 f* Stephens thinks the reading is either yfle vmrnem® »r alls 
a~tBag» Xfle is printed by all editors before publication of Bu@ga*s 
220tee# PBfigy (pp« 78 and 206) disagrees emphatically with Stophens# lie 
reads (p* 206) o, or lower half of d, followod by 1& or the Icelandic 
aeaybol for ̂  The symbol for the latter does not elsewhere appear in 
Old kftgUsh tt&S* Be nonetheless suggests oagua xaae&as# taking ongun, as 
for an^ga. "with points (of weapons)#" Bugge cites Biddle XXIV# 4# 
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M  f. ‘trautmann adopts game tan, dependent on on&ynnatr* but. Hern 
C*^«xtkr itiaehe Besnrkungsa* * p* 120) points out that the 3£» reading is 
equally unob jeetionable* Qn&innan (see B~T) ooours several titles else- 
tosre in the seoalog N«ttaek»* Presumably the object jointly of oagynna^T 
and a i M h l ,  and of dydon as reflecting them both. Is me* For other 
instances in which a pronominal object is amitted* sometimes apparently 
to bo supplied from neighboring but not coordinate predicates* see Beowulf 
24* SI* 4S f.* 83* 387* 748* 1487* 1808* 2840*
Wyatt remarks wi th justice that geo would give better sense 
than jges ”&s they formerly did me*" Caspar e Beowulf 2321* as well as cosi~ 
ventiooal use of aar In similar comparisons*
26* Dietrich suggested m e e a d  toe MS recoa* Cferein adopts receend end 
read id* probably in part without Intention of altering: the M3 reading* 
since MS reediest is not cited In Qrein* a notes* ^©iahold* Fischer and 
Henrici follow Orels* Kluge has reecend raedfests Trautmann* recend 
raedfest* Dobble says: "recoa* as for recea* * swift* prompt* * parallel 
to reedfeat* gives unexceptional sense*” A number of editors follow 
alegar's spelling* recea (wftlcker* Sedgefield* ftyatt)*
27* Dick ins end Sedgefleld adopt helpan for MS helps*
23* Findcg as toe text stands is without an object* Hleger and Dobble 
assume a passage lost after flndcfl* Trautmann first agrees with Hleger 
but later suggests insertion of hie after he* or substitution of hie for 
fee, letting ee of line 27 stand as subject of fin&efl* He finally adopts 
hie for he* But the omission of toe pronominal object Is by no means un** 
paralleled (see note to line 24* above)* It is perhaps as wall to assume 
a ^squinting* relationship for glops-— to gollfcflr and find etT.
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29 ff* Contrary to M&llenhofff a ar rangomeao.t, line 29 is usually taken 
with the preceding rather than the following lines* Trautmann however 
begins a new sentence with gif and emends the passage to read as follows:
Gif he cTa earnunga* are* geTTenceTT,
bonne moston wlance welan brltnian*
a eh turn wealdan. beet is* • * •
Harman rejects the alterations, takes line 29 with the preceding lines, 
and renders it: "if he first determines (to perform) the (necessary, 
essential) good deeds*"
Sedgefield takes bonne for "than,” not "then" or "when*" With­
out citing instances, he asserts that the omission of uoa, as here, is not 
infrequent* In Beowulf 70, bonne apparently Introduces a clause qualify­
ing cut adjective, micel. in the positive rather than comparative degree, 
but the instance hardly parallels the Waldere passage, where no form even 
in the positive degree anticipates bonne* In Sedgefield*s interpretation, 
the missing ma is object of findetf: one who has faith will find, if he is 
thinking of rewards, more than the wealth dispensed by the proud and the 
possessions ruled by them*
Fragment H
1* Stephens translates hyrde as "heard*" Most editors accept Dietrich’s 
interpretation, "encouraged,” like onhyxded of Klane Q41* Bugge (pp*72 f#} 
would include line 1 in the speech, as HildegyEPs* He takes hyrde to 
mean "tempered," citing the parallel passage, Beowulf 1459 ff*, ocg waes 
iren. atertanum fah/ ahyrded heaboswatea naefre hit aet hllde ne swac /
@6
asaaaL s m s m  Ps** M  hi t m &  maaama bBwwd»
M&U«r suggests tor restoration of line la Hlldtwflf aqgelode. 
C«®tja (p * ® i  says that hyrde ferae aeorao aay he a variation after 
pareath«tic sattert in a pfittera liko that of xw 12,*X3f hut also ^ug^ooto 
^  &  S$3Sfi58$ ̂ or la. As a«my edi tore and coalmen tators ha?e noted, 
either BU4ogjff or gegepa Is likely to hair# appeared la la to alliterate 
with hyrde* Only n«iaaelt however, assumes the speech to be Begeaa*s*
m s  form Blldegytf I© established by two occurrences of the 
word la Old English aad by analogy of other feminine na^mm wi th the same 
•affix. See Debbie, p. r d v  (note) .
2 ff® Stephens says: "We isay read welaad ice«oro or weLaades wore: la
the fonaer ease the eĝ  of the geaitlve has been accidentally omitted*”
Holthausen, Die *mlAere-Bruofa© t&cke. resturks that nothing visible la 
the &E5 supports the go- conjectured by Stephens*
eland*a work" i© taken by M&Xlsofaeff, Coaljm (p. 57),
Leiteaann as referring to Waldere*s byrale, by the parallels wdandea 
gegeowa Beowalf 455, and Selsndia fabrica. ffaltfaarlna 960, both referring 
to byraies* However, Streaker ("Waltfanrius 363 f*,w p. 368} points out 
that the byrnies in waldere xw 18 (Aelfheree laf) and Waltfasrlua ( a piece 
stolen from At tile) are not to be identified with each other, and Lents 
(Per A n a p. 27} further remarks that weland dldn* t specialise in 
bymles* The phrase Is nearly always taken as an alternate epithet for 
the sword Miaailng* If or a similar sword description compare Beowulf 
1460 f* (quoted above)• A  like formula appears as late as Chaucer*© 
Squire* s Tale (lines 166-7): Ibis is a verray sooth wj thou ten gloae;/
It f a i l l eth net whjJLs It is in yours hoold*
a?
Before publication of Bu&ge’s notes* all editors take *  haame 
a s  ^ o r  ftaxne, '•grey*** Bugge (p* TO) ©caspares H eadbbearaa o f  Beowulf 
£64? {Bobbie cites also fSeatt&beama* Bcowtplf 305?}* and assumes htroai 
to he a phonetic variant of hoardno. as in the phrase (&e)heal&an heardne 
14? and 356* Cosijn (p* €8) thinks haaine more likely to be 
an error for heardne than a variant* Nearly all subsequent editors ©aend 
to tatfdaa* flratap (LSt> XHX* 10? f*} suggests het*rde» the dot under 
MS a signifying deletion (as for substituting <!)* Biefciss and Herman 
retain l a a m  as for heardne*
Bietrich objects to tbe generality of oft net hild© gedreas* 
ate** and suggest© oft fee or oft him to ref or to Mimming or Waldere* 
SSBllenhoff thinks that the fighting referred to la #cX«t.ere*s fights 
against the Burgundians and that hilde should be preeeded by an article 
oar doaaBBtratlTv* Heinsel* with whom nobody has agreed* thinks that the 
passage means that to die is nothing and that it prefaces an exhortation 
that Waldere seek fame at all costs: ell he has to lose is his life* 
ledtaaean and Norzaaa (p* 14} * Ilk© MiilXonhoff, think that those who have 
fallen are Gudhare4 b m&su Bolthansen and KX&sher { den Waldere**
Bruch et&oken, w p* 136) take the passage as general, not as relating to 
the Burgundians* but do not explain further* Xmelm&nxi (JJL* 3Q3DC, 10 76 f* 5 
takes the lines to refer to Naming* but excludes the fights with the 
Burgundians (which he takes to be in the future)* Bobbie (p« *xv# note) 
the reference is to Waldere* © service mith At tils* Lena (Bsr 
Auaggiyg* pp» £3 tm) assumes that Waldere* using wJiimaing, has of ten killed 
&Mpt9 his victims being already the Burgundians* Apparently at least
the sword is being referred to* but whether a© in Waldere*® hands does 
not appear* Waldere4 a claim to iiimmiag is probably temporary*
m
Stephe&s, ilkkiT, Beimel* learned retain Ms
M m  as far seojg*
6* Fischer takes oydwygg* to mean "©pear warrior*" tot a© Holt hausen 
(Beowulf) remarks* the «ord may mean either a warrior at the forefront 
cf «a assay, or one who fights with a pointed weapon, whether sword or 
spear* $altharl makes Go&sidmble use of a spear* but also of ©words* 
la gaittoriug* He la also Attlla*© a n y  leader in both toltharfus and 
toither*
For tBLiu Trautssana ("Zur Boriehti&uns**) has tfag. but he later 
(*Ihfi Beowulf lied**) returns to the MS reading t&n*
7 f« Searly all editors aseume the BIS to M  defective* After dryhtscipe 
Stephens supplies feailan* adopted by the greater number of editors* 
Holthausen (ftaldere—Bruchathcke) followed by Kluge and ochftcking, de­
letes _to da age. as suggested by Cosijn ip* 68) t and reads ^edreosan 
dryhtselpel Hu is as daes curacm* Cosljn himself prefers to take 
gedrcaoen to dacge dryhtsolpe as a three-*© trees tolfllue, adopted by 
ganwsmu Trautaaann ("Zur Baric htigtmg*) alters to daege Into to toes* 
la tear ("Beowulfled"), into Mane. and* like Cooijn and H&umann* reads 
7a-Sb as one line* Holthausasi (Beowulf* 4—-7th editions) has gedreoaan 
to daces t<»»* dryhtsolpe / deoraaod hade I Hu is so dace cuaaea* Bor 
restoretlcm of line 8a, Greln* comparing Genesis 1199 and Andreas 1Z10, 
supplies deor and dota&eornl, adopted also by Weinbold and Fischer*
Sedgef Ield suggests dom allcganl. comparing Beowulf 1528 (his dom sXaegt 
spoken of the sword Hrantlng)*
Stephens reads Ac instead of Hu* The latter reading is Bug^e* o 
(p* 75), after whose notes most editors print Hu (exceptions: v* flicker,
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Fischer and Sedgef ield) * Mu la se daew cumeu occurs also in Beowulf 
£648 (Bugge) .
9* For cSTCr twcga, Debbie remarks the parallel of Maldon 207,
Trautmann thinks anlnga has to mean Hdurchaus, ^Mnzlleh," 
finds this meaning objectionable, and alters the word to earaigan, which 
in Nor thumbrlan would have been eamiga*
10* Comparing Daniel 163 (haefde dom mleelae) and Beowulf 1336 f #
(geggin panceST longsmane loi), Dietrich objects to the adverbial lange 
and suggests langae* The greater number of editors retain laage* but 
Bicker, Trautmann, Kluge, Boltzmann, Dickins, Klaeber, Holthausen (later 
editions), Norman, Debbie emend to langae*
12m Cos! jn (p* 80) points out that Eve calls Adam wine rain in Genesis 
824.
13* Heinzel considers geaawe an evidaice that Hlldegy3f cannot be speaker; 
she cannot, Heinzel thinks, have seen Waldere in combat* Coaija (p. 39) 
replies that gesawe need not be taken literally but may be poetic license; 
whether or not Hildegyrhas seen Waldere fighting, hundreds of others have*
Xt might be remarked that if Hildegyd* can be conceived to offer encourage­
ment, she can be conceived to watch the fighting, so that it is in any 
ease unnecessary to assume poetic license* M&llenhoff, Bugge (p* 74), 
Boltzmann, Norman (p* 14), among others, take the passage as referring to 
the battles against the Burgundians* Fischer, Heinzel, Holt hausen, and 
others think the reference Is to the time of Waldere*© service with Aetla*
15* Dietrich takes weal as dative with apocape from wad, "place of
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slaughter*9 Shsre explicit, the editor a assume weal oec* of weald). 
perhaps a naturally feartitled place, a® thought by Bugge (p* 74), who 
eoaipares ^sltharlus 493-5, 1110, and 1106, but perhaps on artificial 
fortlfioaticiu Tmutmaan compares a Modern English idiom, "to go to 
the wall,* meaning to be the weaker or inferior party* Bditora clt© as 
parallels at heojster flcan (Beowulf 755), fleon on fenhopu (Beowulf 764) 
on (baet) fees ten (KLeno 134, Maldon 194), oa holt bugoa (Beowulf 
2596), and beah*** under eof3Weail (Beowulf £956 f*}*
16 f• Bugge (p. 74} remarks that this Is best explained if Waldere has 
been attacked by a number of opponents at once* Norman (p.14), comparing 
Saitharlus (lines 98S ff•), would infer that the la’Ske fela are three, 
but the parallel is Imperfect: weapons are not borne against & d  thari by 
numbers at once*
19* Dietrich takes mael as he does weal* ne dative with apocope, and 
Interprets *with the sword,* compering hringmael. wandeamael, and brog— 
in Beowulf* Bieger remarks, however, that these compounds are 
adjectives adjectival epithets, in siiich iaael is not to be equated
with * sword** Bieger takes g a d  in Waldere as to be identified with OHQ 
rnbai. OK mal. "meeting, speech,* and as used figuratively for "fight** 
further, Dlcklas compares  ̂oh teat metcl with Icelandic eockia raal. a legal 
team meaning "to press a suit** Cosljn (p* 66) take® m a d  as for OK 
aatfTel and interprets like sieger* Bugge (p* 74) aeaumec the usual 
temporal meaning for me el and suggests made© of er mearoc* nli»iit of time** 
Roller, Heinzel, Kluge, and Holt hausen (Beowulf) adopt made© (Bolthaueea 
earlier has gaol)* Bugge supports the plausibility of taaol as for made© 
by the parallel of belaud for frdandes* but the reading eland is in
©1
error. Trautmann interprets mael ofer mearc© as *Yi#*t beyond the line 
(marking oTt a dueling place}"; Cosijn, "fight beyond the (battle} line,* 
I.e., ©alder© would leave his battle companions behind him. Hornum takes 
m a d  as point of spaces Waldsrd has sought “the pin os cvo? the boundary 
(of a protected position),** opposed in meaning to on woaX fjeon« line 15.
Fischer takes m a d  ao an adverbial accusative, the half-line 
meaning "for an ualiaitedXy long time," Taken adverbially, m a d  might 
make fitter sense construed as a plural, "times beyond limit,w rein-* 
forcing eymle, line 18*
MtiHenhoff and Hieger adopt metodseeaft for mated* Grein 
retains me tod, but glosses It "fate,” an Interpretation accepted by a 
number of editors. The grounds for rejection of me tod or of its usual 
sense, "God," are not perfectly clear, Bug®© (p,74) interpret©: "I
feared God for thee (i.e., God*© anger and punishment)," adducing in 
support the sentence le ondraede me god (as Debbie remarks, a translation 
of Genesis 42:16), Compare j>a o a t o M e a t o  heora Soyppaad (a BXIckXiag 
Badly) * and au go oadraedatt eow deoflu (Aelfrie9 s Homily on the Assumption 
of St, ioha the Apostle),* Bobbie points to line 25b, tEea&oo Hin god recce» 
In support of the meaning "God” for me tod,
20, Fvrenliee does not elsewhere occur In Old English, It is frequently 
interpreted "sinfully, wickedly," in accord with the familiar meaning of 
fvreaa (fircm), "sin, crime, evil deed"; frequently, however, "exemassively, 
rashly," For the latter interpretation, Mllenhoff cites fyrehBteaf.
* The passages are cited from I,A, Bulbart, ed,9 Bright*s Anglo-
Boxon Header. Bevlaed and Salaried (Hew York, 1930), p, 67, line 13, and 
p, 70, lines 18 f,
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"dire distress," in Beowulf (line 14); and Stephens and Mflllenhoff both 
cite fyrnum and firnum. "exceedingly," in Genesis (lines 316, ©09, 832), 
bu t these forms, all in Genesis B, presumably reflect an Old Saxon 
original* In any ease the fear of God would stem from deeds which had 
been wrongful rather than only rash as such*
Trautmann emends the word to fromlice, "boldly*" 
leaz ( Bar Ausgang* p* 32} would take lines 20 If. as a noun 
clause explanatory of me tod (as meaning "fate") and would take sohtest 
as "would seek," the subjunctive* la the usual interpretation, fraet 
introduces a clause explanatory of tty* line 19, and sohtest is a pre­
terite indicative*
21* The word aetsteall occurs also in a place name, aetstealles beorh 
(Kemble, Codex Diplomat! cus. IV, 31), and in the phrase him to aetstaelie 
(Guthlac 150—  also cited as 179}* Mdllenhoff and Hleger remark that 
aetstaelie in Guthlac means "support,” as Grein translates it there 
(Dichtungen der Angel sachsen. II, Cass el and Gdttingen, 1857, p* 71)* But 
for aetstaelie here* M&Uanhoff conjectures "position taken up by a fighter 
for attack and defense," to be compared with German Antrltt and Ana tend*
Hie gar emends to aetsteallan. dative of aetstealla* not recorded elsewhere, 
and interprets "opponent*" Groin conjectures for aetstealle "the place 
where one stands opposing the enemy for battle," and though Henrlcl 
translates "support," nearly all editors assume the meaning to be in effect 
"(battle) place" or "position*" Kluge interprets "encounter" (Anprall); 
Schdcklng "das (feindliche) GegenUberstehen. " Sedgefield notes that there 
are "hardly any examples in 0*£* of a noun with act as a prefix" and, 
ignoring other occurrences of aetsteall. emends to aescstealle. "spear-
9 0
place," ompeHiig jitsgal^ See, further, Introduction p. 08, note,
OjProa moanae pJrtwips refers to £etla~^©rtnlaly so if aetatealle 
be interpreted “support In whose service Gaither has established a 
reputation fear military exploits,
S2* Wigg&6dqM» is usually interpreted like wt^« “battle,” an accusative 
is apposiUw vi tt feohtan. H u e  30, Herman suggests an instrumental to 
be wadered “according to (the other man's) plan of battle,” Following 
a suggestion, of Sedsefield, Priebsch {MLR. XXIX, 341) interpret® ”in 
(another man's) military service,” 33ie word could also mean “military 
domination,” a dative qualifying aetstealle* It is through Altlla*® 
domination of neighboring states by force of arras that Gaither, BlXdo~- 
gund9 and Hagen become hostages at Attila's court, and w&ltbarl* & last 
campaign for Attila is to quell rebellion In a vassal state (flaltharius 
170 ff,l
20, frautmana suggests but does not adopt beet, “so that” for Handan* 
“while,” a change accepted by nobody* Leitasmaim begins a nem smtence 
with tendon,
24, He aura tu for 7X1 raeee Is usually interpreted ”do not be concerned 
(anxious) as regards the ansord*” Goslja (p, 69) cite® parallels in 
number fear this usual application of murrain for* ULeter (Anglia, XI,
p* 165), Heinzel, and Norman (p* 14 f*), however, prefer to take mace ab 
referring to a sword which has been lost* But ^aldere's loss of one 
sword is at least Just as likely to have prompted a reassurance about 
the other; mace would refer to dimming, as is usually assumed*
25, Stephens says of glfeacg “This word differs from gif an* a® granted
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does from given, and implies something graciously afforded or allowed by 
a divinity or superior power• " Cosljn (p. 60)# objecting to an interpre­
tation by Heinzel, remarks that the word never means "given a© a present." 
Herman nonetheless (p. 15) interprets "bestowed” (by Theodoric) •
Sieger, Weinhold, Whicker, MOller, Heinzel, Kluge, Learned, 
Trautmann, Sedgefield, Dick ins, Leltzmaim, Wyatt retain eoce as variant 
of geoce. A H  other editors emend to geooe.
The word before ]gr is uncertain, but is certainly either unc or 
aid. Only the vertical portions of the first two letters are visible* In 
Holthausen*s facsimile, what remains visible of the third letter is in the 
form of an imperfect c. Bugge (p. 75), who reads mid, remarks that unc to 
eoce, not to eoce unc. would be the normal pattern.
26. For beot. Trautmann adopts baelc. "pride," which occurs with forbygan 
in Genesis 54 and Judith 267.
29. The greater number of editors adopt bega leas (Greln, Weinhold,
Fischer: begea leas) for MS beaga leas* Mdller, Heinzel, Learned,Dickins, 
XLaeber, Norman retain beaga leas (but Horman includes bega leas in his 
glossary). Bugge (p. 306) cites many parallels for "both" as referring to 
more than two things. Dobble thinks it probable that beaga, 29a, and 
syncfatuau 28b, refer to the same treasure, hence that bega really can refer 
to only two things, the sword and the treasure.
30. Trautmann deletes dlsse as metrically excessive.
Cosijn (p. 70) objects to hlafurd as senseless in Hlldegytr*s 
mouth, but is reconciled by the parallel of Beowulf 520 f. Trautmann 
emends to hleoburg, parallel with edel. and compares Beowulf 912 f.
SI* Grela emits her. Trautraann retains it, but thinks It is perhaps 
to ho deleted*
IV. GX.OSSABY
ftords appear under the forms usually considered basic* In the 
alphabetic ordering, ae is treated as two letters, following ad. and |> 
and £  follow t* The prefix ge- Is disregarded in the arrangement* homan 
numerals designate classes of ablaut verbs and, when so Indicated, of weak 
verbs* Finite verbs not otherwise labeled are of the indicative mood, 
and words not labeled as to part of speech are nouns* when no form of a 
word is given before a line reference, the head word is to be supplied* 
The following abbreviations are used;
•— accusative n* — nominative
adj* — adjective opt* — optative
adv. — adverb pp. past participle
amsu — anomalous P- — plural
comp* — comparative prep* — preposition
con j* — conjunction pres* — present
d* — dative pret* — preterite
f. — feminine pron. — pronoun
£« — genitive redupl* — reduplicating
inf* — infinitive 6 # — singular
1* — Ins trumental superl• — • superlative
m i — masculine V. — verb
n* — neuter wk* weak
Case, number, and gender are also expressed in compound abbreviations; 
nsm* for nominative singular mao online, and the like*
9?
Proper names are listed separately*
ac, coaj., but H 18* 
softer, prep., after H 5.
Vteht, f. i-oteco, property, dp. Wshtxm Xb 31.
•«igt ftay. p m . ,  dam. lien 1 gum H 3; adj., gera. Denises H 14.
Shr, adv., before XW 29, H 31; suparl., aerest, first H 27. 
aet, prep., la (circumstance) II 4, 13, 21; from XYi 17. 
aetsteall, a. abated, support. ds. aetstealies H 31. 
ftdTelin^ m. a-etes, nobleman. prince. gs* aeSfftelinges Xft 20.
V^B&f pr«t#-pres, v. f potsess. have. Inf. H 11.
Sh, poron., one, dsau «v»im XW 3. 
ahiaga, adv., eartAtniy H 9.
baetera. See gOcl.
beads, f. vested, battle, fight, as. (or ap.?) beaduwe H 36.
UBhj, ou, ring, bracelet, treasure, gp* beagtx H 29.
bean, zu, child, eon, as. XW 9.
b€gen, proa., both, gp. bega (MS beaga) H 29.
beba, anasu v., be. pres. 3rd s. bid XW 22, bycT X& 25, is XW £1, II 8.
beargan, III v. (with d.), preserve, inf. B 16*
bla&t, boast, as. H 26.
bll(l), a., sword, dp. bllluza H 17.
brltnian, wk. II v., dispense, deal out. Inf. XvV 30. 
baton, prep., but, except Xtf 2.
byme, f. n-stm, byrnle. coat of mall, as. byman xw 17. 
byrahcana, m. a—steci, coat of mall, as. byrnhoman li 17.
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aTd&n, «ic X ?* (with d*}, chide, reproach, pres, let ©* eTd© H IS* 
eoia&n, IV n ,  oome. pp* eumen, B 0*
cunaaa, pret.-px-es* v*, can, Icnow how to. he able to, pros* 3rd s* can B 3*
cyst* a* or t* l-stem, choice, bast (of its class), na* H 24*
dSed, r* i-stesi, dead, dp* daedum H S3* 
dae&, a* day* as* B 8, da* daege E 7* 
dSte, »*, glory, as* B 10*
fifei anom* v*, do (representing preceding verbs), prat* Sad p# dydon Mi 24* 
gedxrae&n, II v*, fall* decline, inf* H 7; prat* 3rd a* gedr«&s B 4* 
dr^itseipe, a* i-etesi, valor, as.II 7*
d a m n ,  pret.-pres* v*, dare, opt* Bad s* dyrre XU 16*
aao, adv*, also 14 2, 5*
•aid, adj*9 old* asau ealdne H 31*
eal(l), proa*, all* ge* aallea (used adverbially) XU 20*
earnung, f* o—stem, reward, favor* ap* e&rnunga aw 29*
eazl9 f*, shoulder. dp* eaxelum XU 18*
edvltecype, ao* 1—stem, disgrace* as* K 14*
eft, adv*, again x« 23*
aide, a* i-steci p*. men* d* oldum H U *
alien, a*, valor, strength* a&* H 6*
elleardSr, ad j* , brave, famed for courage* as* XV* 11*
Itoo, see
3cT©l, a*, hone* native land* as* ^  H 31* 
fEfc, adj., hostile* lnlialcal. nn* XU 22*
fela, n* u—stem (Indeclinable), many* with partitive £• li Id*
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f eohte, f . n—stem, fight(lag). as« feohtan H 18, SO*
f ebnd, jzu cons.-stem, an easy. dp* feondum XW S3.
feorbhord, *u- life-treasure. life. as.XW £2.
fetian, wk. IX v*, fetch. Imp. s. feta xw 16*
f edewTg, n. (or m.), battle on foot, gs. fedewTgges XW 10*
flfel, n., monster, gp* fTfela XW 10.
fladen, III v*, find, pres. 3rd s. f ladder X® SB.
floon (dissyllabic), XI t*, flee, inf. H 15.
for, prep., with i., on account of H S4.
forblgan, wk. I t *, humble, abase, inf. H £6.
forbugan, XX v., avoid, inf. H 15.
forlaetan, redupl. ▼., let go. rescue, pret. 3rd s. for let XW 9*
fOrleosan, II lose. Inf. H 10.
fersacan, VI v., refuse, pret. 3rd s. forsSTc H £8.
ford, adv., forth, forward XW 10.
gBfrefflman, wk. I do. pret. opt. 3rd s. gefremade XW 13.
frtFfor, f., comfort, solace, as. frSTfre XW 12.
from, prep., (away) from H 30.
fturttor, Cong), adv., further H 18.
fyreulTce, adv., wickedly, sinfully H 20.
ge, proa*, you, up. XW £4. (Error for geo?)
geapneb, adj., broad-frouted (?), XW 19.
gearo, adv., surely, readily XW 28.
geoc, f., help, ds. *0000 H 25, as. gToce XW 28*
georne, adv., eagerly, earnestly H 1.
gif, conj., XW 29, H 32; gyf XW 16.
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glfe^e, adj*, granted (by fate), pred. adj* H 23. 
gegirwan, wk* I v*, adorn, dress, inf* XW 7.
god, a*, God* ns* H 23, ds* godo XW SB*
god, adj*t good* nsf • XW 19, dpf* ^odum H 23; comp* baetera, better.
asm* (?} baeteran XW 1* 
gold, xu» gold, ds. golds XW 7, 19*
gripe, a* i-stera, attack* assault* ds* XW 13.
gp3*bll(l) t u*, war-swurd. gp. gSfcbilla XW 13*
gyddlan, wk* II v*, speak* pret* 3rd s* gyddode XW 13* 
adv., yet H 6*
h&bban, ids* III v*, have, hold, keep, gerund habbanne XW 21, pres* 1st s* 
hafa XW 2, pret* 3rd s* haefde XW 12* 
balig, adj., holy* dsau wk. halgan (epithet for deity) XW 37* 
hand, f* u—stem, hand, ns* XW 15, (IS had) XW 21, ds* handa XW 12* 
hak, adj*, hoary, grey, asf* hffi*e XW 17*
he, pron., he. nssu XW 28, H 26, 28, H 32, dsm* him XW 6, 12, 27, asm* 
blue XW 8, hyne HI, asn* hit XW 4 (US ic). 
gehealdan, redupl. v*, hold* Inf* R 4*
heard, adj*, hard, strong* asm* heardne (MS hearne) H 4* 
he&^i^Srig, adj*, battle-weary, dam* wk* hea'duW&rigan (epithet for 
Waldere) XW 17* 
hUhwan, redapl* v*, haw, pret* 3rd p* h^owun H 17*
help, f *, help, as* help© XW 27* 
h<5r, adv*, here XW IB, B 31* 
gehTdan, wk 2 v*, hide, pp. gehTded XW 3*
hi Id, f. jo—stem, battle, ds* hilde XW 12, H 4, 30, as. hilde XW 15*
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hlafurd, m«, lard* as« E 30*
«dt*f tasted. f r U y  XW 14, & 2* 
hvaet, interjection, what* w a n t Xs 14*
g®hiUc, pron*, gyerytttniu with parti tive genitive, gs. (usod advorbi&Xly} 
gehiilees il 26* 
hworfaa, 111 turn* go. inf* H 20*
hyrdan, wk* I n ,  tefdwi. encourage. prat* 3rd s* hyrde H 1*
U t proa*! ns* XW 2, 4t B 12, 13, 19, ds* 0*5 XW 15, 18, as* mW XW 22, 24* 
imSfea, a*, reward for former service, as* XW 7*
laetaa, redapl* t*, let* i^p* s* XgTet H 4*
154s, adj* (with get*}, without, asm* K 29*
1ST, f., heirloom* as* Xfe 18*
laog, adj*, Iona, ass* langne H 10 (sSS lange)*
XS&t adj*, hostile* gpsu 1530?a (goes) H 16*
13c, a*, body* one*e person* ds* iXee H 14*
U3T, a*, life, as* H lO.
gelTfan, I v. (with a* and to), expect* believe in, pres* 3rd s* gellf©^
XW 27.
^aeg, si*, blood relative* kinsman* ns* XW 8*
BfiTel, n*, time* occasion. H 19 (see notes)*
aaenigo, f* Th-stom, caul11 tado. ds* H 29*
magan, pret*-prea., may* oaa* pres* 3rd s* maeg XW 25*
matTeliaa, wk* II v«, apeak* pret* 3rd s* matfelode X.V> 11*
agSe, a*, treasure* gp* aS^aa XW 6, H 24*
mearc, f*» carte* H alt* as* aearee II 19*
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®aca* sk» jfrNitaâ  sword. d H ) s «  XW e* H 24* dp* o££bujft XW 24*
«fc* I ▼** caeouater. attack* pres* Sid p* eeaflTUcd XK 24*
“•tod* a*, God, so* B 19*
sicel* adj** great, ash, a as* XW 3*
aid* prop** wi th d«9 among B XX* with (parsons) XW 6* (iaeauB} H 25*
(manner) H 87} with i** together with {things} XW 6* 
aTftf adj** Bar* vocative H 12*
a o s* a * eans*~stem* man. gs* Aozmee H 14* 31* gp* monaa B 3* 
oonlg* pron** aanv. as* XW a*
oaten* pret*-pres** say, pres* opt* 3rd p* u£5tan mtotaa) Mi 30* 
t<wmnnt pret«-pre8»* bear in taind* remember. pres* 3rd s* ga&an (bs 
genam) XW 7*
aarnwn, XXX v** have anxiety about* imp* a* m u m  II 24*
aalles* adv** not at all H 13*
ae* adv** not X& S3 { m  he}* H* 2* e* 24*
nearo* n** wa-etsm* straits. difficulties. dp* nearwum XV* a* 
geoloen* See gwunnn 
^  adv** now H 6* 8* 89*
of* prep** from XW a*
oferg prep** beyond, without H 19*
oft* adv** of tea H 4*
on* prep** with d** in XW 3* 12* on XW IB* with a** to B 15*
oad* conj** and Xft 5* 1G* 19* 20* H 5* 28 (always abbreviated ~f ).
andraedan* redial* v** dread* fear* pret* 1st o* ondred H 19*
tShettan* wk* X v** hasten, rash* pret* 3rd «* ohette Mi 10*
ongiBtMHf III v** attack, pres* 3rd p* ongynnatT Xv< 23; begin (pleonastic) p
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Sard «« ongan H 26* 
onaendan, wk* I v*, send. inf. onsendon XW 5*
Qfd»yga, a* a^ste^ ,fcgo*iarrlor Cor leader? or sword- or spear—warrtor?) * 
Toeati?a H 6*
others ®dj*, «aaa* dBres H El; proa*, gam* BBkes X» 6, dam. X&Crum.
H 5, ama* M a r  (one) H 9* 
ccmj., or H IO, 15, 31*
zBedfeet, adj*, resolute, wise, prod* adj* X® 26* 
reef, s* or a*, dress, armor* ns* Xft 20*
reecaa, A *  I ▼*, care far, be concerned about* with g*, pres* opt* 3rd 
a* recce li 23* 
reeon, adj*, quick, prompt* pred* adj* Xfc 26* 
r^ii, a*, (what le) right, gp* ryhta XV. 26*
sedan, pret.•pres*, shall* pres* Sod s* sc salt ii 9 (shall 0.0), 25, 
pres* 3rd a* sceel H 29*
«e, demonstrative proa*, he* It* that* asm* X** 25, 27; nsa* pact X« 31,
Is* <Ty (therefore, anticipation of paet-clause) B 19, H 25, 
gpca* Bara H 3; definite article or demonstrative adj., asm. 
mm H 8, dam* <SSm XW Z (or neut*?), 27, H 13, 21, dsn* H 28, isia*
dT X16 6, H 24, dpzu Bam H 28, apf* BIT XW 29, a* BBT H 32 (text
interrupted)* See aleo Baes. 
eeeaa, wk* X v*, seek, inf* H 27, 30, pret* End s* sohtest H 18, 20* 
seeg, bu Ja—stma, man, ns* H 5 (MS sec)* 
self, pron*, self* dam* a elf urn X* 3, asm* aelfne H 22*
geeeoa, V v*, see* pret* opt* let e* gesawe H 13*
el®e, cu, vio tory* as*Xtt 25*
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sine, n* , treasure* as* XW 5*
standan, YI v*, stand. be. pres* 3rd s. standed* (MS standaST) XW 18* 
stShfaet, n«, chest or stone or for stones (treasures)? sheath? ds* 
st&nfats XW 3* 
stille, adv*, at rest, quietly* XW 3. 
sunu, m* u-stam, son* vocative H U *  
swa, conj*, as XW 24.
seatfag, ad j* , blood—stained» nsau H 5* 
swefan, V v*, sleep in death* inf1* H 31*
vsveordpiegen, m* n-stem, sword-play* ds* sweordplegan (MS - wlegan) H 13* 
sweordwuzid, adj*, sword-wounded* asm* H 5*
geswTcan, I v#, fail* prove inefficient (with d*), pres* 3rd s* geswTcetr H 2*
swurd, n*, sword, ds* swurde FI 28* 
syllan, wk* I v*, give, inf* XW 25* 
symle, adv*, always XW 25, H 18.
syncfaet, n*, precious vessel, treasure chest (?), dp. sync fa turn H 28*
to, adv*, too H 20; prep*, from* at the hands of XW 27, 28, for (as) B 25,
to (with gerund) XW 21, to (with daege) H 7* 
getwaeman, wk* I v*, separate, hinder (with a* of person and g* of thing), 
pret* opt* 3rd a* gettfa'emde XW 16* 
twSgeo, pron*, two, gp* twTSga H 9*
Jwaer, adv*, there XW 28*
$aes, conj. (with particle tte), because* Inasmuch as XW 8, dues H 25*
$aet, conj*, that XW 4, 15, H 20 (explanatory of <Ty, H 19), when H 9*
tte, ho* particle* See ‘CDaes, TTeah*
'jfe, relative prcra., who XW 25, 27, H 3, which XW 2*
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adv*, however XW 25; conj* (with fce), though H 16*
^eacan, wk* I T*t intend (with inf*), pret* 3rd s. ttohte XW 4* 
g^eieaa, tic« I v*, think* remember. pres* 3rd s* gagrance&f XW £9* 
ted«a9 oo&j«v while H £3*
adj*# this. def. 31see H 30, set* *3as (or p*7) H £3*
$Ea, adj., thy, aan. ITaae H 1?, asa* <Sffh H 6*
!»!»«, adv*, then XW 30; conj*, when XV. £1, £3*
*5, proa*, thou, as* XW 14, Id, H 9, 16, £0, £4, £5, &s* dTn H 23, ds* 
3? H 12, 19, 24, as. *37 R 13, £2*
3teh, prep*, through XW 10, la (maimer or state) II 14*
ttus, adv*, thus, so xw 17*
tEy, conj*, that H 13* See also si;
u b s , proa*, d* of wit (we two) H 25* See mid*
touSttb a-steo, treacherous kinsman, np* umi&Wgas XW 23*
usryht, n*. wrong, ds* unryhte H £7*
uaseeade, adj*, onahameful. excellent, asm* (or a*} XW 20* 
ut, adv*, out XW 9*
weal, a*, wall* as* B 15*
geweald, n., power, domain. as* Xti 10*
wealdaa, redupl* v«, with dat«, control* rale* inf* XV» 31* 
vela, a* n-*>atem, wealth, riches, as* wolan xw 30*
M a s ,  wk* i v*, expect, think, pret* 2nd s. wehdest XW 14* 
weorS&a, III v*, bee one, be. pret* 3rd s* weartt H 24*
(go)weor31an, wk XX v*, honor. exalt, adorn, imp* s* weorSb H £2, pp. 
gew ©oTCTodl XW 19*
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vartan, vie* X delend. pres* 3rd a* wored XI El*
vTig, a* (or nu), battle* warfare* as.H 15* 
vlga, a* &pste% arrlor. ns* XW 11*
tdgsfsda, tm $'&»3t<s&, iallltaxy enterprise or service or daatnion? ds* 
wTgraedenne H S3« 
vine, a* lord, voo ative XW 14; friend* vocative H IE*
vltaa, pret*—pres*, know* pres* 1st s* wot XW 4* 
vltr, prep*, with (against) XW 23*
vlane, adj*, proud* high—spirfted, np* vl&nce XW 30*
aero, a*, hand!work, ns* K E*
word, &*, word* dp* vordum XW 13, H 12*
Proper Kemee
A«Xfh«r8t g* Aelfheres XS X8t H 11* 
Aatl&« g» XAtlaii H a*
BvgBsdas, gp* Bu^geadA XW 14*
( S & m i  d* (geol tlTe^ttl^Xeit} II 35* 
B&gesA, g* H&gsa&n X§ 15*
Mlmalng, a* H 3*
g *  H lS h id e s  XW 3 *
-Beodrle, n* XW 4*
Sal dare, a* xw 11*
iSLaad9 g» Welandee XW 9t H 3*
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V I. APPENDICES
A. Genealogy of* ‘the Walther Legend
The diagram below representing relationships among versions of 
the Walther story is adapted from that appearing on page 95 of Vilhelm 
Lena* a Bar Ausgang der Piohtung von ft either trnd Hlldegunde. the only 
difference of substanee being the addition here of Vi^ga*s First 
Adventure.
The bases for conclusions as to the stamina of the legend are 
exceedingly tenuous, and some of the evidence for Lane's arrangement 
is controverted by the new evidence of ViUjga*s First Adventure* But 
there remain two distinguishing features of the group comprising 
aaltharius, the Hibelunganlied« the Hoaengarten poems, and the Vailtari­
ff! lldl gaud episode of ThicErlkssagas In each of the group a connection, 
though of shifting nature, Is drawn between  ̂alt her and the Vmsgenstein 
(represented more broadly in Waltharius as the Vosges). That the iSfas- 
genstein is unnamed in the other extant pieces might be taken as acci­
dental were it not that most of the group also reflect the disfiguring 
wound of Hagen. No such disfigurement is remembered except In versions 
in which the Wasgenstein is also remembered, and of the Wasgenstein group, 
only Hosengartan falls to bring evidence for thle second distinguishing 
element* It is to account for these two features (at least) that an in­
termediate lay is assumed between the original and VValtharius* It is 
true, however, that instead of being added, the two features could about 




To Lena’s assumption that Walther. Thidfek's Journey Horn©, 
Biterolf und Dietlelb* and the Polish account of Walter and Helgund are 
of a distinct family* the addition of Vidga’s First Adventure brings 
some measure of positive support* In common with each of the latter 
group* Vidga’s adventure has at least one feature lacking to all members 
of the group preserving the Wasgenstein: with Walther (as reconstructed 
by Schneider) and Biterolf und Dietlelb, the aliases Sin tram and Baltram; 
with ThiHrek’s Journey Home* the Luruvald and the battle description; 
and with the Polish narrative* the arrow-swift river-crossing by the 
wonderful horse*
ifith respect to Waldere. there is Insufficient evidence to 
indicate a nearer kinship to one group than to the other* The strongest 
ground far assuming the Old English poem to be relatively independent 
from both groups is the fact that* with the possible exception of 
Waltharius* it is considerably the oldest of the versions*
Walther as it appears in the diagram requires comment* 'The 
Middle High German Walther of which MS* fragments are preserved is 
assumed to have been approximately coextensive in substance with the 
legend (presumably oral literature) from which it is in direct line of 
descent* Hence a single term is used to embrace both* With the exception 
of the literary Biterolf und Dietlelb. none of the group stemming from 
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B* Vidga* s First Adventure*
Yelent*s son Vittga ess now twelve years old* He was large and 
strong, bold, stately in bearing, well beloved, and no little desirous 
of honor* Yelent asked his son whether he would learn so great an 
artistry as he could teach him* Vltlga answered: "Gn account of my re­
lations on my mother* a side, may God forbid that my hand ever touch the
hammer handle or the grip of tongs I** Velent asked: "What will you learn,
then, that can honorably provide you food and clothing?" Vldga answered: 
"I'd like best of all a good horse, a stiff spear, a sharp sword, a new 
shield, a hard helmet, and a white byrnle* >11 th these X would serve high­
born lords and ride with them as long as life Is granted me*** "I'll give 
you what you wish," answered Yelent* "Where will you go?" Yldga replied: 
"2 have heard of a man by the name of Thittrek in Amelungland, son of King 
Thetzaar, who rules Verona* He is the most famous champion of the whole 
world, as far aa men know* Since he is of my age, I will seek him and 
challenge him to a duel* If I can withstand his hard blows, he will, aa
X have heard, be so noble as to grant me ray life if I give over my sword
and became his man* Perhaps, however, it will turn out better for me*" 
Yelent answered: "I strongly advise you not to go to this ThlHTek* If 
a duel rises between you, you can endure only a short time, he is so keen* 
I'll make you another suggestion* Here in the neighborhood I know a 
forest* A giant lives there* He is big and strong and does many a great 
jjgnm I'll help you so that you can humble him* v̂ hen you have accomplished
* Cf* Bertelson, 1, 133-73*
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'this heroic deed, the king of Sweden will reward you well* He will give 
you ills daughter and half his kingdom*’* ViTtga answered: "For a woman X
will certainly not do that* For it would certainly be said, if the giant 
slew me, that I had found a ridiculous death* I will do what I*ve already 
said* 1*11 turn my horse southward and prove myself with Thi^ek*" "If 
I can*t prevent you,” said Valent, "nothing stands in the way of my giving 
you what you desire*”
How Velent gave him byrnie-hose, and Yidga put them cm* They 
were thick, well made and polished* Then he got a byrnle and put it on*
It shone like silver, was hard as steel, and was double-smithed* Also it
was long and broad, as was fitting for him* Then Velent took the sword 
and said: "My son, this sword is called Mimming* Take it and carry it
well* 1 have made It myself and saved it for you* I will be very much 
disappointed if the sword doesn*t bite, unless you strike improperly*"
On his head ViOga then put the helmet, which was curved of hardest steel, 
fastened with great nails, strong and durable* A gold-adorned serpent 
was depicted on it, the sign of his knighthood* That it spat indicated 
his grimness and lust for battle* Then over his shoulder he hung the
shield, which was so thick and heavy that an ordinary man could not lift
It with one hand* The shield was white, and hammer-and-tongs were painted 
on it in red, because his father was a smith* On the uppermost rim of 
the shield shone three carbuncles which indicated the royal family of his 
mother* finally he received a horse named ^kemming* This was the best 
of all horses* The saddle was ivory and was marked with an adder*
How Vidga sought his mother, kissed her and told her farewell* 
She wished him much luck and gave him three marks of gold and her golden 
ring* Then he kissed his father and told him farewell* Velent wished
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him a happy journey* The separation was hard Tor both* Vidga took his 
BP0ar and swung himself into the saddle without using the stirrups* When 
Velent saw that, he laughed and accompanied, him to the road, showed him 
the way quite exactly, and gate him all kinds of directions besides*
Then father and son separated; Velent went back home*
Yidga rode a long way through great forests, regions inhabited 
and uainhabl ted, and came to the great river Elder* There he dldn* t 
find the ford which hie father had indicated* He sprang from the horse, 
led It into the forest, and bound it fast to a tree* Then he took off 
weapons and clothing and hid them carefully in the earth because he 
feared that someone might manage to steal them* Now he waded so far out 
into the river that the water reached up to his neck* In this fashion 
he tried the stream above and below*
Then three men rode up* One of them, was Hilldibrand, ThidTek 
of Verona* 8 teacher—companion; the second, Heimir; and the third, Jarl 
Horhbogi* ThidTek had sent Hilldi brand and Heimir to Jarl Horabogi of 
Sindland because he wanted him as brother—in-arms for himself and his 
excellent men* Hilldi brand said to his companions: "I see a dwarf out
there in the river* Xt*s probably Alfrik, whom once already our young 
master ThidTek has taken and got from him the sword Hagelring, the helmet 
Hilldi grim, and m n y  other good things* let’s try whether we can catch 
him again* Then we*U demand from him no smaller ransom than before*”
Then they dismounted and went to the river* But VfTtga had heard quite 
well what they said and answered: "CWLve me peace and let me come ashore.
Then you can see whether I’m a dwarf or a man like you*" They ©ranted 
him that and bade him come ashore* Then he sprang from the river, nine 
feet in one stride*
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HI 1141 brand asked him* ^ho are you and whsaee do you com©?” 
ViHk& answered * "If you are a man of honor, how can you ask aa© anything 
80* a »ak©d man? Let me first get my weapons and put them on* Then ask 
me as much as you like." They agreed to that* Vidga ran quickly to his 
hiding place, dressed, got his weapons, got his hors©, swung himself into 
the saddle, rode to them, and said* "Go&*s greetings, you three brave 
knights* I would call each of you by his name if I knew it* Now you 
may ask me about my destination and as much as you please* X will answer 
your questions truthfully*" Hilldi brand asked: "Brave comrade, what is
your name? What is your family? Where are you going? Why do you rid© 
alone in a strange country?" Vidtga replied: * I am by birth a Dane
named Vittga* ity father is Yelent, and my mother is King Kitfcung*s daughter* 
I am seeking ThidPek, King Thetmarfs son, and before X ride home it must 
be proved what kind of stiff shields, strong helmets, sharp swords and 
hard byrales we have* For he is the most famous of all men in the world 
on account of his bravery and manliness*"
Hilldi brand saw that this man was so big and superhuman that 
he believed never to have seen his like* To that, his weapons and his 
whole equipment corresponded* He sew well that his master Thittrck would 
ecme to a hard test, and it was clear without anything further which of 
the two would defeat the other* Then Hilldi brand conceived a trick, for 
he was clever* Then he said to Vitiga very pleasantly: "Praised be God 
that I have finally found the man who seems to me to have enough courage 
to throw the spear against Thittrek I And if you have as much luck as 
bravery, you will probably cool his conceit, for he believes nobody to 
be his equal in daring and grixnness over the whole world* Let us become 
sworn brothers, so that one may support the other*"
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ViTJga answered: "You seem to me to be a brave man, and to b©
ft great master and of a good family* Why should I refuse your friendship* 
since I hay© been riding alone till now* What is your name?1* Hilldi brand 
answered; name is Boltram* I am the son of Beglnbald* the lari of
Venedig* The second of us is Sintram* Her!brand* s son. The third is 
Eornbogi* the Jarl of viindland*” How Hilldi brand and VITTga shook hands 
and pledged brotherhood*
Then they rode to the river and Hilldibrand pointed out the ford. 
They went along their way till they cam© to a junction; then Hilldibrand 
said: "Both ways lead to Verona* One is long and bad; the other* much
shorter and better* but it has its disadvantage. There is a stream over
which one can pass only on a stone bridge* At the bridge Is a castle by
the name of Briktan* There are twelve robbers In it* One of them is 
called Gramaleif. There is a toll on the bridge* We have to leave
weapons and horses and can be glad if we come away with sound bones*
There*b little prospect of our getting past the bridge people without 
permission* Thlttrek has already tried to storm the castle* but he has 
not been able to take it* If someone can defeat these twelve champions* 
neither ThiZDrek nor anyone else will dare withstand him* By my advice* 
we would choose* therefore* the longer road*** Vidga answered: "Certainly 
we will go the shorter* for they will probably let a stranger go unharmed 
whither he will*" They turned Into the road which VlCTga preferred and 
rode to a forest named Luruvald* Before this lay the castle* When they 
saw it* Vittga said: "Walt here far me* I will ride ahead to the bridge*
If I urge them well* I*11 perhaps put it over* so that they will let us 
cross without fee. If nothing comes of it* 1*11 Just return to you again." 
They lcb him try* though it was not quite to their mind*
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Vld&a rod© ahead now to the castle and the bridge* The bridge 
people sat up on the wall and observed him riding up* Then Gramaleif' 
said: "Her© comes a man who has a big shield v&ich would seem good to me* 
That must be mine* Divide the rest of his equipment as you will*" Then 
Studfus spoke: "Probably this man has a good sword* That must be mine*
For no prlee will I give it up, though ever so much gold is offered me 
Yea* it** How Thraella spoke: "1*11 have his bymie*** Then said Sigataf:
*His helmet, I will have*" Then spoke the fifth: "Certainly he has a good
horse* That 1 claim for myself*" Then the sixth spoke: "1 w in have his
coat and all his clothes*" The seventh said: "What have X, then, but
his byrnie-hose? Everything else is already divided*" The eighth spoke: 
"His purse and everything in it, I will have*" The ninth said; "X will 
have his right hand for my part*" Then the tenth said: "And X have
planned his right foot for myself before X go home*" Then spoke the 
eleventh: "Then X will have his head*" Then Studfus answered: "The
man is not to be killed* Little good would he etlll have if he had lost 
what is now divided*"
Gtramalelf, their leader, said: MGo to him, three of you, and
take his weapons and clothes as they have been divided, and let him get 
away alive with his left hand and his left leg* Then you should have 
borne yourselves well*" How the three went towards him* Then Vldga said: 
"Welcome, good comrades!" They answered: "You are not at all welcome!
You are to leave here your weapons and clothes and horse, and afterwards 
part with your right hand and your right foot* You can still thank us 
if you come away alive*" Now Ylttga said: "This condition is unfair
which you offer me, a strange and Innocent man* Call your leader here*
I will hear his judipnent* But X will not willingly leave you my horse and
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oy weapons* **
How they veat and told Sraroalelf how it stood* Gr ama.1 ©1f 
heard this and sprang up and weaponed himself, and all the rest of the 
twelve, and rode over the stone bridge* Then VltJga spoke to them and 
bade them welcome* Then Gramaleif answered: "You're not welcome 1 I
have already shared your whole goods with my companions, and moreover 
you shall give up your hand and foot before we part* I myself will have 
your shield* Then each will take for himself what is allotted*** Then 
ViTSjga said: "If I went to Denmark, my father Velent would say that
Thidrek had taken the shield away from me by force* But God knows that 
Z have never seen him at all, and so long as I haven’ t seen him, I will 
certainly not give up my shield*** Now Studfus said to Vittga: "Give
your sword over quickly, for I will have it before I go home." Then 
VilTga responded: "If you take my sword away, how shall I defend myself
when I meet ThiTSrak? If I go home from here, my father Velent would 
think that ThiTSTek had taken it from me by force, against my will* I 
will certainly not let it go*” How one after another demanded what they 
had previously chosen and had shared among themselves* But VITTga asked 
to go his way unhindered* Not one penny would he give them*
Then Studfus said: "Truly we are great fools that we stand
hare twelve before cue man and he keeps bandying words with us* Draw 
your swords, and he shall now give up his weapons and shall lose his 
life as well*** Then Studfus drew his sword angrily from the sheath and 
struck Vitfga on his helmet, tut his helmet was as hard as the hardest 
steel, and one would sooner cut into the hardest stone* Vittga drew his 
s w a r d  dimming quickly, with great anger, and attacked with keen heroism, 
sad struck Studfus the firs’c clow on his left shoulder so that breast
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and shoulder-blades together with the byrnie were cut through to the 
right side, so that the parts fell on both sides to the earth* How 
there was great terror in the other men from this blow* How many a 
one would gladly have been at home* And nonetheless they all drew their 
swords and now pressed upon him and each incited another to the attack*
How Cbremaleif struck Vittga on the helmet, but his helmet was so hard 
that the blade rebounded* Now Vidga struck Gramaleif and cleaved his 
helmet and head, byrnie and back, so that it stopped at the horse, and 
he fell dead to the earth*
Meanwhile Hilldibrand said to his companions; ”1 see that 
they have come to blows* Let's ride over and see what comes of it* If 
Yittga overcomes these men without our coming to him, he will say we've 
left him in the lurch— and so it is— , and it would be our death if he 
met us* Moreover* 1 would have broken my oath which I swore to ViCtga 
when we pledged brotherhood*" Heimir answered: "I suggest that we ride
over and support him if we see that he has the upper hand* If it is 
going badly with him* we'll ride away by stealth and not get ourselves 
into unpleasantnesses on account of a strange man* That is safe and not 
cowardly*" "That would be acting rascally," said Hilldibrand, and Jarl 
Hornbogl added; "We pledged him friendship and faith* It is manly to 
help him*” Hilldibrand said: **We will do what is honorable and manly* ” 
Them they sprang upon the stone bridge*
VlQ&a had had to toil hard while he Inflicted many a stout 
blow upon his opponents, so that of the twelve there were no more than
raiibiifiing. But Sigstaf and the rest of the five got away by flight* 
Them Vldga and his friends came together again and both sides 
greeted each other friendlily* Now they all rode together into the
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castle* took food and drink and everything; they needed* remained there 
for the night, and lay down to sleep* Hilldibrand thought much about 
Vidga* s keenness* It appeared to him that young Lord ThiHrek* his sworn 
brother and pupil, had found his match* He brooded much about how fine 
Vidga* s weapons were, and In the middle of the night he got up and took 
his sword and sheath* Then he got Vidgafs Mlmmlng from the sheath and 
stuck his own there In its place* He put Miinming in his own sheath after 
he had exchanged hilts and pommels on the swords* Then he lay down again 
and slept till morning*
As soon as day broke, they got up and prepared themselves 
for departure* Vidga asked Hilldibrand; ’’What shall we do with the 
castle?" Hilldibrand answered; "No longer will I dissemble before 
you, but will now say truthfully who I am and what I am called* tty 
name is Hilldibrand* I am Thidrek of Verona*s retainer, and we are all 
his weapon companions* Though I did not tell you my right name at once,
I will hold to the brotherhood I have sworn to you* I advise that we 
hold this castle and leave our companions behind for a guard* But I 
will go with you to Thidrek in Verona* If you part as good friends and 
companions, you can possess it in common* He*U reward you well* If It 
happens that you separate unreconciled, you will have it alone*" Vidga 
answered; "On this bridge lay toll and violent deeds and unpeace for 
strangers and natives, though a great thoroughfare led over it* For a 
long time no one dared to use it* For that, the castle and the rascals 
who occupied it were alone guilty* If I may decide it, every man will 
pass over the bridge free, the native as well as the stranger, young 
and old, poor and rich*” lari Horabogi answered: "It is no more than
right and fair that the one who won the castle with his sword should
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also determine whether it should remain standing or be destroyed*" ’Then 
Vidga took a firebrand and threw it into the nearest house of the castle 
after they had taken all goods for themselves* And they did not ride 
al®y from there before everything was burned and broken down*
Then they went their way well pleased, for they had done their 
affair well* Their way led them soon to another stream, the Weser* A 
bridge had spanned it between two rocks* But Sigstaf wi th his comrades 
had already been there and had broken down the bridge behind them before 
the others reached itr for they didnvt want YfdTga to come over it; they 
promised themselves nothing good if they came together wi th him and his 
companions* It was fresh in their memory that they had got nothing cf 
the division of weapons for which they had had such a yen* A second 
time they wouldn* t try that*
When Vidga saw that the bridge was broken down, he gave his 
horse Stemming the spurs, put him into a full gallop to the river, and 
sprang over the stream from one bridgehead to the other, like a shot 
arrow* Still today one can see the imprint of the hooves and nails on 
the rocks where he took off and where he allotted* Hilldibrand, Jarl 
Hornbogl, and Heimir set out after him* When Hilldi brand9 s horse sprang 
from the rock, he plunged into the stream and came swimming to land* It 
went the same for Jarl Hornbogl, but he got to the other shore before 
Hilldlbrazid, Heimir had the hcrse Hi spa* This was Shamming* a brother* 
He sprang from one rock to the other Just like Shamming, and Heimir came 
across the stream just as quickly as Vldga*
When Vldga came to the other shore, he espied where Sigstaf 
flnd his company stood and sprang upon then at once. They set upon him 
and the battle began anew* Vldga gave them one strong blow after the
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other* Heimir nonetheless sat on his horse and would not help him* As 
soon as Jarl Hornbogl came to the other shore* he rod© quickly forward* 
undaunted* and gave Yldga powerful assistance* The fray ended with the
hostile fellows all dead on the battleplace* VfQ&a however had still 
not noticed that he did not have Mimmlng*
How they rode further and late In the evening came to a stead 
*hat belonged to Hilldibrand* There his wife lived* They passed the 
night with her* departed in the morning* and came still early to Verona* 
When ThiaDrek was sitting at table* it was announced to him that Hilldibrand* 
Jarl Hornbogl and Heimir had come* So he sprang up* went out to meet them* 
greeted them heartily* and asked for the news* ft’ith ViTtga he did not 
speak* for of course he did not know who he was*
Then Vidga took off hie silver-adorned glove and gave it to 
Thfarek* ThldTek asked what that had meant* Vidga answered: nX hereby
challenge you to a duel* You are the same age as I am* I have long heard 
of you and have had much hardship and exertion since I left home* for I 
would prove whether you are ao mighty a champion as is declared from land 
to land* How X desire the fulfillment of my aim* if you do not refuse it* 
And i am now fully ready to fight with you*” Thidrek answered: ”1 want
to establish peace In mine and my father’s realm so that no wanderer 
chancing here and no cowardly peasant may dare challenge me to a duel*" 
Hilldibrand warned him: "Hold off, Master* and don’t say such things I
You den*t know whom you’re talking to* And to me It isn’t foregone how 
your weapon—play is to come out* whether you or he bear off the victory
you separate* I might almos t believe that you might draw that prize 
w h i c h  is called defeat* unless you get help from someone besides yourself*" 
Then Reinald said: "It is truly a disgrace, Master* that any peasant’s son
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trusts himself to ask you to a duel in your* o n  land," When Hilldibrand 
heard that, he said: “You will not disparage my swam brother with such
words a sec acid time*" Then he struck him such a blow with his fist that 
fc® fell down in a swoon. Then Thidrek spoke to Hilldibrand; "1 see that 
you put great seal into supporting this man* You must have already proved 
how much he can need it* Today he will hang outside Verona*“ Hilldibrand 
answered; “If he comes into your power when you have tested your bravery 
and endurance, then he must bow to your judgment, hard as it may be*“ 
Thlttrak called hastily for his weapons* Hastily they were 
brought to Mm* He got Into his byrnie-hose, put his byrnie on, put the 
helmet Hilldi grim on his head, girded himself with his sword ftagelrlng, 
and took hie idiite shield on which a golden lion was depicted* ^hen he 
took his spear In his hand, his horse Falk was saddled* Falk was a 
brother of VitTga’s Stemming and Heimir* s Bispa* ThitTrek swung himself 
into the saddle and rode out before Verona* Many people accompanied 
him, princes and knights*
When he came before the city, he found Vitfga and Hilldibrand 
already there* A few people stood with them* YlZTga sat in full battle 
equipment on his horse, big and distinguished* Heimir went to ThiUrek, 
a shell of wine in his hand, and said; “Brink, Master* Yours be the 
victory today and always*“ Thidrek took the shell, drank, and gave it 
back to hlmT Hilldibrand also handed VitTga a shell* Vidrga asked that it 
be brought to Thidkek first; “Ask him to drink to m©*“ Hilldibrand did 
so* But ThiUTek was so angry that he would not take it at all* Then 
Hilldi brand said; "You don’t know about whom you vex yourself* You will 
find yourself today before a hero, but no peasant’s son, as Belnald ©aid*“ 
Having spoken, he turned around, handed the shell to Vftfga, and said;
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"Brink* Bear yourself heroically and bravely* God be with you* May it 
go well with you*" Vidga took the shell, drank, save it back to Hilldibrand, 
and gave him his gold ring while he salds nHave thanks for your support* 
WassailI”
^i^fee called to Thldbek and asked whether he was ready*
Thidrek answered that he would not long tarry* They spurred their horses, 
balanced their lances, and rode as rapidly upon each other as a hungry 
hawk attacks his prey* when they came together, each thrust his spear 
with fearful might against the other* Thittrek*s spear rebounded from 
Yidga's shield, so that he retained it* But VlS&a's lance remained stick­
ing in ThidTek#s shield, so that the shaft shivered into three pieces*
The horses ran past each other* So they separated this time* VicTga 
spokes "Turn your horse, spur him, and ride upon me mightily* You still 
have a spear* I have lQBt mine* Bow will I still withstand you* We will 
end this tilt so that you will lose your spear also, as X have mine* Klee 
throw me out of the saddle*" ViTtga drew his sword* Thittrek turned and 
ran at Yidga with new spirit, put hie spear on his breast, and thought 
surely to pierce himT But Vlffga struck the spear shaft in two with the 
sword and at the same time cut the rim from his own shield* But he him­
self remained unwounded because his hard byrnie this time protected him*
So ended the second tilt* The horses ran past each other*
Now both sprang from their horses, went at each other afoot, and 
struck each other somewhat with their swords* Vidga gave and received 
many strong blows* Now he meant to deliver such a blow that Thf&rek would 
forever remember It if it went as he intended, and swung his sword with 
great force upon Thitkek * s helmet Hilldi grim* That was so strong that the 
powerful stroke did not damage it, but the sword broke into two pieces*
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Then Vittga said: "The devil take you, Velent, that you road© so wretched
a sword, as clever as you otherwise are if you only want to bet I would 
have borne myself manfully if I had had a good sword* This one brings 
shame and disgrace to me as well as to him who made it*” Thittrek grasped 
his sword Nagelring with both hands and would have cut off Vittfea's head*
Ther. Hilldi brand sprang between them and said to his master:
•Give this man peace* Accept him and make him, your man* You will never 
find one who is braver and more venturous for *»ii. undertakings than he is*
He alone conquered Castle Briktan, which you previously could not capture 
with all your men* It will increase your honor if such a man serves you*” 
Thittrek answered: "It remains as X have said* Today he shall hang before
Verona*" Hilldibrand answered: "Master, don*t treat an honorable man so*
He is from a distinguished royal house and wants to be your man* Accept 
him in a friendly and honorable fashion, as one can expect from you*”
Thittrek answered: "Indeed today I will free myself from being challenged
to a duel by any vagabond while this one hangs* Get away from there where 
you stand* If you don't. I'll cut you first into two pieces, then him*"
When Hilldibrand saw that Thittrek would not hear his petition—* 
Indeed would not even balk at taking his own life——, he spoke: "I see
that you are not to be helped* The child must be given what he cries for*" 
Then he drew the sword from his sheath and said: "Cursed be every fraud!
Look, brave comrade! How I will keep our bond* Take your sword Mimming 
here, and defend yourself bravely* God help you, for I can help you no 
more!" Then Vittga was as glad as a bird of the day, kissed th© gold ornament 
of the sword, and said: "God forgive mo that I uttered hard words against 
my father Velent! See my sword Mlnmlng here, Thittrek, brave hero! Now I 
am as eager to fight you as th© thirsty man for a drink and the hungry man
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^  « piece ©f bread."
Nov he laid blew upon blow on Thittrek and each time removed 
from him a piece of byrale* shield and helmet. Thittrek could not return 
a stroke and could do nothing other than defend himself• Finally he was 
bleeding from five wounds* Then he saw of course how the fight would come 
out* If he got no help* he would be conquered* He called to his master 
Hilldibrand i "Ccae here and end the fight* I don* t know how I shall 
break it off alone*” Hilldibrand answered! "When I would have separated 
you* you would not accept advice* Then you would have had honor and 
advantage from this duel* and you would have been famed in all lands* But 
I am glad that at least you can never say X lied to you when X maintained 
that Vlttga was a brave hero and a model of bravery* If X see right* your 
byrnie is split* your helmet battered* and your shield broken* and you 
yourself bleed from great wounds* with shame and disgrace you will go 
away from this battle* That comes of your boasting* your arrogance and 
your rashness* Break the flgit up if you can* X will separate you only 
on condition that you leave it to him to decide whether he will decree 
the same judgmait for you as you did for him* or whether he will let 
mercy Instead of desert prevail-"
Even King Thetmar saw that his son was more than matched* He 
took a red shield and stepped between them* Vittjga asked; CT&hat do you 
mean to do* King The tear? What is this? I say to you in truth; if you 
will inflict unfairness and force upon m© and this man and let me be slain 
by your retinue* no one will call you a better hero for It* or a greater 
man* Moreover* someone will avenge that* for X have a mother's brother 
who is not below you in royal might*" The king answered; ttBrave hero, I 
will do you only good* I should like to ask you to leave off from my son*
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for he will perish if you go ou fighting* If you do that* I will give 
you a city in Jay land* Rule there as a count* If you like* I will help 
you to a distinguished marriage*" ViTtga answered: "In no case will X
aooept your offer* Yotrson is to have the same judgment i&ich he determined 
for me: it shall be because you would force me* through the superior
strength of your retinue*" The king went back* and they began hard fight­
ing anew* Thittrek defended himself bravely and manfully* but Vittga bore 
down upon him with superior strength* At last he out through the helmet 
Hilldi grim from the left to the right side* so that the helmet knob flew 
off and Thittrekf s temple—hair followed*
As soon as Hilldibrand saw that Hilldi grim m s  broken, he sprang 
between them and begged: "Good comrade VicTga, on account of our brother­
hood* give Thittrek peace and be his companion* When you two ride through 
the whole world* your equal will not be found*" Vitt&a answered: "Though
he has not deserved it from me* nonetheless I will grant your petition on 
account of our brotherhood*" Now they put away their weapons* laid their 
hands together* and became sword brothers* As good friends* they rode 
hence to Verona*
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